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.>D/egal P ROC~3'D XMAS

'IRS. ddt''~IS: 34e'9 lize to get starteuo

IIr. Tourtellotte, are you ready to pxcc euV

MR. TUULCTllLIFATTI":'es
Before (n px'oceed, I guess it, snould ue noted

on tIIB record, and I thinic pernaps ilr. ~taenaerg has already
k

notifiee tne parties, that 41e appeal 1.'oar+ Vie grant 'unti3.

ne:ct Tnursday to respond to the Xntervenors'iling +ad

supp':B1aental filing made willa.regard to h>e i1CI<~ consultants.

ilRSe l30di'aikSc You kSlowg as long as you'e brougI1Y.

up t11e subject, t.1e aboard has been discussing t11is .~at er

fram time to time, and we really tilougKt ~1ere was a

stipulation< the fact that two parties offered to sti:pulate

that tne documents co1ae in, and ~ere 'was silence on tIIB

part of tIIB tnird party. ~le really thougnt we nad a stipula-

tiong and Glen of coux'sB we later found tnat NB did not ~

iIR. TOURTHLI OTTi: I'd li.'ce to call a)r. pawmark.

. eh~ereupon,

dMlia44 II di"1$1<~uhC

was called as a witness on behalf of t1B ib gulatory Staff t

and, having been first duly sworn, was examined and testifieu
as follows:

i3Iib"CT ~1XuR.'ZION

A

'e

r

BZ rlR TOURTl"LLOT'ZZ-

dill you state your name, address and occupation
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please?

LTy noae is Hathan ~1. deiaaark. I'm located at

the University of Xllinois at, Uroana, Illinois. X am a

retired professor, Professor Panezitus of Civil ing~~*ezing

and in tire Center foz Advanced Study of tne Univezity, anu

F
l

I

I'm a consulting engineer.

Did you zepare a Statem~mt of i'xofessional

Qualifications entitled, "i1athan li. bemoan, oiogzagn"ical

Data," dated August 3.st> l970?

I did

Are tnere any auditions, corrections or deletions

you wisll to make to tJ1at stat&blent at tllis time?

Yes. In dovemaer of uris year, I was infow:>ed

aCj

] f

that X would be awarded the fifteenth do3.d aiedal of Mxe

Institution of Structural i"ngineers of Great ozitain, given

every fou years, and X twink tuis is tne first time to an

American.

Very good.

Are tnere any other additions?

iloneo

Vezv well.

i)id you also prepare a statement of testi mnj

of i)z. dathan t4. ulewiaazk. fo Lais proceeding?

X did

dad aze tneze any additions, correct ons Qr
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t

RlM/aged
p

deletions you wish ~o ~iak to t >ac s~~t~ent. at i~>is '"i>aeP

Tn ".e are sune typograpnica3. errors tnat..Gould

ae corrected. May I proceeu with Ohms

Yes.

On page one, in tice lash line, "Ni13.i'~ Z. dell,"
"Hillicgn" i 'aisspa13.ed. It snould he g-i-1-1-i-a-lo

In Re feric 8 Ap page 1 3 g 'AnicLl appears eolith

thing seems to be wrong with this copy. D's «>arked —yes,

t0
it, <aust. he page C»13 —C-14, I'ru sorry.

On page C-14, at. the end of +>e firsi". paragraphs:

there are two numbers "usaC are inte"ci>anged. Tne last
three lines should read, or c&e sentence beginning on tne

fourth line fro>u tee end of -h>ah paragraph snoulu reau as

follows:

"The spectra snown in Pigure 16 are

for the free field for an acceleration level

of 0.75'. '"he pl~~a comple:. for an accelera-

tion level of..." —it reafs "0.6g," but it snould

"0 5g" —" and for the zeac'cor building, fox an

acceleration level. of 0.5g." ».'nich is wnaC ip. reads,

it. should be changed ix) 0 a 6 ~ Zn oCiler Tlords y Mle 0 ~ 5 asLLL

the 0.6 are interchanged. These are correc-ly shown, however,,

in Table 1
t

And in keference 8, page one, Use second, line
from the bottom on ~at, page, txe worQ seoul'eau "re3.abed,"



p



and it is spelled "R-l-e," instead of "R-e-j."
4I
1f
~ ~
~ I

lj
ef

Qn page ll, the fourth line from ale to}) of tue

page, Use wording is: "...soil, the ground tne ear&,"

there should be pa~enthe es around "the cart s."

The comma in ~e third line from the bottom

following '"Tokachi-Oki," 'suou" d be omitted..

Those are all toe coz ections '"'ve o" d.

kDS. BOWERS: |ir. Tou"tello te, because there i"
the double ncmbering of "A," " taint. it should be decided

right now to use the numbering at one sot''cm —at the top

or. the bott m, but you know,"we need to come to agre@nant.

I4R. TOURTPLMTTE: Yes.

Nell, actually, 'che numbering tuat is there—
maybe X can offer an explanation, and tLxen we can us one or

the other.

Actually, both numbers were there. What we did,

simply for. tne convenience of tsxe par~ies ~d ~re soars,

was to copy tnis staCm~t out of the Sly wnere it was placed

and in the SHR, .the nuabering at the bottom of tne gaga is
Y i

~ I
C-l, C-2 and so on. But the docuMent itself as originally
drafted by Dr. ilewmark for insertion into the M8 contained

tne numbers at the top of the page. So Uaose are tne nuauer~u

pages.

X don't really have any -- X tiink it would
II
! probably be bett. r if, since they aze part of 5xe SHR, if we



~,
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just. used the SHR designat'on at Nxe ho"'tom of Me gage.

X would at. Uris Mes asl: hhat tne prof=ssional

qualifications and one test"'mony of Or. Aewnark as incorpcxa~ed

inco the record a if read.

IQS. l'Oft.'1M: iver. Pleiscaake"?

'ilK. FL~XSCUALCHR: X have no object- on.

llR~ MORTON:

liRS o dOÃ4BS

just identified '.Uill be

as if read.

do ohgection ~

knell the ~no docurnen.~s which you,'ve

physically insert 6 in ~ie transcript.

(The docuraents follow:}
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NATHAN M. NEMMARK

Biographical Data

Nathan M. Newmark, Professor of Civil Engineering and in the Center
for Advanced Study, Emeritus, at the University of Illinois has been a member
of the faculty at the Urbane Campus since 1930, He has been engaged in
research, instruction and engineering practice in applied mechanics, structural
engineering and structural dynamics for his entire career.

He was born on 22 September 1910 in Plainfield, New Jersey. He
attended Rutgers University where he received the B.S. degree in Civil
Engineering in June 1930. He received the degree of Master of Science in
Civil Engineering fran the University of Illinois in June 1932 and the degree
of Ph.O. in Engineering from the same institution in June 1934.

In January 1969 Professor Newmark was awarded the 1968 National
Medal of Science by President L. B. Johnson. On 21 February 1969 he became
the 46th recipient of the Washington Award. In 1979 he will receive the John
Fritz Medal, awarded annually since 1902 by the five major engineering
societies of the United States.

In 1955 Rutgers University conferred the honorary degree of Doctor
of Science on him. In 1967 he was awarded the degree of Doctor Honoris
Causa by the University of Liege in Belgium on the occasion of the 150th
anniversary of the founding of that University, and in 1969 he was awarded
the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws by, the University of Notre Dame. He was
honored in 1972 by a degree from the National Civil Engineering Laboratory of
Lisbon, Portugal, and in 1978 by the honorary degree of Doctor of Science
by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Or. Newmark's awards and honors include election to membership in
the National Academy of Sciences in April 1966, election as a Fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and. Sciences 'in 1962, and election as a Founding
Member of the National Academy of Engineering when it was formed in December
1964. He was a member of the Council and of the Executive Corrrni ttee

of'AE

until 1968. In August, 1970, Or. Newmark was made a Fellow of the Argentine
Academy of Exact, Natural and Physical Sciences, and in; June 1975 he was
designated as corresponding academician of the Academy of Engineering of the
Mexican Institute of Culture.

His other honors include the Vincent Bendix Award for Engineering
'esearchfrom the American Society for Engineering Education in June 1961,

the Norman Medal 'of the American Society of Civil Engineers in 1958 and the
Ernest E. Howard Award of ASCE in the same year. He received also from ASCE

the J. James R. Croes Medal in 1945, the Moisseiff Award in 1950, and the
Theodore von Karman Medal in 1962. In 1950 he received the Mason Medai of
the American Concrete Institute and in 1956 an award from the Concrete
Reinforcing Steel Institute in recognition of his contributions to the field





of reinforced concrete research. In'1965 Dr. Newmark was awarded Che Order
of Lincoln of Achievement in the field of technology and engineering by Che
Lincoln Academy of Il 1 inois.

Or. Newmark was elected to Honorary Mcmbershfp ln the American
Society of Civfl Engineers in 1966, and to Honorary Membershfp in the
American Concrete Institute in 1967. In 1969 he was elected an Honorary
Fellow of the Internatfonal Association of Earthquake Engineering, and in
1971 an Honorary Member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
He is a Fellow of the ASCE, ASME, the American Association for the Advance-
ment of S'cience, the American Geophysical Onion, and the Institution of
Civil Engineers of Great Britain.

In May 1958 the 43-story Latino Americana Tower in Mexico City,
for which Or. Hewmark was the seismfc consultant, was given a special award
by the American Institute of Steel Construction because of its successful
resistance to the major earthquake of July 1957. A stafnless steel plaque
was attached to the building indicating the part in its design that was
played by Or. Newmark.

Professor Newmark is the author of over 230 papers, articles,
monographs and books in the fields of structural analysis and design, applied
nechanfcs, numerical methods of stress analysis, and effects of impact,
shock, vfbration, wave action, blast and ear thquakcs on strucCures. He is
the co-author of two books on earthquake engineering including "Oesign of
Multistory Reinforced Concrete Buildings for Earthquake Motion" with J. A.
Blume and Leo Corning, published by the Portland Cement Association fn
Chfcag'a in 1961, and "Fundamentals of Earthquake Engineering," with Emilio
Rosenblueth, publ ished by Prentice-Hall, Inc. in 1971.

Professor Newmark's chapters in books include Chapter '16, "Current
Trends in the Seismic Analysis and Oesign of High Rise Structures," in
Earthquake Engineering, publ fshed by Prentfce-Hali, Inc. fn 1970; Chapter 0,
"Seismic Analysis," in "Pressure Vessels and Pfping: Oesfgn and Analysis,"
publ fshed by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, in 1972; and
others. Or. Nneerk is editor of a series of texts in Civil Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics for Prentice&all, Inc.

In February 1965 Professor Newmark was selected to give the Fifth
Rankfne Lecture under the auspices of Che Institution of Cfvii Engineers of
Great Britain, in London; and in September 1978 he was selected to give the
Tcrzaghf Lecture by the Amerfcan Socfety of Civil Engineers.

In June 1968 he was selected as one of the twenty-two engineering
educators for the American Society for Engfneering Education Hall of Fame.





Or. Newmark has been active on a number of national conmittees and
boards including: the Caanission on Engineering Education, of which he has
been a member from its inception in 1962 until 1972; the Comnerce Tcchnical
Advisory Board of the U. S. Department of Comnerce, during 1963-Sf; the
National Science Foundation's Advisory Panel on University Computing Facilities,
from 1964-1966; and the National Science Foundation's Advisory Coranittee
for Engineering, from 1966 to 1969.

From 1969 to 1972 Dr. Newmark was Chairman of the Section on
Engineering of the National Academy of Sciences, and from 1974 to 1978 he was
Chairman of the National Research Council Carrnittee on Natural Hazards.
Since 1977 he has been Chairman of the Advisory Cennittee on Earthquakes to
the U. S. Geological Survey.

In 1976 Or. Newmark was appointed by the President's Science Advisor
as Chairman of an Advisory Group on Earthquake Prediction and Hazard Mitigation
to prepare plans to augment the earthquake-related research programs of the
U.S. Geoiogical Survey and the National Science Foundation. This Advisory
Group's report was published in September 1976 and has since served as the
basis for earthquake related research by the two agencies.

From 1970 to 1978 Dr. Newmark had the principal technical responsi-. —-
bility for the development of the Applied Technology Council's Recoamended
Seismic Design Provisions for Bul'idings, as Chairman of the Task Group
Coordinating Conmittee, the Steering Committee, and Task Group II on Structural
Behavior. These recormendations invoived the cooperation of over 80 engineers,
seismologists, and building code officials, and were published in July 1978,

During World War II, Dr. Newmark was a consultant to the National
Defense Research Conmittee and the Office of field Service of OSRD. For
this service he was awarded the President's Certificate of Merit in 1948.
In March 1971, he was awarded the outstanding Civilian Service Medal by
the Department of the Army.

He has been a member of numerous boards and caanittees, including
the Scientific Advisory Board of the U. S. Air Force from 1945-49, the
"Gaither Comnittee" in 1957, and vat ious other groups including boards and
panels for the Office of the Chief of Engineers, the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, the Defense Atomic Support Agency, the Defense Nuclear Agency,
the Defense Intelligence Agency, the Office of Secretary of Defense,
and other agencies.

He has been a consultant to a great many industrial organizations
and agencies, and has been associated with studies of the seismic design
for the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit System, and Le Chateau Champlain,
a multi-story hotel building for the Canadian Pacific Railways in Montreal.





Other important consul ting work includes his activities since 1970

as principal seismic consultant on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System and

on the Canadian Gas Arctic Pipeline. Since 1972 he has had an association
with the Bechtel Corporation on seismic, structural, and geodynamic problems.
Since about 1960, Dr. Newmark has been a consultant to the Atomic Energy
Cmmission and its successor, the Nuclear Regulatory Coamission, on various
aspects of the seismic resistance of nuclear reactor facilities. He has

been engaged in development of seismic design criteria for buildings in
Canada and Mexico, and on nuclear reactor projects in Iran, Israel, Italy,
and France.

He is a registered Professional and Structural Engineer in Illinois,
and a registered Civil Engineer in California.

Professor Newmark's career at the University of Illinois included
service as a Research Assistant and Research Associate from 1934 to 1937,
Assistant Professor to 1943, and Professor of Civil Engineering since 1943.
He served as Head of the Department of Civil Engineering from 1956 to 1973,
and as Chairman of the Digital Computer l.aboratory from 1947 to 1957.

In September 1973 Dr. Newmark resigned as Head of the Department of
Civil Engineering and became Professor of Civil Engineering and Professor
in the Center for Advanced Study at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. He retired and became Professor Emeritus in July 1976.





The following statement was prepared by his colleagues in support
of his nomination for the Honorary Degree he received from the University of
Illinois in 1978:

"Professor Newmark has made outstanding research contributions fn ~

a wide variety of areas of structural engineering and foundation engineering.
His papers, books and chapters in books form a list of publications with
more than two hundred entries. These, however, are not the sum total of his
efforts, for his concern has aiways extended to 'the realization of new
concepts in„the steel and concrete of actual engineering works.

"His most significant research accomplishments include methods
for the analysis and design of'ridge decks and floor systems of buildings,
numerical techniques for the analysis of structures and structural elements,
and the development of methods of analysis and design of structures subjected
to dynamic loadings such as earthquake and blast.

"He has served as a consultant on many projects of national
importance. The design methods used for the thousands of bridges on the
Interstate Highway system reflect his work. Criteria for the dynamic design
of the Bay Area Rapid Transit system, of nuclear power plants, of protective
structures of all types, and of the Trans-Alaska 011 Pipeline are based
directly on his work and that of his associates.

"His influence on engineering education has been extensive.
Graduate study in structural engineering today bears his indelible imprint
as a result of the large group that he attracted to Illinois to work with
him and because of the more than ninety Ph.D's for whom Professor Newmark
was adviser or co-adviser. His style, combining rigorous analysis with
a sophisticated appeal to experience and intui tive leaps, whi le inimi table,
has provided generations of graduate students with a model of engineering
creativity at its best.

"His service to the University and his inf'luence in helping it
become the national research center that we have now is by no means the least
of his accomplishments. From 1947 to 1957 he served as Chairman of the
Digital Computer Laboratory of the University. In that capacity, he was
a leader in the pioneering effort of this University in electronic compu-
tation. It is characteristic that his students were among the first users
of the ORDVAC and ILLIAC I built here. Professor Newmark's iong service
on the Research Board of this University was a major factor in the increasing
emphasis on high quality research in the post-war period.

''The threefold purpose of this University, teaching, research,
and public service, rarely finds exemplification in a single career. The
engineering profession, the nation and the University of Illinois are the
richer for the remarkabie exception of Professor Nathan M. Newmark."





~
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The following ls the citation for the John Fritz Medal:

"for inspired service in enhancing the welfare of mankind and the
practice of engineering. By his unceasing devotion to research, his note-
worthy contributions to improving design practices and his leadership in
engineering education he has been an inspiration and a source of guidance
to the engineering profession."
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TESTIMONY

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY )
)

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant )
Units Nos. 1 and 2) )

Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
50-323 O.L.

My name is Nathan M. Newmark. I am a consultant to the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and have been a consultant to

the NRC and the Atomic Energy Commission for more than 15,years.

My biographical sketch, including my earned and honorary degrees,

my awards and medals, and describing in brief my extensive experience

and responsibilities, is attached. A more detailed description of my

experience in earthquake resistant design is attached as Appendix I.

I am the author of nearly 240 technical papers and several books, one

of which is "Fundamentals of Earthquake Engineering," by me and Dr.

Emilio Rosenblueth, published in 1971 by Prentice-Hall, Inc., now

in its 6th printing.

This testimony is in partial response to several Intervenor's

contentions, including numbers 3, 5, 4, 6, and 7. My contact with the

operating license review of the Diablo Canyon facilities began in late

1975. Since then, with the assistance of my principal associate, Dr.

Willaim J. Hall, I have attended a number of conferences and meetings with
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NRC staff personnel; I have participated in many telephone discussions

with the staff; I have testified at hearings before the Advisory Committee

on Reactor Safeguards, both subcommittee and full committee hearings; I

have reviewed drafts of the Safety Evaluation Report and its supplements;

I have reviewed answers by the applicant and its consultants of questions

raised by the staff, some of which were suggested by me; and I have

reviewed documents from various sources related to seismicity, structural

and equipment response to seismic excitation, and other aspects to the

re-evaluation of the Diablo Canyon facility.

I have prepared a number of reports and documents for the NRC staff

describing my recommendations and conclusions, the most important of

which is "A Rationale for Development of Design Spectra for Diablo Canyon

Reactor Facility," dated 3 September 1976, attached hereto, and designated

hereafter as Reference A.

Ny views and recommendations are presented quite adequately in an

informal discussion attached and is referred to hereinafter as Reference

B.

Since many of the Intervenor's contentions seem to be based on the

implicit assumption that a great deal of reliance can be placed on the

results of complex analyses, I should like to point out that analysis is

always based on assumptions, many of which are not directly applicable to

the real world of soil and rock, steel and concrete. The assumption of
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elastic behavior generally overestimates dynamic response. Analysis

has a use as a guide to judgment and experience; it cannot replace

these as the sole source of design criteria. Observations of earthquake

damage, or more importantly, lack of damage, in actual earthquakes;

observations of dynamic response in tests of structures and equipment

subjected to blast and ground shock movement; both have demonstrated the

fact that elastic analyses generally overestimate the required design

levels. These points are discussed more fully in Ref. B.

With regard to specific contentions, my comments follow.

Contention 3 - Adequacy of 0.75 g Safe Shutdown Acceleration

My views on this topic are presented in Ref. A. In that reference I

pointed out that the Pacoima Dam record showed a peak acceleration of

1.20 g, but a response spectrum based on my procedures, very much the

same as for NRC Reg. Guide 1.60, drawn for an anchor (or SSE) value of

0.75 g, would envelop the Pacoima Dam record spectrum.

It was pointed out that, close to the source, the peak ground acceleration

is not sensitive to magnitude. Earthquakes of magnitudes 4 or 4.5 up

to 8 or 8.5 may have the same or very nearly the same peak ground acceleration.

The values of peak acceleration are a function of magnitude at larger

distances, however.

The point is further amplified in the first eleven pages of Ref. B.



The so-called ~-effect, or reduction in high frequency (above 2 hertz)

parts of the response spectrum was first described by Yamahara in 1970,

and was further reported on by Ambraseys in 1975, and Scanlan in 1976.

(See Refs. 14, 15, 16, of Ref. A). I derived a slightly different

approach to the problem, and then hedged it with considerable conservatism

by limiting the ~-effect consideration only to very close earthquakes

and putting a floor on the reduction value. Another basis for reduction

in response of a large structure is due to spatial differences in simultaneous

values of acceleration over large areas, arising from inhomogeneities of

the soil-rock medium, and discussed briefly on o. 113 of Ref. B.

However, i.n all cases the torsional effect was specified to be taken

into account in the design, in Ref. A. The combined effect of decrease

in response due to seismic wave propagation, and the increase due to

torsion, is generally overestimated by analysis.

The assumptions which cause the results of calculations to be excessively

conservative are the following:

(1) Only systematic motions over the base are taken into account.

The true motions are in large part random, and therefore cause much lower

torsional responses, but about the same translational reduction.

(2) The major torsional effect comes from horizontally propagated

vertical wave fronts of motion. Since only part of the motions in an

earthquake is of this type, the torsional responses are again exaggerated,

but the translational reductions are not greatly affected.
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(3) The assumption that the torsional and translational frequencies

are identical causes an overestimate of the torisonal response compared

with the translational response. In general these frequencies are

different for real structures.

In view of these facts it is my recommendation that currently acceptable

building code procedures be used to define the effects of torsion,

combined with the procedures developed in Ref. A for reduction of the

translational effects.

Contention 5 - Adequacy of the Dynamic Analysis

The design spectra that I recomnended in Ref. A are generally more con-

servative than those proposed by the applicant, and were intended to be

applied without allowance for inelastic structural response except where

proper justification could be made. Hence the design criteria were

intended to and do cover aftershocks, since no or little permanent

deformation would result from the main shock.

In my review of the structura1 design, I felt that my intentions were

achieved by the applicant.

In my opinion the design criteria for the structures are conservative,

and the retrofit proposed by the applicant and agreed to by the staff

will assure the safety of the system. However, I was not directly involved

in the mechanical or electrical equipment responses, although I had contact

with the staff on some aspects of these.
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Contentions 4 6 - Adequacy of OBE Seismic Acceleration and OBE Design.

The OBE was originally proposed some 10 to 15 years ago as one of two

levels of earthquake motion, to be designed for at "working stress"

limits, in contrast to the higher level to be designed for at or just

slightly beyond yield levels. At that time, when it was proposed by

me, no load factors or other conservatisms were intended, and the

selection of an OBE of one-half the SSE was consistent with the values

of the spectral responses and with the allowable stresses for the two

earthquakes.

There has been a feeling among many engineers that with the present

concepts and factors a proper value for the OBE is from one-forth to one-

third the SSE level. This is my opinion also.

For example, I do not believe that the low damping levels specified for

the OBE are consistent with my recommendation that the damping be dependent

on the stress levels or response level, nor do I believe that accident

loads should be included in the OBE.

In my opinion an OBE level of 0.2 g will not impair the capability of the

structure or equipment to resist the SSE earthquake.

Contention 7 — Stress or Strain Levels in Excess of Yield.

In so far as structures are concerned, seismic responses in excess of yield

strains involve deformations or displacements that increase in the same



ratio as the strain in all cases where the ductility factor or ratio

of total strain to elastic component of strain is less than 1.3, and only

at a slightly increased ratio for high frequency components up to a

ductility factor of 1.5.

In my opinion, all structures can meet these criteria without danger

of damage that would impair safety.

General - In my opinion, the design spectra I recommended in Ref. A are

adequately conservative to assure safety of the Diablo Canyon facility.
Any higher value of SSE acceleration would not really increase safety.

Using the design criteria I proposed, the most important remaining aspects

of safety are those concerned with construction details and quality

control of construction.

Facility design in accordance with my recommendations, which I believe

have been followed by the applicant, will have a sufficient margin of

safety for ground motion in earthquakes that have been experienced, or

that can reasonably be expected, at the site or at similar sites on the

West Coast of the United States.



APPENDIX I

The procedures and principles that I have developed have been used

as the bases for seismic design for nuclear reactor facilities in the United

States, and in a number of foreign countries as well.'n addition, I have had

the major responsibility for the development of seismic design criteria for

the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline, a proposed gas pipeline of the Canadian Arctic

Gas Pipeline study in Canada, and the Bay Area Transit System, among others.

The procedures that I have developed for seismic desi'gn and review of earth

and rock-fill dams and embankments, which were presented in detail in my

Rankine Lecture in 1965 at the Institution of Civil Engineers in Great Britain,

are used throughout the world for seismic design of dams.

I have been engaged as a consultant on a number of projects for

which I have had the primary responsibility for selecting the design criteria

for seismic resistance. These include the following:

(1) Several major dams, including Kremasta Dam in Greece; Portage

Mountain Dam of the Peace River in Canada; Hirpur Dike, a part of, the Hangla

Dam project in Pakistan; and several dams for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

including the proposed Richard B. Russell Dam in Georgia, the proposed Hentone

Dam near Riverside, California, and the strengthening of'rado Dam in Ca'1 ifornia.

The Hentone Dam is located very close to the San Andreas Fault, and a seismic

design ground acceleration of 0.6 g was selected as the design criterion for

that dam because of the hazardous location and the serious consequences of

fai lure.



(2) The development of the seismic design criteria for the Bay

Area Rapid Transit System in California incl uding the tube under San,Francisco

Bay. A basic maximum ground acceleration of 0.6 g, with an allowance for

reduction in response due to inelastic beha. ior was used in the development of

these criteria.

(3) The development of design criteria for a proposed pipeline to

carry gas from Prudhoe Bay and the Canadian gas fields through northern Alaska

and Canada, to southern Canada, including pump stations and other facilities.

(4) The Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline for Alyeska Pipeline Service

Company, covering detailed design of the pipeline itself; terminal facilities,
including tanks and loading docks; river crossings; pump stations; communication

towers and facilities, etc.; and especially fault motions of as much as

20 ft. in crossings of two major fault systems along'he pipeline. The range

of the equivalent of SSE ground motions was from 0.1 g for the seismically

quieter portions of the pipeline in the north slope,- upward to 0.6 g in the

regions near the Denali Fault, which is considered to have the same

potential 'of movement and maximum earthquake intensity as the San Andreas Fault,

and 0.6 g for ground motion at the terminal near Valdez where major earthquakes

have been experienced before. In all cases, there was a reduction in design

values for structures consistent with inelastic response.

(5) The Proton-Electron-Positron extension of the Stanford Linear

Accelerator, within one or two miles of the San Andreas Fault in California, where

a maximum ground acceleration of 0.6 g was used in design with a considerable

measure of reduction in response due to inelastic behavior.
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(6) A number of important buildings., including the Latino Americana
r

Tower in Mexico City, the Chateau Champlain Hotel in Montreal, and a major

building project in Vancouver, where provision was made for major earthquake

motions consistent with regional seismicity. It is of particular interest

to note that the Latino Americana Tower, which was the first major bui lding to

be designed in accordance with the most recent knowledge and research results,

in the period )949-)951, was subjected to its design earthquake in 1957; and

instruments placed in the building recorded motions at several 1evels in the

structure within 10 percent of those predicted by the methods of analysis

developed by me.

(7) Buildings in general in the United States. My efforts have

been involved as the principal technical director of a project to develop

a report, "Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations

for Buildings," prepared by the Applied Technology Council, and published in

June 1978 by that Council, the National Science Foundation, and the National

Bureau of Standards. These provisions are intended to be used throughout

the United States for buildings of all kinds in all parts of the country, with

seismic motions ranging from maximum ground acce'ierations of 0.05 g up to

0.4 g, which was considered in the provisions to be the maximum "effective"

ground acceleration needed in the design of apartment buildings, schools,

and other structures housing large numbers of people. Substantial reductions

in design levels are permitted for inelastic action in these provisions.
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A RATIONALE FOR DEVELOPHENT OF DESIGN SPECTRA

FOR DIABLO CANYON REACTOR
FACILITY'y

Nathan H. Newmark

I. 'NTRODUCTION AND SUHHARY

This report describes a basis for development of design spectra

to be considered in the possible re-design and r'etrofit of Diablo Canyon

Unit No. l Nuclear Reactor Facility, taking into account the earthquake

motions attributable to a possible earthquake on the recently discovered

Hosgri fault offshore from the plant. The recommendations are consistent

with the statement by the U.S. Geological Survey that an earthquake with a

magnitude of about 7.5 could occur in the future anywhere along the Hosgri

fault, and the near field ground motions attributable to such an earthquake

should be considered in addition to other earthquakes previously considered

in the design of the plant.

In the assessment of the potential motions and design criteria

for such an earthquake, the closeness to the site, the site conditions', and

the general nature of response to near field motions were taken into account.

The design spectrum is drawn for a value of "effective" ground acceleration

of 0.75 g, although it is recognized that occasional peaks of higher

acceleration might be experienced. In addition, consideration is given to

the maximum ground velocities and displacements consistent with the site

geology, and consideration is also given to the attenuation of high frequency

motion input in the major parts of the facility caused by the large size and

close spacing of these parts of the facility.
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The recommended design spectrum exceeds in ce'rtain ranges of

frequencies the original design spectrum used for the plant. However,

many of the items of structure and equipment were designed with sufficient

margin that the recomnended design spectra does not generally exceed the

original design spectrum except in some ranges where further studies may be

needed to review the resistance provided.

I I. DESIGN INTENSITY OF SITE NOTIONS

Relations were given by Donovan (Ref. I) for the attenuation of

maximum ground acceleration as a function of magnitude and hyperfocal

distance from the source. With this relationship, involving an exponent

for decay of acceleration with distance of -1.32 and a geometric standard

deviation of 2.0, the maximum ground acceleration for 1 standard deviation

from the median is approximately 0.75 g,. for a horizontal distance of 7 km

and a focal depth of 12 km from the earthquake source. This value is not

inconsistent with the values in USGS Circular 672 (Ref. 2) for near field

strong motions, considering a repeated acceleration peak of several times,

rather than one isolated peak.

Although, for more distant sources,, response spectrum calculations

indicate that the peak acceleration value is a reasonable basis from which

to draw the design spectrum, for near field earthquakes this does not appear

to be the case, judging from the spectra for the several near field earthquakes

for which records are available, and from the lack of damage consistent with

the near field peak measurements in those near field earthquakes, such as

the Pacoima Dam record, the Parkf ield record, the Ancona records, and the

IIelendy Ranch record.
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The most intense near field earthquake record available is that

for Pacoima Dam in the San Fernando earthquake of 9 February 1971. for that

record there are shown in Figs. la and b comparisons of the response spectra,
f

computed from the two horizontal records, with the design spectra developed in

WASH-1255 (Ref. 4) and NUREG-0003 (Ref. 10). The computed response spectra

for 2 percent damping are the upper curves in Fig. 1, identified by the symbol

m 0,

The design spectra for 2 percent damping, based on an effective

acceleration of 0.75g, with the appropriate amplification factors (summarized

below for convenience) are shown by the upper solid lines in Fig. 1. The

standard'velocity and displacement values used for drawing these are

0.75 x 48 ~ 36 in/sec, and 0.75 x 36 = 27 in., respectively. With amplifi-
1

cation factors of 3.66 for acceleration, 2.92 for velocity, and 2.42 for

displacement, for 2 percent damping, and one standard deviation above the

median, the amplified values plotted are 2.75g, 105 in/sec, and 65 in. The

plotted values general ly envelope (with a substantial margin, on the whole)

the computed spectra.

This is the most direct indication that the "effective" peak

acceleration for the Pacoima Dam record is not in fact the measured value

of 1.20g, but actually does not exceed 0.75g. Therefore this is taken as

the effective peak acceleration for design.

As a further comparison there are shown in Figs. la and b modified

design spectra for 2 percent damping based on appropriately amplified values

of the ground velocity and ground displacement expected in the near field in

rock, of 24 in/sec and 8 in, respectively, as summarized in Table 1, and as

explained below. These spectra are shown by the second highest polygonal

solid lines in the figures. Similar spectra for 5 percent damping are shown

in Figs. 18 and 19.
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The foundation conditions at the Oiabl'o Canyon site are very good.~

The material on which the major facilities are founded is a competent rock l

with somewhat less competent material near the surface. However, the depth

of the less competent material is quite limited. The seismic shear wave

velocity of the more competent material underying the plant foundation

structure is slightly higher than 5000 ft/sec at low stress levels. One

would expect that the velocity for higher stress levels, accompanying a

major earthquake, might be considerably reduced, of the order of 4000 ft/sec.

In making estimates of the response or design spectra, one must

make estimates also of the maximum ground velocity 'and maximum ground

displacement. Although values have been given

velocity in rock corresponding to something of

for a I g maximum accelerat'ion (Ref. 3), it is

by Seed for maximum ground

the order of 74 to 26 in/sec

believed that a somewhat

higher velocity is more appropriat'e to use. However, it does appear that

the velocity might be less in rock than in alluvium, where one expects -a

value of the order of 48 to 50 in/sec (Ref,. 4). Values are also given by

Hohraz (Ref. 5), of the same order of magnitude given by Seed in Ref. 3.

For the purpose of this study, a value of 32 in/sec for I g maximum ground

acceleration is used. This is believed to be conservative. Consequently,

for 0.75 g the maximum ground velocity is considered to be 24 in/sec.

ln making an estimate of maximum ground displacement in vibratory

motion, a value of the product of acceleration times displacement divided by

the square of velocity is used as a basis. This parameter has a mean

value of about 6 for a large number of earthquakes (Ref. 4). However, for

close-in earthquakes the value appears to be somewhat less, and for this

study the value is taken as 4. With this value, the maximum ground
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displacement is computed as approximately 8 in. These'alues are summarized

in Table 1.

I I I. RESPONSE TO NEAR EARTHQUAKES

Several earthquake records have been obtained close to the source.

These include the Parkfield earthquake of 27 June 1966, for which the

maximum recorded acceleration is 0.5 g; the Helendy Ranch earthquake of

4 September 1972 with a maximum acceleration of 0.7 g; the Ancona earthquakes

of June 1972, for which the record at Rocca (on rock) had a maximum acceleration

of about 0.6 g and at Palombina (on sediment) where a maximum acceleration of

0.4 g was experienced; and the pacoima Dam earthquake record of 9 February 971971

with a maximum acceleration of about 1.2 g. In all of these earthquakes the

damage suffered by the buildings near the source was considerably I'ess than

would have been expected from the acceleration levels or from the response

spectra corresponding to the near field records. This is in contrast to the

fact that for more distant earthquakes, at distances over about 40 km, the

damage levels appear to be consistent with response spectra when inelastic

behavior of the structure is taken into account.

Both Housner and Cloud (Refs. 6 and 7) refer to the small damage

occurring in the Parkfield earthquake. Lander (Ref. 8) indicates the

relatively light damage in the Helendy Ranch earthquake. Observations by

Italian seismologists and engineers (Ref. 9) indicate the relatively small

damage in the Ancona earthquakes, and the fact that buildings designed with

a seismic coefficient of 0.07 g, in accordance with the then recently adopted

Italian earthquake code, sufFered no damage. Near Pacoima Dam, the caretaker's

cottage, of the order of about half a mile away, did not have its chimney

damaged and suffered practically no damage otherwise.
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Response spectra for these several earthquakes are given herein.

Figures 2a and 2b show the Pacoima Oam response spectra, in two directions,

for 2C damping. Figures 3 and 4 show the spectra for the two Ancona

earthquakes for 5C critical damping. In these figures, the curve for T 0

is the response spectrum from the actual record. In Fig. 5 there is shown

the response spectrum for the Nelendy Ranch barn record, for various amounts

of damping., The record for the Helendy Ranch and Ancona earthquakes are

surprisingly similar, with a relatively sharp spike at about 5 to 6 hertz

frequency. The Pacoima Oam response spectrum has peak responses at several

frequencies including the higher frequencies just cited and several lower

frequencies.

In order better to understand the relationship between response

spectra and actual response of a nonlinear or inelastic structure, one may
r

observe Fig. 6. This figure is drawn for average conditions, using the

procedures described in Refs. 4 and 10. The design, spectrum marked "elastic"

in Fig. 6 is drawn, as are the other spectra, for a peak ground acceleration

of 0.5 g, with 74 damping. The spectral amplification factors used for

ground acceleration, velocity, and displacement, are given in the second

line of Table 1. These values are taken from Refs. 4, 10, or 11. The

response spectrum bounds are approximately 1.2 g for amplified acceleration,

50 in/sec for amplified velocity, and about 33 in for displacement response.

Hodifications of the elastic response spectrum are made in

accordance with procedures described in Refs. Il, 12 and 13, and are shown

in fig. 6 for two values of ductility factor. The value corresponding to )
"loss of function" is drawn for a ductility factor of 2.5, and that For

"collapse" for a ducti I ity factor of 10. I t is noted that these are overall
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ductility factors, and the local factors in structuraL members might be

somewhat higher. However, these would correspond also to the duct i 1 ity
factors in items supported on floors or walls or on the ground foundation

structure.

All of these are dragon For a peak ground acceleration of 0.5 g.

For larger values of ground acceleration, the required values would be

higher, in proportion to the "effective" ground acceleration value. The

latter is def ined as that value which corresponds to the acceleration level

which is used as a basis for drawing the spectrum.

These various levels can be compared in terms of the seismic

coefficient in the frequency range corresponding to the amplified acceleration

level, since the spectra are generally proportional to these values in the

range of important frequencies for structural or equipment design in nuclear

reactor facilities, although the values are more nearly proportional to the

ductility fac'tor levels or the amplified velocity portion of the diagram for

longer period or lower frequency structures.

The significance of these diagrams may be considered as follows:

Low buildings, school buildings, and other structures of one or two stories,

would have been designed in the past for a seismic coefficient of 0.1 g.

This, at amplified working stresses, corresponds to a strength of about

0.15 g. It can be seen that a structure designed in this way would lie

below the collapse level in general, and would fail in an earthquake having

a maximum ground acceleration of 0.5 g. However, it could survive a maximum

ground acceleration of 0.28 g or less, in general. A structure designed in

accordance with the recent modification of the SEAOC Code would have 504

greater resisting capacity, and could survive an earthquake with about 0.42 g
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maximum ground acceleration without collapse. Damage would occur at lower

levels of maximum ground acceleration, but not col lapse.

A hospital designed in accordance with the latest hospital design

code might have a seismic coefficient of 0.25 g, which corresponds to about

0.38 g at yield levels. This would certainly lose function in a 0.5 9

maximum ground acceleration earthquake, and probably would not be able to

continue to function in earthquakes stronger than about 0.32 maximum ground

acceleration (the El Centro earthquake, for example).

A further estimate of the significance of the design requirements

is indicated by Fig. 7, which gives a comparison of the latest recommended

earthquake design specifications in the ATC design recommendations, in

comparison with those developed for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

This figure compares the ATC design spectrum for a spectral reduction

factor of 1, corresponding to elastic behavior, for the maximum effective

peak ground acceleration value of 0.4 considered in the ATC code. This is

compared with the response spectrum or the design spectrum for elastic

behavior corresponding to the methods in Refs. 4 and ll, marked NRC-NNN

in the figure. It is seen that these are very similar and closely related.

However, the design seismic coefficients used in that code generally ca«yi

For well-designed structures, values of spectral reduction factors of the

order of 5. This is shown by the lower curve, where there is essentially

a ratio of a factor of 5 corresponding to the design level, with a maximum

seismic coefficient of 0,2 g. This cannot be directly compared with Fig. 6

unless one adjusts Fig; 6 to correspond to an earthquake o 9uake of 0.4 rather

than 0.5 g peak acceleration. It will be seen, when this is done, that

col lapse wi1 1 general ly be avoided by the ATC design code For ordinary

structures, unless the earthquake does exceed a level of the order of 0 4
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to 0.5 g effective ground acceleration, or possibly somewhat higher than

this value.

The importance of this discussion lies in the fact that an

effective peak ground acceleration of 1 g would cause loss of function

and collapse of practically all structures of any sort in an area, even

those designed in accordance with the best current codes. This has never

been observed. The only structures that have failed have been those that

have been either grossly deficient in design or designed to levels

considerably below those which are appropriate for the region. Hence it
is felt that a value of 0.75 g for the construction of the design spectrum

for the Diablo Canyon site is a value consistent with experience and

observation, and designs need not be made for a response spectrum anchored

to the maximum peak ground acceleration that might be recorded on an

instrument for near field earthquakes.

IV. EFFECT OF SIZE OF FOUNDATION ON DESIGN SPECTRUH

The observation has frequency been made that structures on large

foundations appear to respond wi'th'less intensity to earthquakes than do

smaller structures, and more specifically, than does free-field instrumentation.

The first paper that attempted to give a rational explanation for this

behavior was apparently that by Yamahara In,1970 (Ref. 14). The same

procedure appears to have been independently rediscovered by Ambraseys

(Ref. 14) and by 'Scanlan (Ref. 16) . These references give in general a

relationship between the average acceleration over the width of the

foundation as a function of the relative wave length of the acceleration

pulse to which the foundation is subjected, compared with the width of the
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foundation. Perhaps a better measure of the reduction in effectiveness

of an earthquake on a large building is given by use of the average

acceleration taken from the record itself. A number of examples of this

kind of calculation are given herein. This has the virtue of not requiring

an assessment of the particular frequencies of acceleration included in the

earthquake motion, but rests entirely on the basis of a time average over

a passage time of the acceleration record, and then a calculation of the

response spectrum from that averaged acceleration record.

There are only a limited number of examples of responses measured

in a building foundation and in the free field near the building. The most

complete and useful records are those obtained in two earthquakes for the

Hollywood Storage Building and the Hollywood Parking Lot. The buiiding

itself is shown in elevation and in plan in Fig. 8. The free-field

acceleration record, in the Hollywood Parking Lot, was measured at 112 ft
away from the nearest corner of the building, which is 51 ft in the north-

O

south direction and 217.5 ft in the east-west direction. The building is

150 ft high and is supported on piles. The basement accelerograph is

located in the southwest corner of the building. Figure 9 shows the

subsurface model of the building, with Figs. 8 and 9 being taken from a

study by Ouke et al (Ref. 17) ~

The shear wave velocity in the upper strata near the building is

approximately 2000 fps, and this can be considered as possibly the wave

propagation velocity.

Response spectra have been resported for this building in both

the San Fernando earthquake and in the Kern County earthquake. Typical of

the results are those shown in Figs. 10 and ll, which give the response



spectrum for the storage basement and for the parking lot, in both the

east and the south direction's, for a damping value of 2R critical, as a

function of period. It can be seen that for periods less than about 0.4

sec there is a significant decrease in the response spectrum for the

building compared with that for the parking lot, whereas for longer periods

the response spectra are practically identical. This shows the filtering

effect, discussed above. It is of interest to note, however, that the

reduction is of the order of a factor of 2 to 2.5. Similar effects are

observed for 54 damping spectra as well.

On the other hand, no attenuation was observed for the Kern

County earthquake in the same building, which was considerably further away,

both the San Fernando earthquake source and the Kern County earthquake source

being approximately north of the structure. The natural frequencies of the

building, from a vibration test, are given in Table 2, taken also from Ref. 17.

The fundamental period of the building in the east-west direction is 0.5 sec

and in the north-south direction about 1.2 sec. This is in the range where

I t appears thatpractically no change in the response spectrum is observed.

there is practically no soil-structure interaction as such under this

building, but the major effect is one of smoothing out the acceleration input

from the earthquake motions. Figures 12 and 13 show a series of spectra for

the San Fernando earthquake for 5C damping for travel times across the width

of the building in the east-west and the north-south direction of 0, 0.04,

0.08, 0.12, and 0.16 sec. The curve for a transit time of 0 sec is the

spectrum for the parking lot unmodified, and the others are spectra for the

parking lot record smoothed by averaging values over times corresponding to

the transit time listed in the figure. The response spectrum for the
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structure is shown by the dashed line in the figures, which is very nearly
identical with the computed value for the parking lot for a transmit time ~Ime )
about 0.08 sec in the north-south direction, and for the east-west direction
the agreement is almost exact for a transit time of O.I2 sec, which

corresponds almost identically with a width of 217 ft divided by the seismic

velocity of 2000 ft/sec. It appears that either the longest dimension of
J

the building'or the mean or geometric mean of the dimensions controls the

effective transmit time insofar as the reduction in response is concerned.

Similar results are shown for the Kern County earthquake in

Figs. 14 and 15, where again the transit time of 0.08 appears to be the

best value. However, there is very little attenuation, which is indicative
of the fact that at the very, large distance of the Kern County earthquake

the major influences reaching the building are surface waves with a much

longer wave length than those for the closer San Fernando earthquake.

Now, referring again to Figs. 1 or 2 we may observe how the

responses of the structure to the Pacoima 0am record would be affected by

transmit time. There is apparently a substantial reduction as the transit
time increases from 0 to 0.12 sec„but only a slight reduction beyond that

to 0.16 sec. However, this reduction affects only the high frequency range,

above about 2 hertz. Similarly, Figs. 3 and 4 show a large reduction for

the Ancona earthquakes as a function of transmit time. The much simpler,

more sharply defined input motion produces a larger reduction in effect on

structures, and is consistent with the very Iow level of observed damage

of buildings designed to resist even moderate earthquakes in the Ancona

region.
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V. DIABLO CANYON DESIGN SPECTRA

Referring again to Table 1, one finds spectrum bounds defined by

the ground motions discussed earlier and the spectrum amplification factors

given in Table 1, as shown on the last line of Table 1, for several acceleration

levels. These values are plotted in Figs. 16 and 17 in terms of the usual type

of design spectrum considered earlier in this report. The spectra shown in

Fig. 16 are for the free field, for an acceleration level of 0.75g, the plant

complex for an acceleration level of 0.6g, and for the reactor building for an

acce I era t ion level of 0. 5g.

The acceleration levels for these response spectra are based on the

results in Figs. 2a and 2b, taking into account the dimensions of the structure

considered, and the wave transit time over the area of the structure.

The transit time parameter T probably is more closely associated

with the averaging of accelerations over the area of the structure than it is

with an actual wave transit time. In other words, accelerations at any instant

of time vary both in the direction considered and in the transverse direction.

This is taken account of by use of a value of transit time determined by the

"effective" width (the square root of the area, in general) of the foundation

divided by the wave velocity, which is general ly considerably less than the

shear wave velocity of the foundation medium.

The reduction factor R used to obtain the ground acceleration

design value for the foundation for the Diablo Canyon site conditions are

based on the general level of reduction shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, or in

Figs. 18 and 19 (for 5 percent damping), and are taken as follows:

Af ~A ~ R
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where A = acceleration for foundationf
A = acceleration for free field

and

R~ 1 -5T (2)

but not less than 0.67.

The lower limit on R is kept purposely high for adequate

conservatism in the application of this concept, in view of the small amount

of data on which the concept is based.
$or.

With the use of this relationship,>the reactor building, with

its diameter of 160 ft and a wave velocity of 4000 fps, one finds a transit

time of 0.04 sec, for which R ~ 0.8 and Af ~ 0.6g. If one considers the

entire plant structure as effectively tied together through the foundation,

the effective width of about 480 ft gives a transit time of 0;12 sec, and

the lower limit of R ~ 0.67 is applicable, with Af ~ 0.5g. Small separate

structures not close to the main complex should be designed for a higher

spectrum, however, corresponding to the free field value of 0.75g.

Figure 17 shows the spectra in Fig. 16 plotted in another way,

in terms of acceleration values as a function of frequency, and compared

with previously used design spectra for the plant. These previously used

values are defined as the OOE or the double design earthquake spectrum

originally used of 0.4g maximum ground acceleration, and the so-called

"Hosgri" spectrum which has been developed by Or. John A. illume for PGSE.

It appears that the latter is relatively close to the recommended design

spectrum for 0.5g developed herein for frequencies higher than about 2 or

3 hertz, but may be somewhat low for lower frequency elements.
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For other damping levels, spectra may be drawn using the

amplification values in Table 3, taken from Refs. 4 and 11.

Consistent with the concept of a wave motion of earthquake

deformation, there are torsions and tiltings of a building foundation.

Both efFects are less on rock than on soil. The torsional effects
are'aken

account of in current codes by assuming an eccentricity of horizontal

seismic force of 5 percent of the width of the structure. This effect is

less, however, for a very large structure, and the tiIting effect is even

smaller. Account should be taken of these effects in design.

C-16
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TABLE 1. HAXIMUM GROUND NOTIONS

AND S PEG TRAL BOUNDS

Haximum Values

Accel.eration, g

Small
S t rue ts.

Reactor Plant Vel, in/sec Displ, in
8 1dg. Complex A 1 1 Al 1

Ground

Spect. Amp)if.
7/, Damping

Spec t. Bounds

O. 75

2.4

1.8

O.6

2.4

0.5

2.4

1.2

24

2.1

50

1.9

15
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TABLE 3 ~ SPECTRUM AMPLIFICATION FACTORS
FOR HORIZONTAL ELASTIC RESPONSE

Damping,
% Cri tlcal

One Si ma 84.1%
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5
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The purpose of the studies that I have made for the Staff have been to

consider the adequacy of the Diablo Canyon plant to resist the earthquake
k

expected at the site.

I do not intend to discuss the design criteria for new plants or the general

criteria or the standard review plan and things of this sort. The Diablo

Canyon plant exists. It's completed. The question is whether or not

it will operate safely. I will address that question only.

I would like to discuss some basic principles of earthquake resistant

design and to point out that the earthquake engineer must take into

account information of various kinds from various sources, not only

the results of analyses but also observations, laboratory tests, and

experience with similar kinds of phenomena, wherever information is

available that might be pertinent.

Engineering design is an art, and part of the art is involved in deciding

what is important, how important it is, what needs to be taken into account

specifically, what assumptions can be made to design around uncertainties

and, of course, to consider what can be done economically, whether one

should construct anything at all under certain circumstances, whether

over-design really provides safety or causes difficulties in other ways

one does not expect. And in part this is rleated to our experience with

the design and performance of ordinary structures in earthquakes.
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Let me point out that hospitals, schools, major apartment complexes,

structures in general that house a large number of people, or essential

facilities that have to be designed to resist extensive loss of life, are

designed by current criteria that are for the same earthquake exposure in

terms of acceleration of gravity from 8 to 20 times less conservative

than those applied to a nuclear power plant. As a matter of fact, it has

only been reduced to 8 to 20 times less conservative in the past

couple of years. Before that there was even a larger difference. I have

been spending a major part of my time for the past 15 years trying to

increase the design levels for ordinary structures. I think I have

this to a point now where with the new ATC 3 Code which should be issued

within a couple of months, we have increased the factors of safety pertaining

to these essential structures that I am talking about, by factors of

l-l/2 to 2, over past procedures.

If I were convinced that earthquake effective accelerations for which a

spectra can be drawn reach levels of 1.2 G or more I would go out and

get as many people as I could to protest the horrible problems that would

exist in every coomunity in California that is near any fault or else-

where in the country that is near a previous earthquake epicenter, to

make a major change and revision in those structures. The calamities would

be terrible, if an earthquake of that intensity, that really had that kind

of spectrum, were to occur. So I think we have to look at what experience

shows us in connection with earthquakes and what earthquake records mean

and how they can be used. It is not only the theoretical calculations that
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must be taken into account but their effects on structures that must be

considered.

Expereince with effect of blast and shock on structures, experience

with structures designed to resist the certain levels of ground motion

from blast, experience in connection with structures designed to survive

as well as those designed to fail have led to certain conclusions that

have been taken into account in general by those engineers who have the

responsibility for defining earthquake-resistant design criteria; experience

in actual earthquakes has been taken into account.

Some of these things can't be done analytically, but certainly in a

qualitative fashion. For example, we have a number of plants of

various kinds, that have been subjected to large earthquakes, some of

them where there have been actual records obtained for the earthquake

motions.

The Esso refinery in Nanagua is a good example. The pump stations in the

Exxon pipeline in Italy, subjected to the Frioli earthquakes is another

example. These were structures that were designed by ordinary codes,

with perhaps the seismic design coefficient of the order of .05 to .08 G,

as compared with a 1. 1 or 1.2 that we get when we apply the .spectrum to

the values of ground motion that we get in the Oiablo Canyon design.

The earthquakes that occurred had accelerations that were measured of the

order of .35 G in Hanagua and perhaps more than that in Frioli. The Esso
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)
refinery was able to continue operating with no damage.+o any of'the equipment.

The pump stations on the Exxon pipeline were able to continue operating

without damage to the equipment. There have been other examples of

similar nature. As a matter of fact, some earthquake engineers feei that

proper constructions and attention to detail are more important than making

elaborate analyses based on the kinds oF assumptions that have to be made

about earthquake motion. There is still a great deal of difference of opinion

on what really happens in an earthquake. The theoretical calculations

that are made are based on assumptions. They may depend on elaborate

computer programs but that does not make them more accurate. The assumptions

define the accuracy. And we don't know enough yet about source mechanisms

and propagation mechanisms to be able to speak with any assurance of the

validity of analyses made on strictly analytical grounds using elastic

behavior concepts.

They are certainly not the case in the real world. They overestimate

by far what actually happens. Even the response of instruments is suspect.

Some years ago —I can't remember exactly when, about six or seven —I

wrote a short paper on an explanation of why instruments recorded vertical

motions in excess of those that the gr ound actually suffered. A very

recent paper, I think published in February of this year in the Bulletin

of the Seismological Society of America by Bruce Bolt and one of his students,

explored this concept further and agreed with my conclusion that in many

cases the instruments recorded perhaps 50 percent more than the actual

vertical motion. Whether there is a similar response amplification
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horizontally in the instrument, I am not prepared to say at this
time.

But the earthquake in Russia, the Gazli earthquake, had a measured major

vertical gr ound acceleration that might well have corresponded in accordance

with Bruce Bolt's calculations, to an actual ground accleration considerably

less than was measured and possibly even less than the measured 8/10 G. The

Nelindy.Ranch instrument proably was another case of severe overrecording

because of the mounting of that instrument on what Bolt calls a manure pile.

But in any event, one has to consider the fact that instruments themselves

are responding elements, and they respond not only 'in 'terms of the response

of the instrument itself but the mounting and the connection to the mounting

to the soil. So one has to look at the data and interpret it properly

and take it into account with big question marks and not believe only in

the analytical results in making a design.

Another point that is of extremely great importance that has been raised

by several of the ACRS consultants is the statement that if the magnitude

of 7-1/2 really occurred, we would get 50 percent more acceleration than

for a 6-1/2 earthquake corresponding to the Pacoima Oam record which I

used for my estimate of the motions at Oiablo Canyon . But the data indicate

in general from Ancona, Melendy Ranch as we accept it, a few other cases,

that the maximum acceleration is practically independent of the magnitude,

very close to the source. It depends only on the nature of the breaking
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strength of the rock and its ambient stress before, and the magnitude

itself has little influence. Nhen you go out some distance then magnitude

has an important effect because it defines how much energy is focused to

the point where we are concerned with placing a structure or responding

element.

In many cases we are interested in building structures that are some

distance away from the potential source of motion. For those cases it
is quite appropriate to use the inferred maximum ground acceleration and

a spectrum based on that in making a design. Close in, one must be somewhat

careful about extrapolating on the basis of magnitude when there are no

actual records and inferring motions that might be considerably greater

than those that have actually been determined. There is only one record

that I think actually is recorded, and is dependable, that shows acceleration

greater than 1 G. That is the Pacoima Dam record. There is evidence,

however, that that is the response of the little pinnacle of rock in

that vicinity where the instrument was located, as is shown by the very

good correlation of the frequencies of the motions and the peak amplitudes

at particular frequencies that correspond —that are correlated in the

three directions of response. This is something that has not occurred in

any other earthquake series of records that I know.
1

In-.any event, the response spectrum for the Pacoima Dam record, it is

generally enveloped by 'and bounded by a Reg G~ide 160 spectrum, based

on .75g ground acceleration, except for frequencies that are of the order

of more than 30 hertz.
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There is no way of making an estimate of what the maximum acceleration

might be really. It could be several times lg very close to the source.

I can even imagine it being almost infinite, right at the crack in a

brittle material. But the velocities that occur and are generated by the

motions at the source are limited, and they are limited by the fracture

strain in the material through which the earthquake waves are propagated.

Based on this concept, one arrives at maximum ground velocities of the

order of 5, or 5 slightly plus, maybe up to 6 feet per second, that can

be propagated.

- Dr. Ambraseys of the Imperial College, London, arrived at numbers slightly

lower, based on slightly different concepts. And in general, the velocity

is a better measure of what happens to the response spectrum, because of

the fact that it takes account of the energies that are available, rather

than the peak acceleration, which miaht occur at a very high frequency.

The actual effective peak occurs at a lower frequency. And we can infer

the effective peak acceleration from that value which is consistent with

the velocity response determined from the record more accurately than

by any other means.

So, let me then close this part of the discussion by pointing out that

the data that have been presented in various ways for design of major and
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important structures and the way those data have been used by design

engineers show the following trends: In general, the responses of

structures as inferred by observed damage, damage to equipment as well

as to structural elements themselves, damage from blast or other kinds

of ground motion, all indicate that the response is indeed governed by

something less than the peak instrumental recorded acceleration, when one

is close to the source of motions. The values given in the circular 672,

which has been referred to of the U.S. Geological Survey for the peak

values are estimated values, extrapolated from observations.

Other values of similar nature are also extrapolated from observations.

The methods of extrapolation are not generally agreed on. There are a

large number of people, experienced seismologists included in them, who

feeI that the values that really affect the design are considerably less,

and this is only a qualitative basis Nevertheless, it is the basis for

the use of what one calls an effective acceleration, rather than a peak

acceleration. But one should not use an effective acceleration different
from the peak unless one is very close to the source.

Here, the uncertainties are greater, the observations of damage, however,

are consistent with lesser effects and the accelerations do not in fact,

increase at such a tremendous rate compared with magnitude.
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Let me go back in the history a little. In the design of the Bay Area

Rapid Transit System, which is in San Francisco, as you know, and Oakland,

surrounded by fault systems, the San Andreas on one side, the Hayward

Fault on the other, actually one of the tunnels crosses the Hayward Fault,

Or. George Housner and I were members of the board of consultants who set

the design criteria . We selected at that time .6g as the value to

anchor the spectrum to and the value as being consistent with, and much

more conservative than, the responses inferred from the damage in the San

Francisco earthquake of 1906, (neglecting, qf course, the effect of the fire,

which was not a part of the earthquake).

Housner at that time had stated, in writings, that the maximum acceleration

would not exceed .5g for earthquakes in California.

I disagreed with him.

We compromised on .6g as the number to use. We have reviewed this value

for other cases of design near major faults in the San Francisco Bay area

sewer outfall, which crosses the San Andreas Fault under water. Again we

have used .6g. In the design of an addition to the Stanford linear accelerator,

when they added a proton electron accelerator as part of the system, the

same value was used. That structure is very close to the San Andreas Fault.

Knowing full well that the ground accelerations might exceed the .6g, we

recognized this was all that was necessary to design the structures for in

order to have complete assurance that they could survive without loss of life
or major damage.
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The ATC code uses .4g as the maximum value in California. Of course, they

make a major, reduction for ductility, but with that, the factors that I

mentioned before of a ratio of 8 to 20 for nuclear reactor design

compared with other structures designed in California, such as school

buildings, hospitals, fire stations and the like, would apply even if
the design SSE value for the reactor were .4g. Generally, nuclear

reactors use higher values of acceleration, so that the ratios increase

even beyond 8 to 20.

These co+vents are based not only on my judgment and experience, but

on the judgment and experience of other competent engineers, seismologists

such as Clarence Allen, Bruce Bolt, and others with whom I have served

on consuliting boards for major structures (such as dams) in the California

area.

I think it is not appropriate to raise this issue of whether the Diablo

Canyon Reactor should be designed for 1.2 or 1.5g. I think the .75g

is more than enough. It is amply conservative.
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Now I would like to discuss the tau effect. Let's call the variation

in acceleration over an area the tau effect. This does not necessarily

have to do only with wave propagation effects. It has to do with the

soil, the ground the earth, is inhomogeneous and scattering takes place.

If you had an array of instruments mounted over an area, they would not

simultaneously record the same maximums at all points. There would be

differences in phasing, slight differences perhaps, but you would get

differential values over the area. No matter whether the wave approaches

from the bottom, from the side, from the middle or how. And the tau

effect is only a way of trying to account for this in some systematic

and reasonable fashion. One can do other things as well. It was

developed essentially in relationship to the earthquake damage explanation

by Yamahara, in 1970, in trying to explain the relative lack of damage

in a number of structures in the Tokachi-Oki, earthquake in Japan, in

1968. There have been other rediscoveries of the same principle since

then.
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In part, I used that concept in developing somewhat earlier the paper that

I wrote on torsion in earthquakes that was published in 1969 considering

wave propagation effects in making an estimate of the. accidental torsion

in symmetrical buildings. The assumption of wave motion with time of

travel, giving a transit time tau, does in fact give a variation over

an area, and may be considered as an approximation to identify the net

effect of the variations, but it should only be used for the purposes

of an approximation.

The validity of the method depends upon comparisons with observations.

Yamahara's comparisons in his paper and the data concerning the Hollywood

storage building parking lot which I presented in one of my earlier reports

are the only two examples that I know of to date. Me need more experiments.

By that I do not mean to say I would like to see more major earthquakes,

especially in inhabited areas, but we need to have that kind of information

and steps are being taken to develop arrays of instruments in variou's

parts of the world where earthquakes may be expected, to give this basic

information.
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For the record, it should be noted that at the Hollywood storage building,

the record was recorded at a corner of the building and therefore recorded
e

not only the translational effect but the compounding of that with the

torsional effect.

Now,:so much for that tau effect. There is always a torsional effect,

no matter where the earthquake occurs and there is a rotational motion

of the ground. There has to be, unless the whole world moves at once

horizontally and those waves are propagated vertically upward. Even if
there is that sort of situation, with a variation in the time or

phasing of the peaks of motion, there will still be a torsional effect.

There may be even a torsional effect due to ground torsion, other than

that corresponding to the wave effect, because theoretically there must

be six components of motion at a point, three translations and three

rotations. There are no basic data on variations from point to point,

especially at high frequencies. The wave propagation leads only to a

proper measurement of variation in movement, but it gives a reasonable

result and reasonable comparisons with observations for low.frequencies.

The systematic variation at the high frequencies, especially when one

bases the variance on the wave propagation effects, overestimates the

torsional response because it involves this very systematic variation

which is always affected by the spatial variation even with that.

Moreover, to make the assumption that the earthquake wave motion always

comes in the worst way to give the maximum torsiona1 effect, thereby
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giving an upper boundary is also somewhat unreasonable. Even under

these circumstances, there is an energy loss at the interface between

a structure and the ground or rock or soil on which it is based. This

energy loss has not been taken into account in any soil structure inter-

action analyses.

There is a well-accepted basis by engineers over the world that some

allowance must be made for torsional effect in structures. This allowance

in building codes, in the United States, in Canada, in New Zealand and

in Mexico generally states that 5 percent of the greatest dimension of

the building should be used as an eccentricity to make a static

correction for the torsional effect by considering the translational

force applied with that eccentricity in design. The analyses that I

made some years ago indicated that 5 percent might be, increased to 10,

15, or even 20 percent in some circumstances. But those circumstances

corresponded to conditions which I regarded as unreasonably simplistic,

that did not represent reality and were not consistent with observations.

The damage from torsional effect generally has been confined to structures

in which there is either a large amount of real eccentricities, like

with unsymmetrical shear walls, or where all of the torsional resistance

is concentrated in a central core where there is very little or insufficient

torsional resistance even for 5 percent.
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Structures in a reactor facility, generally with only one exception that

I know of, and I won't dwell on that —it's not part of the Oiablo Canyon

reactor —are structures in which the major part of the resistance comes

in the external waIfs and, therefore, the effect is not as important as

it would be for a building in which all of the torsional resistances are

concentrated around an elevator shaft at the center. There are ways

by which one can make apparently more precise calculations. However, I

do not believe that these are any more believable, because the assumptions

on which those calculations are made are not defensible. I think they

are reasonable approximations. These calculations should be taken into

account qualitatively, but I would not be willing to use 'them quantitatively

in any assessment of design.

I feel it is more important to have a proper allowance made in such a

way that one can depend on being there and that the static torsional,

additional effect taken into account, bath in terms of stress in the

structure and in terms of response at the outer edges where equipment

is mounted, can be adequately defined in this way.

Diablo Canyon structures have been reviewed for torsion and in general

some preliminary analyses in a study just underway by one of Or. Hall'

and my graduate student, Mr. James Morgan, indicates the general nature of

the results that one might expect and confirms those indications that

come from the earlier studies.
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In these studies, we took several earthquake records and considered the

time history of these. Me then averaged the torsion and translational

responses by actually computing the best torsional translational response

by a method of the least squares, and finding the translational response

as affected by the tau effect considering a vertical wave propagating

horizontally, computing the torsional effect alone, and computing the

combined effect at one side of the structure, taking the time history

that gives simultaneously the combined effect and then comparing this

with what we get when we either add or take the square root of the sums

of the squares of the two effects.

And we find that there is a good agreement between the various combinations.

The maximum effect in time agrees very well with the square root of the

sums of the squares of the combinations, combined —or the separate

effects. And to be sure, when one adds back the torsional effects,

taking into account the fact that there is a reduction due to the translation,

the direction of the translational effect due to the wave propagation

factor, tau, over some relatively small ~ange in frequencies, there is

sometimes a slight additional effect over that response which is

calculated without any translational effect.

Under those cases, it is assumed, however, that the torsional frequencies

of the structures are the same as the translational frequency. That

overestimates the factors.
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As shown in my paper "Torsion in Symmetrical Buildings" published in the

Proceedings of the Fourth World Conference on Earthquake Engineering,

Santiago, Chile, 1969. In general the torsional frequency is different

from the translational frequency, and when one takes this difference

into account the factor reduces.

I would not be satisfied with the Diablo Canyon analyses that only took

the Cau-effect and neglected the torsion. Neither would I be satisfied

with the design of a reactor 50 miles from a fault that didn't take

accidental torsion into account. It has not been until recently that the

staff has required accidental torsional calculations to be submitted. I

think that they will probably do 'so in the future for all cases. I

think it's a desirable and necessary thing to do.

I feel very strongly about the fact that the design criteria for the

Diablo Canyon reactor, based on the original concept for design and the

retrofit proposed when reviewed in the way that these have been reviewed,

and looked at very carefully by a number of people on the staff and in

various consulting firms employed to make this review, I think that these

designs are more adequate'than that of most of the other reactors that

have not unde~gone this -intensive audit. I feel that we have made major

conservative assumptions and that the state of the art of nuclear reactor

design as reflected in current practices, not those of 20 years ago, gives

an adequately conservative design.
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started back in 1964, to try to increase the then existent response

ectra used in reviewing the design of nuclear reactors. Shortly after

started as a consultant for NRC, these inquiries were made in two steps.

pe was a change in the use of the so-called Housner spectrum, by a factor

ncrease of one and a half to two. That took place about 1965 or '66.

'.hen a later increase that results from a paper that I'presented in 1967

>t the IAEA, International Atomic Energy Agency meeting in Tokyo, and these

were changed only slightly with the studies that were made by Dr. Blume

and my group, and presented essentially as Reg Guide 160 and 161.

I have since revised my way of doing things, to take account more

specifically of site-related spectra. The so-ca)led Newmal k spectra

differs from the Reg Guide spectra only in using lines parallel to the

coordinate lines of the tripartite logarithmic graph. It's more conservative

in some areas, slightly less in others that are not as important, but it
does have the feature that where there is information available for the

maximum acceleration, maximum velocity and maximum displacement, one can

take this into account in developing a site-related spectrum that may

be less conservative in some cases or, more conservative in others, than

the so-called Reg Guide spectrum.

e
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SY MR» TVURTELj'OTTH."

Dz. i/evanark, can you briefly suuut:azize o" can you

summarize your teshimny?

X~ll try to ba brief
Xf I may have .aha slide pzojac~mz availabla?

think perhaps I should have the switch.

ITS. BC!TERS: Be.oza you s4azC, D-. i4aw!sark, Ma

Boaxd was zetXuestad yesterday by ~Ma Intazvanozs . to have one

of tha members of their group make a brief 8 i atom~~& this

mowing, and we agreed to that. pzoccduz

I s a Mat. lies. Silvex is ha"e. I don'0 Jhow wna.~

our commitmants aza.

MRS. SILVER". I can waii un'~3. aft r ~~a morning

'5
break.

INK. BOHBRS: @13, righ~.

Tlirt iIXTHHSS: i<ay I go ahab.d?

SY LIR» TOURT~VS:

Please px'oceed.

I shall try to presenC bx" ef3.y a suauoazy of tea

main points of tha Rafezanco A, A Rationale foz .we Deva].ogmeni

of tha Design Spectra fox hha Diablo Canyon Reactor =acili~y,

upon which most. of my testimony is based.

i%ay I have tna first, sl'de, please?

')5 o

4

(Slide )





'iiRB/igb2 j ha a little siiaplo to .,s.
1

Can the Board see mes diagram, its. 'Owers?

i~MS. BGNEHS: Uery -i'll. Uery good.

THE WITHNESS: The basis for .~his di cussion 's

the so«called response spect-Q!a. I shall Qse MuzC term,

and perhaps I should explain i'e..

A response sp chum for. dy amic iaotions such as

30

0 It

f 7

$ Q

earhnquake mob ons of the ground or ohzer motions of t} e

support ox someWing that responds to Mose transient, in

f1 Qences ? 8 a Dlot against f> eou~~cy o~ pe~iod of v~~" ration

part'cular element, ca+egori"ed as a sizaple mechanical

osci3.la+Mr having a s pr'ing g a mass and a drUaper o

of Me responding element. ox Me mazDaua response of ~>aC

4 ~

53'he m~~haum response is a function of re-

quency and is so plo~~~ed in Mesa diagrmas. Aud t~ae d.iagrmas

'i7

X have chosen m use plot Mree cuanC'Cies sifaul~weous3.y.

lCR PLEISCKREHR: ihccuse me, Or. i3emaark, I'ia

sorry to interrupt, but I notice Qxat. ~&at's marl-ed as

Figure l. And while I'm sure i8's in tie testimony, I'm not

sure which &at corresponds ~o in Sac testimony

THE NXTMESS." This 's —tdsese slides were caade

before the materia'n Ma references we e assed»led, and it
is Figure 2A in dae rex rene, and X shall so identify the

gl

}j

if

f~ gures as we go along

ICR. FIZXSCMHR: m sorry
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correspond+

THH 30) TNU,SS.; Z'La sorry the ziguxe

BY 14R TOURTEEshGTTi:

?

nuit'bQZG don L: i
i

C~4
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I

?
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?
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4J I

I

Q OIL& otLler Ulingq Dr~ HG'dKRX4?c~ ~ ??L sure you~ ve

done this a number of ti.mes, and you prooauly recall uL)t L3hen
0

I
~38 refer to grapns of rais sort, it'. v zy neces ary for the

purposes of the z8cord to GDscify 8zPcc3.y L'3nat you re Cal cing

about rathaz than using te~~w li3~8 "this"'nd~Mat" and

siLaply pointing to Ul~~, because tLlat L3on't be reflected
on the record.

?tj I

The horizontal ~~;-is is D~ 8 freji'ency in cycles

per second. The vertical a-is is a. quantity chai: has the

dimensions of velocity and is so labeled m hhe figure,. but
)

~ 4
'

) '4.) io a ILLeasure of the enQ gy absorption iR tAG spring of
the systaL?L. Xt s the pseudo- relative 'a~ ~m?LuL?L velocity,
nroperly defined.

Xt is given hara in units of i c s pm: second,

and @18 8cales on ths lef hanoi s. de ver4 ica3:3.y go fzoll one

to about 100, with the o dinates being . strong func ion of
freguGncy o

4r 4

) ~

))
4 ~

There aze t'a3Q QMQZ scales ox'esponss ~ VnGg

of the mass "elative to tha base, and those values go fzoLa

t
1

a. sc le going upward from zighr. to laf at 45 degrees to tne

horizontal axis, svhich is a measure of che Lnazimu?LL displace>ceLLt)
)
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about 100th af an inch up to «oucr~l y 50 inches in this diagram/
1

C

The third scale is one going upward from left to
)

f right which is a measure of the accelaratian of the ups in
1 space and those values range from about 2000ths of tPe accelezw

tion af gravity up to about ~ee times +Me acce'~~ Cion of

Il Zt is fa»zly clear from a look at. this figure

I ~mat for low frequencies, below abou a half a hertz, oz a
II

period of about Woo seconds, the respo se is nearly a const

'L

gravity for this diagram.
I
'!

I

ant l

di splaccment with ela ivelv minor variation o

i+or freguencies 8JDGve &cut two cycles ger second(

the response is primazily one of mazimum acceleration with onLy

minor variations

t o)

I

~ a
i

in the intermediate rango, Mze response is
primarily one of constant maximum velocity o cons~t energy

absorption

There aze shown on this figu"e as we1'our ™
five lines which represent a calculation made =o account foz

20'

'.

!

I ~(,j
CM

o
~ i

2~> ~ s t
,p

'.l

a time of gravel of earWqua1;e waves of motion across the

hase of the foundation on which the structure is mounted.

And these times vary from sero to 160955m in temas of —as

measured in seconds, that account for the wave ='ct'on ef ects

and Chere is a marked decrease in respons for che longer

times of travel across bee base of Me founda~'o .

X shall elahorat on this fm."Mar miM some other
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sos"aches but, foe We +inc hang, Z <ca»i: mexe3.~i Co ca3.3.

attend'on- Co Mesa fac~.
T13is is MG XQsponsQ spechzQN fox''$Le of the

dizaci"ians of @he Pacoima Dam ear&gL3aka which Z se3.ected as

being aha eazthauMe of ma~urn zecoxded accele"ation at tt3e
I

'BJsle Mais figuxzE 4fas dzQUzsp QGRLGlp abois " a 2g g 1 e 2 '~es the

acca~eraM.on of gravid. 3~d ix cause of Da xac'fLa'. who

TGa2KimLUiL Rcc63.eza Cion net a3L GR2. ~guRlce souzcs is R3.1608t

indep~wdent. of the wgn'tude of ue eaxthqua'e, T. zegazded

this as a zeasonab3,e basis for, ~~sing axL estwnate of vha-;.

1ELigh4 hapt2QR in Diablo C~pon,

RG2at SliQQp Plebe+

(S3- de j

g rt
>0

]n





Th" s line sho'3'rs -he sar~ sort of;.hing "o.

other di ec'>. of recorde< motio ".. The:". =' "e so~>..e d." -" ere. -ces

he e ..ect of the irave p. opagat.o. is O'Lore prono";, ced in th. s

direction, a»d ~he effect -- the "..~a~~'"..Qm d." splacemK roached

is some;shat smaller. 3ut the ve o"'Lies are urer" near.i~: "he

same o

(Sl2.de)

This slide "hor-s a corn!iarison of the first one

~ri.d. t¹ Nuclear Regulatory Commission i2erulaiory Cu3.ce liGO

~rhich is given hy th= upper trape 'oidal set of lines ao .nding

the figure on the lef=. Znci it is fairl~~ clear tha'= the

record lies under that value ~'rhen scaled to 0, 7-Ic',

Dr. i~exrvark, ":re re talking about 1'~.gure .La

here; is that correct?

This is noE'7 Fi<fure lag Nhich is i Ae r "Der

Ilgure |.n the e'c t ~

i'. BO(SHIES: i;=asn't ther. one slide in L~ei:;reen

that vasn ' iden tified?

THE PPXTiVESS- The one 'n bet~reen 3;e 1"inure 2b.

So the order of the slides iras 2a„2b and nor la.

The le'rer s - t of troupe 'Ldal 'nes a~ e t 18 values

that 1 selected as an appropriate design spe tru 1 xcr revision

of the Diablo. Canyon plant. The valu. s lie sligi tly unde"

the values at a.o!xt 0.2 Hz fre ~ encp ~ That's a 5 second

period I for ~rhic:". there is no el'-;..en'= -;whatsoever in the whole

I'
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complex that is affected. i'll of the plant structure anc.

facilities and components nave frequencies above about ~ JJ. 1 ai

so that <re don't rea ly need to be concerned xi~';: t:.at ve ~ %f

lo"t frequency.

(Slide)

'"loreover il tJ, e other direct" on„as 8 LONn in

this sl'de, the bounds aze sciQs'T'ihat "..Qze consezva ve ~ The

0.75g for the upper part and the de-ign levels that „. selected

for displacement and velocity axe—

BY i~Xi. TGURTEDLOTT":

Q Ezcuse me, Dz. Necnnari,".. You'ze tal!'ingabout

Pigur. lb noir?

This is Figure lb.
Z.ll right.
The fact that on the righthand side of this

figure >there acceleration is measured at free:uencies above

about 2 Hz, the actual response spectrum, or >]here tau eauals

zero, or for instantaneous motion ovoz the ~~hole foundat'on

at, one time, the response spectrum for t¹ Pacoima Dam record

,is in fact bounded by the Regulatory Guide l.60 spectrum «ith

an SS~ of 0 ~ 75ge And this x,s the basis zoz my - =lection oz

0.75g as the effective accelerat'on for this or any other

s'te subjected to stzong ground mot'on.

There s nc mys'c3 Hm lnvc)ved he eg zi s gust a

dizect compar'on.
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Th~s is "x-uze 3. '"his .-s from a 'ecord of an

eartnguake in Italy 'n 1972 at Ancona on a rock site of

magnitude between ~l and <4.5 with an acceleration as measured

corresponding to the tau equals 'ero value of about O.Gg,

again in. support of my argument tha'he ma;-:imum acceleration

is not really a function of magnitud-.

I have just be n informed by one of my friends

at the U.S. Geological Survey t?".=t a record ':rith a maximum

acceleration of 0.3g was obtained in a magnitude 2,5 earth-

quake.

?iere for tne ancona record there is a much

greater dependence on the time of trave". A~d it is this

sort of phenomenon that eras observed. by a number of p ople

independently that led to the conclusion that the lack of

damage, oz the lack of e..tensive damage near the source of

an earihauake is due pzimarilv to the fact that there i's a

reduction in effect because of the si e of the foundation

subjected to that motion, or to the fact 'that the effective

acceleration is less than the measured peak -cceleration of

the ground.

(Slide) ~

The same sort of thing is observed in this slide,

Pigu = 5, which is =or the 'lelendy Ranch Barn record of 197.-
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the Un1 a.eQ S Ca't 8$ Oil lse

magnitUCte ~ e 5 y anG c ga1n th'-' 8 ~ye ZQ4'Uct..'3n 1n ef28Ct dUe i 0

L1~'8 OC v./'ave I ~

{Slid,e)

This sl1d8 1s "1cQ~e 8 of 'ie te3cti K»1s 3 s the

on3.y data that we have for t;hich ':Ie car.'a!'.8 -cally valid

compa3.-ison zt is Bn QQintent10: al 83U3e~i"il3r'a g «%:-'a'" ll

quake acc le'-oqraL3hlzas placed, -..;nd is stilt placed, in a

building, the Holi~~; ood Stozage Du1ld1»g ~ Jl AO ng ' B.t

one corn81 o'= tile l3uildirg. n tllis =l.'de i':. is th;. lo;Ier

' fthan'1n .—. shown above.

'K'8 i'1as also Bn accele~:oc'x'BQh mor1nc."sd 0 1 a

conc-ete base 3.l2 feet a-:ray, from::which the so-called free

f elc'econd vias obta il'ed ~ d~iad tiiose BNG 'Qcozds can be

compared.

A direct cocoa=ison o"". tl.e time histories 0'ne
g 7 mot1OQ at those ts'lo p01rlts 1 - "lot ve:"'y zevea3.ing . BQt

1esl3onse spectnml d1axs from those records is sho~~n. in this
ne3ct slide.

(Slicle)

lieve tl>e stol.age ba semerlt recorct 1s ".bown in he

Gashed l1ne Which 1$ lifzic"l'0 to ident1 f .~ g QGt '" tails

lm3 a:ong gene1all'~ one of the soli l'.nes vp to a freya-:ency OP.

sore~ewhe:".8 bet".Ieen 2 ar;d 5 p=r alld l hen follows dorm alolxg an

25 I

t
) ~

accele~ation Oath i hat Ql)ieax's +0 be cor'sist na s'r~ ~1 th - time





ci travel 0 ' ne o Ger oi about some''here Qe';R:;. 08 ..L. G

secondse

The solid 3.ines "zjer< comi)uted fQr 'e free fie." d

records wil:h various times of travel. ""he dashed 3.ine record

was computed -o- the record obtained ".n ''=he i:uilding. ""he

difference is as much as a factor of ?.- or some":shat mo.:e fo'-

some fz guercies, an-, again, eras support to 'e so-callea

reduction factor zor tfle sis. of zcundat-"ono
/

Hzcuse me; did vou ic."=nt'.fy .:.. at p:".svious slide

as Pigure 122

~hat 'seas PLgure 12 'hxs 3.s P'gure 12 I Yeso

Zil1 rough. ~

(S3 ide)

~'h>s one -:s P~gv~e 1-<.

Pigure 12, incidentall'r, was io.—. the San Pernando

earthquake at a dis"ance of about 20 miles.

P "i gure 14 is fo ' :(em County "a "thqua<e ~t

a distance oz about 70 miles. A~d here the ef -ect of time of

travel is seen to b very much less.

Zn my studies of the s(.atistical nature of

earthguaIce responses and records Z .'>ac. ta!:en the point oi view

in the development of the data "eading to Peg. Guide 1.60

that the "ea!; recorded acceleration was the number 'o use in

ompar»ng the records. ~'hat appea "- to be the case for

moderate3.y d2.8tant e¹ tflc~uasMs i Brut a co .rec'on is veeced





bJ63

for cart/lgua>~(es i ha Pre c i Qse ix: i,e. 'Ruse it appears f'm

these data Rnd from GR a availPble tJm D.,t.c n ex'sx des ac Q

Fuclear o'Rsts that the efxecw of foundatAon s."7e 2.S ox

importance q and the e f ect 0f A'Rve travel R1 $0 ' of -'mportance

verv close to R source.

Qe)

Tnhs sl:de sho'mls tne mPii-"mLix:". VP luce ox accelera

tion, velocity Rnd d'splacemen.: for t! e ground motio. t. Rt

identified as being proper to use xo= thc Diab o Canyon

si e ~ Por sma" 1 structures the acceler>ti Gn o: 0 75g Rs

ob ained from the bounding curve with sQYiie reduct-"on for o

reactor building, 0.6g; xor the plant comple" as a;;hole

and this @as not «sed, by the <ray. Z felt i~ could have been

beca,use We buildings ~;.ere so close together X did not feel

that they iIou3.d respond seoazately. --Z suggested .5g g.-ith

a velocity in Pll cases of 24 inches per second Rnd a Qis-

t7 placement. of 8 inches. These are ground motion ma::ima.

There are Rppl.i. d to these Rmplific tion factors

which are dependent on the damp'ng level chosen. T. used xor

20 this table 7 percent damping, but one could have used ', 2,

21 3 any number to get someIIhat different value". But the

7 percent is applicable o the design of the ma or tructures

themselves. 2nd these Rmiplification factors <Reich come xrom

the studies that X made leading to pa"t of the data that '.~~ere

25 incorporated into Regulatory Cuide 1.60; the fina.'ata ';sere





a compromise be'chieen the nu~amers tna? J obua~ ned and those

that Dr~ Blume s orgpnisatlon oQvaL:led Tnes- am' " "Lc .."on

fac=o s are '- for ace lera "on 2 l fo" ve ocity;, 9 -or

c3 displacement, leading to spectrum bounds for small structures

of 1.8g,for the reactor building of l.4g, for the velocity

range o - intermediate frecuency range of 50 inc.>es per second,

and, fo= the mazimum displacem. nt, l5 inches.

This Table l i - the tab. e > n the re -or

(Slide)

i must apologise: I don't have a copy of this.

Xt is no" in the report. : can pass over it. lt is on y an

illustration of the <Jay in ~which '-he design spectrum is

33 obtained from ma:primum ground. motion.

The chart >s he same as those ':ze have ae n. The
I

components of maximum ground mo"ion are plotted along t¹
i6 proper coordinates he=e in tne dasned line. To those are

app.'ied the amplification actors corresponding " o those in

the previoustable. Those amplification factors a "e those that

20

correspond to one standard deviation cumulative probability.

And one obtains the heavy line, which is the one that i<as

used for comparison trith the actual spectrum for the time

history developed in the record.

(Slide)

2r 3
~ his slide is nvz su'mazy of the d'ign pectrum

25 for the plan+; t&ing into a count the va"ues obtained 'n





I

:ii~/wb8 aCCG'eratkon "S s 6 'XI".Nor'0 n - —- 'i-Or g
'S Qe c'? -" .:- 1e CO.."reS O11GS

Table " 4 Rs2Q VOQ 'I'gi3. 'na'i On 4 .= .=."ic~ 1'-'i"cc:>16 SiSS''2 ~'Heel".e

O ag/ &e reac+O (. CCQ c.a3.:~!Mn; S 4"llC<j2 ~ 'e
g 3 ~la

valile is Ilot QsGQ o

Ti.ese are .Lhe val:les s ai:: @Geom;r~;;seQ as,.lie

ma2I2.alQIB I2erm~ ss2.b3 G valUGS o The OMs Knee UG78 l1SGQ 2.P. a.ne

re'trofis- o f. l:l e g 'nt.;Iere be sec> ol" s'.Illc;i ~s h';;", S.ulnae

, ~ f
c'81;Lcll Q2. 'res3,'Qmellta'L o 1'Iv recoiaY(.en~JR wxoll 'co "a.'1G +~>L(C. as

K'llkGQ'"s8 2..1 Elle„, SERg 1'lils 'hi2- 'c One Paints Z recoiivDGI'.s,".GQ Ql10Q3.cl

)0 be consiaereQ as a minim@~..; '"hal: no's.-lling 'tees '.zol21|s h=.

1- armis bee" .

j2 .+i,.'GQ'c s 3.2.QG ~

(S1ice)

EQka B Isg Tll2.s S3.2.QB shol'Js 1"'10QG 03.QY i"&hi as acceleraz2.on

on .ale ordina~eg ra'-lier i'Iw veloci'-yg i;1 oz"~er co Is,ag.e;ze

co'aalu'isons soraelIllah easier:ro:":o'3olI: S2wc~ ace 'I era~2.on is
genera3.ly I2SGQ.

M>)q ~ 4Da c NPS picjllre 1 J p

" s Pig Qre 3.7 xQ 'O'e 'he:c'~ ~

iz la'y inde xup- --4-" sl.'..Q.';s -'c silo.r -'-;ro

2I vi .<graphs.

gA (VL8'slgrP pl1 ~ )

24 Ve ac.i «MQ'hR,'. 11e' O 2.~3.'JS&ai. 4'gQV i-'N O'GC c

ng of Nc~ve Dropava<ion I <n(~g j„o r- QQQG 'ie e frecg i;e cce3 .~v; ~on

apv2 ~ GQj'.o a O'. UCKQre On a .r.a —.<ge 1:Olln<ai:.'C..'n
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'1t 'l'le/agb3.
1

flws HRB/wb8 j

The foundation is she;vn aC Che top uith Po~'"s iX

and B ma Red as arbitrary pc~~ -m, dif ere;" point . A C~ i

hisCory of accelezBP~ony vory s~plified p is sho"ln on 'QLLG

firsC a cis b83.ow Cne 8Czuctura o Star i"ing from ~~8 0 aC thQ

3eading edge, arriving aC a mazda aC Poin'c A aC a time,

T equa3.s T> and then decaying and becoming negat ve and so on.".

2'oma la er time, -"ha"'rave of mo"=ion reaches

- m mazimum value at PoinC B. The .Mme of Gravel is measuzed

by the distance baNsaen those and. the wave velocity of the

earthquake wave

XC is evidenC from this azgumenC hhaC when B

.has its maximum value of acceleration in Che direction up and

~ ~

down, A may nave an acceleraCion evan in Ma opposite

direction, certainly a dixferani vU~u~a. And Cps is Crue

throughout tne enCize hi.story of the moCion.

Xf we had a very ~a).1 foundahion, ~Man the

actual racozd itself would define the response spectra for

design. But, since we have a large foundation ti.ed CogeMa"

by stzu'ctural elements above ii:, Chen some average or weightect'.

average is an appropriate value And Cha par force nas m

be 3.es Chan the nmsimum value The max9amm average value

is less than the maximum absolute value.

Of course, when Wis sorC of systma ic effec

occurs, then there will, be a 'twas.s~g of the foundaU.on, ~~4

that. torsion has Co be Cakes into a,ccocaC and was so specified!
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r
IBB/acIh2

t

.3'

3

1'l

Ey x'.- coKQMdations e

Ilf this kind of assunvtio~~mhich Z first da'J-eloped,

at about l967 oz so and was polished ~" the pzocaeMgs of

one of hate Nozld Confezences on Ea".%~quake Hng9~eezing, X

believe in 19C9, if this sorh of an approach is followed, one

azzQ.ves aI an upper liGQ-0 ossGKkKally to ~ingle tozsQ.onal Gffecto

There aze zeason vhy -~>is is not a pazwculaz3.y.

appropriate pzocaduze. That is illustza:bed in she next

vieNgzapho

Q Pax'don me II Doc Mzo &Blat s'le ~le h8442 MHcing ctJDout

is entitled Pi ~ie l?

This is Piguze l vIhich is a new handout.

Q And it's entitled Systematic" Zffecr ox Ãave

Pzopagation p cozzec<?

A Yes The title is on .hhe fig~a. Theme vere dzmrn

up just. a couple of days ago for Ae purposes of t>i: pze-

s en%at ion o

Q And could you sMte tee figm~~e nm&ez and n~»

of cnis nash slide?

(Slide.)

Piguze 2 is simultaneous Accelerations Qvoz an
1

Azea Caused by Random Xnhmnogenieties, Only the 7 Dizec&.on

is Shoran 's
X pointed out in previous testimony M Me

Advisozy Commits ou Reactoz Gafegua-ds'n oyez discussions,

1
'





~ ))RBjagb3
?
V

a part, and perhaps .hhe major pad". Of M:e @ay in ~~zhich a

large s cxuc GULAG res~Qnds coIQGS Qo'a GG:FBc 1 fro!Q '&8 s'j'st~ehM cic )

'I

%Pave pzopaga+~ on &ffec'a as iM does from a he ran+~UL vaxiacion

over %Pe larga si.",a of foundation caused by zef2.,=ctions and

zezraa i'ona of Me waves f=orn the eaxÃlaua!ce source which

~»e Ne values at anv Bus inset different from ihose maC

would correspond ~ a 'LL95.form wave !Mvhxosl over W~~ lRlol~~

foundation ah once.

Ãe've had a good deal cf experience with this

from motions due to ground shock from blmhs of various

~ 4

3cinds There are no acaudal records from o. x 'xcualce momons

becauset unfo~~uzLa+sly pate do noG Qave records irom
4nsczu"'euM

closely spaced.

BQ~ iC is no'h O'4 all Qn;i~asonsbl& Vo considQr

t/

38

2.9

.Q

~ f

KaC Std moh9.ons„- 5xo ace@2.era@ious cammg from an e@8:qua.'m

have sim9.larihias Co t'~ose isa'- cone f~m very large

underground nucle r biases. Aad X call your ahba@; ion to the

fach MaC a one magaMn blasi is equivalent to a magni."udge 6

Qne mighh lmve ~,ins an~mnaous seh of values

of accelGXQMons dQsignatMQ by 5lQ arrows and leng GQs PC

gointG lg 2g 3t 4y 5g Gy 7g Gg Qhcin here lli~Jl some average

value and soma rotational effech

ii
"A

)

hhG average valLgG is based on 8CucU,GS MaC X

)have made about hhe s~~e as Mose Ma:- we would gcC f om Ma





~ MRS/agh4

j SC Cc~3.188 Z~~QGCMOQ XS GQDZOpLXR+G EGcNQi.86 Dg ~'PG.VG

svstenatic eave zo4iou and, She'"e<oza, hl e i:au az'.eci, .Ra

/
h

".<aT and,oaf 1ws
)

I

propagate"on theory. ')

I ~
I

n

'lO

~ ~

l~4
C

'lh

4

I

I
C
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fgs M33 i

INES.'/wsl 1 >i

p vszy IBuch less ~ Xt is much closer o "e o.
P

ized i+ is for 'Dis reason chat i n Tiic'rigina3.

HQ~PB"v.ez p W~e torsion fzQHl this ZRQQG13 v» Oration is

paper om accidental torsion in structures X considered that,

»

G 5 percezv4 Gcc Q~ic''y of the Cxansla@ionK.'t. fores 3.Q RFJ,

e»azthguQpe lfas Bxl Qpp2"on~iage VRlue 0"0 use for design o

st'~uctures p rather 41GQ Qle lc~zger QM~~ ezs 'Bah cue fZQHl the

Fi t

9

fG

Mac value oz 5 pezcQn5»-s used in all sgecif icROions for
accidhn~ml torsional effect. on SMactures.

systemawc vave propagation effecup and, as a mar,'. " Of fachp

E

R s There Kze rca3. 'tozs«ons in addi'Lion caused 5y the

lac3c of Me coincidence o +2:e cente s o mass and c nters

of stiffne s vh9.ch mus~ he ad¹Q to 'elis accidental effect.
BQE lfcQD even a 'ccrsion cozzespon63.ncaa» o a 5

pezcen~ eccentxicity ' added p then an ".ncrease in the

rage;red resistance in me ezternal «ia2.3.s is needed, anP. chere

~ 7

vk

is no record of failures of struck es designed for torsion

in eardxguD~ .es, alYaough t"ere are record" of failures of

structures noh d sigr ed for torsion.

That's the 3.ash of Qe VuCzaphs. X have tlj'o nore

slides.

HR. TOUR ZLLOTTE: K~s. Bowers, me have 20 copies

of each one of these VuGraphs Da'" vere used just. ncaa hy

Dz~ MGMBax7cp and if &ere Bra no oh)CWions |. Mould lik<3 to

have thea insert:ed inta Are record as i read so that. Way





~5al 2

, I!

.|j

Q
j

8

Millbe there for ready reference for the parties and 'che

Board.

MRS. BO!WPS: lL. Pleischatrer?

MR. PXZXSCMTKR: X'a not sure what ere're referring >

to e Are these the tÃo Chat vere just hc&ded out p or are

these ~o Kore that Dr ~ NGT5GQGrlc is

NR. OURTZLTOTTZ: ~lo, just the figure l and

figure 2 that Dr. Pemnarlq. just got through discussing.
~ I NR. PLEZSCEPZXR: X have no object'on.

MRS. 30'VERS: Actually are you suggesting they be

attached to his testimony?

MR. 0URTE~MOTT : I suppose so. They do, X

g A
7m

suppose suppl~~. nt his testMony to sope extent ~ 23 c ually g

X thought about Che possibility of jv t including thmn as

8 J1ibits g but xt seSRs lii=e s" Qce he discussed thBBg

t7

and f equently eihib9.ts are misplaced, it mou3.d he better

if they vers actually 'n the record. X have enough copies

to do that, 20 copies for the Reporter.

p5

So X suppose to the extent they supplement his

testhnony Chat twould also be the case. !
I

"LRS. BONER5: But you said you had 20 copies'P

QA

I

5

,5
55
,5

'.l4 4
55

~ 5

DER. TOURTELMTTZ: Yes. X mean 20 copies

Reporter. That's all th y na ct.

MRS ~ BG~AERS X thought &sy needeci 30 ~

HR. TOURW~XZGTVEe ~!core's been a change.

for Ma





wel 3

MRS. BGHZHS: Okay.

HR. TOURTHXLGTTZ: X ~'.ave the necessary copies fcr
~We Reportex', >rheWer it's 20 or 30.

MRS. BOÃHRS: Mr. Fleischaicer?

HR. IZXSCBZ:-MR::fe're still talking ah ut "Nese

tvo things2

MRS. BOl~PZ: Yes.

MR. FLHZSCHMQsR: X hove no objections. 3z'e they

going to he des9.gnated supplemonts to ~>G test~onv of Dr.

Hevmark, or vhat2

MRS. BOTTZRS: Xf they vere held ninth;"he testimony

in the transcript, X think it uou"Q'e a he'ster prccedu e.

MR. TOURTZM~ OTTZ: A3.l righ . X guess X.twould

move to supplement his testimony to the extent of incorpozat;

ing these Cvo figures with his testimon~r in the ™ecoxd.

HR. PLBXSC~R: X have no objects.on.

P3%. BONERS: Hr. Normn2

YiR. NORTON: X have no objection. Hotsever, by

hav9ng no objection that doesn t mean chat X~m va vm< g my

x9.ght to object to things in the uture which are not handed

out as part o|.'irect testimony before —9.n oAer words, X

think if any party wanted co object to these, that mould he

a valid objection, and they should not b allowed in.

I
I
I

~
1

X have no objection, but hy 'chat X'm not waiving

my x'ight to future objections if @~3.s occurrence should happen



0,
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wei 4

again.

MR ZXZXSCWZER You ESQQ " "M 'n ' i&no s

something liJ 6 th» 8 you d have Qn Gb36 ~ ion isn t 4QMC 4'Hlac,

4 you mean, Mrs Morton'P

MR. HORTOH: Nell, corx'ec'-, unless you continue

your past px'actice of bui3.ding our case»

MR. PLZXSCHAZHR: Oh, boy.

4»

MR. TOURTHLLOK'~E: 2"s. Rovers, let mo mUce it
cleax Chat X understand Mat, and tixat's ono of the reasons

that, X indicated it -'rould on1y be with the consent of the

parties ~

Dx. Newma-k, after ho had drafted his testimony,

And when we %'lere getting x'easy to come hare p X Coked him if
he could somehow prepare a graph or slide that would 9n scme

way conceptua1ise what he was tallsing about in part ~f his

test'mony, and he did Chat after his testimony was drafted.

lQ

t9

74

22

I;

i

X "know fu3.1 wel3. that iz X were sitting some'e
else that it would be objectionable, X believe, to supp1emant

the testimony at. His time. That's why X say X'm only doing

it for the convenience of the partios and the Board, !cncw~~ag

full well that it would be c"-'rtain1y not permissib3e "'o do

that.
f)+ li24 ll

)

On the ot¹r hand, X can have 'chem put 9.xxto the

record as exhib9.ts anyway, and the on3y purpose of having

them put into the testimony is that it's a 3.ot easier to J:eep
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wel 5

track of. X wou3.d have to agree that —X don't =aally care

whether i6 8 'MG Xntervenors or the r+pplicanc if:L'c wex'e

something that X thought, wou3.d not sema &e purposes of &e

hearing X would probably abject, too. But X don'5 really

believe it, prejudices anyone.

HR. HORTON: 77ell, my only poin" 's X don"- xf"zt,

this used as an e .ample if later scmeDing comes up Mat. one

of the parties objects to, X Con't wmt this used as an

example of, '"Bell, we let iC happen once, so let it happen

now."

' That's my point.

This is not a p~eceden c 8d M i31is is r882.1y a

stipulation of the parties that this go into evidonce, and

X have no problem with that at. all. But X just want Oo make

clea that X don 0 Mnt i< used Pgains " iPG vt a 1ater

MHS. BO5lZHS: He3.3., the Cro documents which you'e
identified will also be physically inserted in ehe transcript

as if read.

i~fr. Tourte3.lotte, there was a slide, neer l3,
entitled "Pigure 3." and Dr. "le~iimazl: said iC is no" in his

testimony. Now, it was a sM~de on a typical graph with ~m

rP 3 simple 3:ines, one dashed and one so3.id. Could Mat. be

prepared in this form, because he dismxssed iC.

THB HXTMSS: X ca~ do so, yes.



I/



%el 6
?~R. TOUBTE~MOTXE: Can ~re go off ~ma record a

M (Discussion oz f th record". j

?Gt. TOURYELLOT~~': Yes, ue can do that at the

break, and ae'11 marJc it as an e~9.hit e~d have it placed in
the record as ':tel '

Doc~~t fo1XCUQ Hewmaz'p~ tes ~LRcz3y g previously

incorporated "n the transcr3.pt i )

9

Ij
/0

|

MRS. BORDERS: Fe'ze ready nose, aren't me, o go

'aclc to the slides?

THE HXThZSS: Ue re ready no>z to go hac!c to the

't Q
~ w slides ~

(Slide.)
|

!
1."; I

i

I
I
I4C'ilis

is Figure 6 of t 18 te'-'-t, and it vi11 he

followed by Pigure 7 of ~be teat.

This is an attempt to indicate the general nature
I

of the conservatism of design proc dm~~es for nuclear reactors.
l
t4

This topic was discussed in my tesdmny.

Here is a zp'spoxL 8 spectral +or e1QS t ic cc'nd" 'L" ons
1

the upper figure. And essentially +Ma™ upp r figu=e is, LUce

the figure that X unde~took to ma'ro "~o<er cap~r of—
MR. TQURTZLXOTTS: Can you identify th s1ide or

the 'x cord, Doctor, the title of tl.e o3.9.deP

g p!

II

THE MH'NESS: Pigure 6, ~nelast" c Designs

Spectra3. Requirement for Pea1c Ground Acceleration of 0.-"g,
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wel 7

2'
7 QGYc~~t QB'~lp" Fg

Z have attested in itis case to indicate

design level that IQight Qe used p say g for Gia&ulp3.6 xo B

hosp9.tal, in accordance wi~h cur=ent building code regulations

for such structures, where loss of fvmction might be ezpacted

at a ductility factor of 2.5, or +her a displac ment is
reached of about 2.5 times the elastic 1~~it displacement.

This is cons9.stent v9.$9% observations of dcMQge i

Z have sho:m anothe diagr~~ beneath .8~at, the

lower one, whe e Z consider that collapse micht be iminent.—
i.t might not necessarily occur —again based on ewpe ienca

in earthauahes fox well designed structures, where a ductility
factor of 10 can be sustained.

X should call your attention to the fact tha+

current building codes, such as the Uniform Bui3.ding Code,

the Structural Engineers Association of California Code —any

of the codes that, are noir uoad for design of buildings, schools

apar~nts, et, cetera, involve implicitly —not erplicitly—
duM&lity factors of the order of 8 to 12 or more, and

23

2

buildings a e so designed for ea"thquakes vichout the 1cind

of rigorous analys9.s vhich 's used 9n reactor buildings. Zn

other words, there's an order of magnitude less conservatism

evan for an earthquake which might be selected as appropriate

for a nuclear reactor facility for such structures. There is
aLmst another order of n~agnitude 3.n Me selec ion of <".a
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f

t~

v'

i

earthquake itse" f for i'Rich the design is made, a~~ost ~Neo

orders of magniu~~de leos conservatism fax ordina~p st uctures

than there is for nuclea=: actors.

This point is sholem again in ~we I~a slide X

shall present.

{Slide.)

The Iatast building code; and in mJJ opinion the

9 II

gQ

Lest one which is now available or &e des g l of Gtruc '1 es
Iin gene al, which was pz pared over the last three years by

the Applied Technologp Council and in which Z had a mayor

part as the principal teciihxcal director of Uris program g

involveo a design spectra labeled MC in His case, as shown

he-e, with an acceleration of .4g, a spectral reduct'on

fac or of 5.

This Pigure 7 is a comparison of ~ze ETC and 'che

'RC des gn coefficients for 5 percent damping. Xf we emove

the spectral reduction factor, which is Ios.er than the ma.-.imum

value that is used for design of stee2. buildings, or of

20

ductile concrete buildings —&9.s 's just a median number—
I

we would get th9.s value v3.0h no spectral reduction for .'4g,

e uppe sloping line, and t2)en the dashed line above, which

has &e same general shape as the various smooth response

spectral values labeled A equals .4 iWC ERE is the design

spect~ that one would use fo- an SSE, or safe shutdown

earthquake, of .4g.
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There is a factor of hm ord r o 5 hehzeen Qo e

curves, hut deere are oCher conserva'isms in -'>e BiM design

requirement owing Co hb rigorous ways in xh:ch ca'cela'lions

musi he made, and in ~>e design allo+'bles.

Even if buildings ver designed in t3xe same way

as nuclear reactors, H~ora mould he, mich this code "or Mis
aarhicular kind of builds.ng, a factor of 5 conservaCism, vi'4
the other factors involved something of hhe order o" 20.

X should call aMen~ioe to the fa 4 &ah ~.his ZkYC

code is considerably more conservative Usan ~De curren+ codes

in me, because many of us on that working group felc thac

presenh ea-'chquake design codeo for origina~ st~churas--
schools, aaa~nh b&ldings and Wa like -»:rere no"

conservative enough.

That, concludes Mxe summary. Z apologi amor -t aking
(

Go long a

MRS. SOAP"RS: XC's 10:30. Perhaps eke should have

our mid-morn'.ng brea'ew.
Xs Mat all right, ¹. TourtellotCeP

NR. TOURVSMOTTE: Yes.

fRecGSS ~ )

MRS. BOWERS: Re would like 4o reconv e.

Please iden4 i&@ yourself.

PALS. SXLVER: I am Sandy S"'iver. I'm v<.A &e

San Xuis Obispo Kalhers for Peace.
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vel 10 LLs'1X ZD APPEAR "LBCZ S '9'ZEK~nJT OF 5lPB o SA~ADi~

SXLVZR OH BHF~»- ~ OF SiN LU.".S GBZGPO 'oQTMBS

FOR PE&M

N:K. S..X~7.-Rl I.n late 19",3 when the Mothers for

Peace first filed a petition to intervene in the operating

1 jcensing proc Qding for Diablo CanJong David Di~sRQ . CGESv

7

P~

KfcLS OQ1 Jo a nBK8 ve lL'ept CGELLng across ~'awhile reading and

researching the issue 0f nuoclear oIGJi@z ~

He vas the author of numen raus articles ~which

appeared in gouzna1s such as .che "Bulletin of Atcmic ScientistsI,"

Ne always fe3.t confident in quoting fzom his scholar'ly and

ve JJ Hleti culouslp footnoted papers ~

Ne vere also 3K@ressed Diat he chose a-o QGCQE9

!
Director of Envi~~)tal Rsea-ch at Busine s and Professional.

People fox the Pub3ic Interest, a non-profit corporation.

A 3.itt3,e ovex'hree pears ago K ~ CGPev c~~'e to

San Luis Obispo to parti pate in a nucleax'nex'gv forQRL

PD

~I

sponsored bp close to 100 concex'ned phpsicians ox San Luis,

Obispo County. His explanation of the econamics oI:
nuclear'ower

was an eye opener to the 5,060 people Mho attended the

fore
Pour mcnths eax'1"ez he had written that We Re@

to succassfu3. advocacr is accurate information. The best

advocate is the pex'son who cares about educating his audience

to Dink foz themselves. He did a lot of educating that day.





%fe1 11
was in .'che Gven~ngp after r~5Q forUBq that

X remember best. of ..all, -:~hen he and other particip~ts rect
i

with a group ox Mothers for Peace at th home of one of our

K85656rs ~ Xt Has an GMciting evening for G3.1 of 'Qs ~

Dav" d Camey, a Magna ran I.aude graduate of

Princeton@ winner of various prizes and awards p 'cvas seas ed

7 I'ext to Dr. Douglas Danke, a Magna mm Iau~2e graduate fram

8

~I~

g 1
~ ~

harvard'. - Both of them vere taJ3cing non stop aha +hole

evening on nuclear power ~otin~ Pr(XR one source pf

another, throwing out questions, throwing out various

scenarios e

)2 David 'Has in fine hlsQQr that evening AQQ though

the day had been intense, the evening eras filled uiHx

laughter and good fe13o~zship.

Whm ?L.. Ccmey was first approached to ha a

witness xor us in the security hearings, he turned it dom

Mith sincere .regrets because of conflicts in his very only

schedule Sometime later when he was appzoached again, and

when he was clear of his other ob3.igations he agreed to ha

a witness for the Xntezvenors.

Xc is very difficult to find indep~dent. ~i<tnesses

who are not tied in one way oz another with cor orate

24

interests, and especially at ~De fees we are able to afford.
David Camey agreed without any hesitation at a33..

Xn 3,974 the U. S. Znviromrantal P otsction Agency





awarded David Camey ~De f'rst axial envirczaenta" qualicy

award for p Services tl'lan have JDQPL.Gasuzeably improved %18

des" gn and safety revi w of nuclear reactors

His cdeath represents a loss of a gcoc. friend Co

Che Mothers for Peace.

XC is also a profQQxld 108$ of Q respec ted RQQ

articulate spa!cespe"son o the anti-nuclear wcr~e~nC.

The Mo~Jxers for Peace extend our sympathy o his

i:vo children, and for. their sake and for Me sake oZ all
chiIdren, ve will continue to follow coheir father's gui¹lines
of providing accu ate infoznation, and for caring about

educaCing people Co think for themselves.

Thank your Mrs. >owe~.

&LRS. 30NERS: Th~e you, Krs. Silver.
During the recess brea', X asked Hr. Tom'Cellotte

if the ',diagram thah Oz. Rmmark wi11 he preparing could he

handled Ln &e smta clay as the other tao additions to We
r

CestimoxLy p rather thGn as a separate Qxdlioitg thinking Chat

Chat, wouM

He said it
keep Cha informaU.on together in Qha CranscrixiC,

was no proMGK to have tha'5 Hlany copies a

So let. ne check with Ne par~Mes.

Xs Chere any objection Co Chat proc dure, Mr.

P3.eischaker P

MR. PLEXSCHRKBR: X havo no abjection.

MRS. 30iiERS: >>. Norton'P



'



Dz ~ llew'?Bzh g you coEple'cd@ ~g QQz slee pzesencatiozL

I I
r ~

't

gs +36ze Gwg tI3ing else 'i31B. you UisI3 ~Q c~rlQ to

yo33z sumaa~P

Z Qon't believe so at ~Zis Cw

NR. TOURTHLLOTRB: Me ha~~~ I3O:;urger aueS~io33S On

~ s
4 I ~

~ 9
F

8 ~ )

Qizech ~

:NS ~ BO~7- RS: 2 ~. PleischC;ezP

CROSS HMrLvÃAPZO

OY MR
P~~xSCBRKHR'oog

moz33ing~ Dz~ Nebm~wr jp ~

~ 'i

J't
~ s late in She pzoceeQing and ve ve hearn haze,

a long time, bI3h ve'll xvm i'p t'3s flag pole one more time.

You started off youz dies~>ooy CaL'-.ing about

zespo33se spectra, and X m8ezscM~. yoa- Pcs~'mony aTIQ the

tsstimo3Iy of people who have testifieQ before yoIs, the

zespoQSG sped zepzes833% K+8 Bla 'xv~II cimpLitQ88 of a

family oz'ingle Beg"ee of fzeedcm bmoc~ osoilIlatozs tshex3

sgbgecCGQ to Q cez ~~33 gzcQQQ Ko a ion ~

Zs that. an accuz m desczipMon?

a~.~
Yes gr Mac s coxz4)ct a
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d TN CM deri~~e tD~p vpspc 19e spect=a in varions

'Nays p as Z GQQezstKG~Q some of c»Q i sstiRGQy ~ Pre can fo™

Gz ample g Qez9.ve c9x~~ from Qcvnal time iliSCQMes of actna3.

earthquakes.

A That s corx'ect a

Or me can dexive tt..m fzem t~ a histories .d".at ve

maire np, artificial >~» e historiesP

il

i

That would h possible, yes.

Xn th9.s case, hov did you derive tne "lemarl:

response spec" a, patting aside for a moment dos tax effeM'P

The HGMBGr1c response spectra 'were developed 9n a

repor fox &e Nuclear Regulatoxv Cc~~ ssion based on a

statistical st11d'J of Q 3.arg~ QUH62ez Of eazthqMtes in 4'BL~ 6'l

the emphasis mao placed on ~We amplification fac+mzs over ~We

several ranges of freqmncies, fzcm vhich ve derived a

so-called smooth response spec"za having sMaight-line segments.~

Fach of ~Moss segments is based on She median plus one

standard deviation over the range of Rcquencies of the

'mplification factors that vere admen from swan>- 50 different
eaxtbqanke xecords.

F.-3
'

had previously recommended spectxa based on a

smaller number of ea-thcgazdces. X f"'rst a-'tmnphed &is fox

the NRC in l967, +hen Z felt Ma Qxe ifRC rsquize~n s, which

then Qased on th@ Ha~nez spectra ggere not conservative

enough. And I recommended aabshantially laxger response





'Ae1
15 „!

IA (

Ap

spectra+

Q This previous att mph that, you vere talking ahout

in 3.967 or so, vas ~&at —i.- tha" the space~ 4d:at «s

described in Beg. Guide 1.602
I

A Bo, the spectx~~ that is described in Beg. Gu'de

1.60 vas averaged and comprcmi ised esaen ially taking into

account She results that we obtained in our studios p and that

Dr. Slums's organi"ation obtained in'a similar stuuy. But

I don't he19eve that ve used en'"ely >be sama em..Mquakes.

There vas some overhapping ia the ear~&quaices that frere

considered.

t%at do you mean, "ccmpromis d2"

The shape of the spectrum that's in Beg. Gula

)8 ~

l

c6

j
I /

I

1
~ 3

1.60 has a sveep to it, or a slope, that is not the s~~ as

the coordinate ass on the spectr..
1I ag eed to do chac as a compromise, although in

the spectra that |: have since issued —and <sat X prefer—
I feel that thus is unnecessary and does not have enough

~,

precision added to iC to varrant &e erma complication.

Q Focusing for a moment on Reg. Guide 3..60, as I
-~e~s&~ 'it, and as it's descrih d in +Me Beg.

took a look at a number of earthquakes —30, 32

most of which vere in the far field, md derived

Guide, you

earthquakes--

some shape2

And you also prescr~<' Mat ordinarily ~~a vouM

Lg
~ j
I

4 ~
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expect AM'h thak she.pe %'1ould cLpplp" fcr det e ~3.Ging the

adequacy of the seismic design for nuclear -neil'ties,

generally?

Por developing a desi~, yos'.

And the shape itself', which ia just mi e three

lines,'ou3.d ha scaled—
A Yes. t4s actually more eh~ three 3.ines. T¹re

are three lin,s up ho 3 hertz. Yam= cz; t.~o a@~~ ~ional

linesp one fzo1G 8 to 33@ and one Seyond 33 '
And generally, X thivk, .&e Beg. Quid prescribes

that that shape woQ~Q he scaled hy ped~ accele action?

That ist correct, hut chere "-e some =esezvations

Q Mgh5~ And the reserve'at"on vould.~e for Dear

H.aid, I hel9.eve, 9.sn4t ~&at correct?
I

Or also for sites ~s1iM unusual.ly soft conditions.

OIcay.

How, coming up forward to the Melam='- response

spectra wh9.ch vas used in the reanaly'sis of @he design of this
facility> here ve also haVe' shar'e. Ar~a that shape, as X

understand your testimony), Qas derived hy looRing at some

50 ear&qua™es?

Yes o

Ho~, hew did you'ecide ho+ to scale that shape?

The scaling t3qara +as based on ~Me maximum ground





h

Q~

H

'C

C

iI

l)
',v.

~ '

v81oc3.8y ~ T~LG scUQies 41%ac 'v'M 1'.?ade shoe?" x?g the va iBCio11s

or Se 8'tandard Qeviat" oQ Qc each zrQQQSPcy c'iere sMl~Qr cMC

Kore cc218is'Le& 4 over Me cGEp1$ 4G FGilge Qh fregQQDc3.es p frod

very 1cv to very high, @hen sca1iag ~?as performed for peaL

ground ve2ocity.

$ 1hen Me sca1ivg is Gone oa peat; acceleracio . V e11

gv

We sCGQQBrd cfsviaCioQ 3.8 81QQ11 OQ2y for 0 -3P range of
Hh

fzecpxaacies above 1 hery:a, '.a ebs successiv Zy morse, the

1arger van.Ns a'. 1cN8z' fregvKLcies g 7~52 ch 3.8868 Qo &8 83.opiQg )

c h Xina thar. X objected to in Cha R g. Guide 1.60.

HGNGvex'g over Me rBslgs of prac'h.iccRl va1%98 Mere

Hade1QQ
218

I'

g

I 1
HC

$ ~

:I

is essentially no difZexenc ae4~~een hhe so-cal1eQ Efm~~mk

spectra and dm Rag. Guide 1.GD spect.=.am.

I

~
~

4 HC ~ I

'r'3

~ 0
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C

I1
'Jv
~ t

v
~ g
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'~ou scaled this by some velocity value7

B ~ the peak g"ound velccity computed from the

corrected or adjusted acceleration time history adjusted in
such a way that the velocity at the end of the recording

interval that was used Was geroo

Xt is a standard technique, incidental3:y.

0 Dr + lfewmax Jl. p Uhy wou3.d you sca le i,t by re fex ence
~ i./
ae

to velocity when, as Z understand i., most of 'the structures

and components we'ze conc rned about don't "all within the

range of interest that's controlled by velocity?

The x'eason is that the shape in the acceleration

l2 region is still the sameo But the shape of the spectrum and

the variance 's smaller for the lower frequencies. Lad X

wan ed to develop a spectxum that cou"d b. used for any condi-

tions, not, only for high frequency e3ements.

j%s Z saidg in the acceleration range p 'here is
+7 no .rea3. difference.

~Jell, how could vou be sure that your acceleration

20

'ere going to be properly scaledP

A By drawing them for both procedures,.

Let me ask you a different question:

Xn all of your test'mony to the X~CRS, did you ever
testify that you scaled this response spectrum by -e"erence to

a velocity?

Yeso





mpb2 Nhen2

In every paper tna" I'va .sed to describe it,
and in the ACRG hearings.

Can you show me where in this particular paper

that is called A Bationale for Development of Design Spectra

for Diablo Canyon Reacto s ™-

I'm not sure that it app ars in there. But

appears in the papers on which ~Wis was based.

Q Nell, I understand, however, th-t when you testi-
'jo fied just a few moments ago, you said this contains the

primary rationale. And I'd Like you to show me where in
this particular paper you state that tha response spectra

for the reanalysis of the design of this "acility is scaled

by raf rance to a velocity value.

In this pape.-. it was not scaled to'~tha,.ve3.ocity.

)
'17 '-

19

20

21 "

The amplification factors that are used hera in Table 3 we=e

taken from the paper in which that seal'ng was done. Those
~"

amplification factors were computed for. three ranges:

acceleration range, velocity range, and a displaqement range.

The acceleration vaLues ara scaled to the accal-
~, aration, the velocity to the v Locity, and 'te displacement

to the displacenmnt in Table 3 ~

' Hell, you just said that the acceleration is
scaled to the acceleration,

Zes ~





vQM: e d" d vou get aha i zigureP

Those a. e from the stat3.st3.cal studies that we

made. That's EUGH ™- let" s ee if the references ar. given

here o

NZ~SH-1255 and ilUBHG- 0003 o

Dr. I/e~z~a=k, isn" it a "act th t. when you

testified before the ACB" you testified '': t. the basis fo-

the zero period limit for th'is acilicy was based on, one,

the Pacoima Dam response spectra, twc, some o.. the co Gla™

tions derived from Donov;.n, and, thre , yoU>"experience and

judgment as to damage%'

dcn't "ecall quite those words. !Would vou

repeat the first part7 Something dcesn'c sound right in that.
T¹ z ro pe:"icd acceleration

Th zero p:..ried limit for the design response

spectra fo- this facility.":r~

The "ero pe".Lcd limit for. developing the des'gn

response spectrum for th:Ls facility was based, as stated in

my testimony and in that paperp cn developing an envelope~

Regu3.atoxy Guide 160 or Nesmnark spec"rum,that bounded the

calculated spectrum for tI>e record. Xt turns out that if one

draws that response spectrum for a —the Regulatory Guide

or Hetnnark spectra for 0.75g base acceleration or zero

period acceleration, then you do bound the spectrum as shown

by Figures l, 2, 3, 4, et cetera„ X guess l and 2 pr'warily.
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2

3~, 1B shows that pe=naps most clearly.

5iR. PL|'.XSCHAt R: .<lay X have a moment, please?

i~AS BOG~»"RS: Zes o

(Pause.)

i070 BZ MR, PLPXSCF~QiCBR:

Dr Neuma=3:~ woulQ you ag' tha" the a sign

response spectra that vou have proposaa. for the r analysis

of the design of this facility is a simplified version crhich

C enva3.opas the Pacoima Dam spectra?

X vould agree in general vsith that. Xt envelopes

ncl eve:y pOint J there are a fest p3.aCes 'zBlere One Of 'r"rle

components slightly exceeds. As you can sae'rom the figure,
lB, for e::ample, at seven hart s there's a smaU. bump. adhere's

one at five in figure 3~%, but only over a ~r ry short range

and.a very small amount.

Lat ma check Jlosa out again o

Xf you turn to -i;gure iA you find that - X sea

it, up there around five hertz, 's that rignt?
A Yes, tau egua3.s zero va3.ue, there's just a little

bump on top.

,Q Xs tha" in the freqmncy range o intarest2
es > but that bump is insignificant coraparad vith

the noise leve3. with which the spectra can he determined.

Q 'md how about here, out jus" a 3.it~le bit further,
bet;Ieen five and. tan, ctoesn't it azceea it their~ too2



I



Very slightly.
Okay o

~Q is that in the .requency range of interest'P

Yes.

0 By "frequency range of interest", we zmm fo-
this facility, fo design purposes of this facility.

37e11 p Z Elould say t-Mt 'P~G frcguency range of
interest in general is the oxder of two to'en'r so h rts.

0 'ITo>I what —is that for a stxw'cture, fox the

structures of the facility'P

A Thes spectra are only drasrr for structures. One

has to compute sp ctra in another way d'or coriponsnts, the

so-" called floor response spectra, and those would no" have

the same shape. They can be detezmined from the spectra, but
those are soma+hat more uncertain in that the properties of
the structuxe as ~~sell as the'round spectrum ~.tself enters

into Mat floor zesponse spectrumo

There aze no floor response spectra shul here.

Okay

Let's take them one at a tirim, though.

Ny first question vase

You gave a frequency range of interest of tvo to
ten hertz fox the structure, is that orrectP

Yes o

Rb
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mpb6 VH>at 's the frequency range of in"er'st for the

eauipment and
corn-onents~'hat

is o". -J~e order oZ, again„- from about one

or two up to possibly 30 herts o T~LG» e are components ~Qat

6

have highe frequencies. But the input to those is a" ect d

very much by energy absorptions <which ve Qo not noir tai:e into

account in the calculat"on or i3:e =esponse of high ".requency

elements.

Z is impossible to iaave an clem n", say, vite
a ="regs.=ncy o the order of 30 to 50 hert" or cycles per

second cha'c ually " esponds 'o that ~without lass of energy

a" the inter ace be":~ice@ -">e mounting of che equipment and

~ g the. structure on irhich 't 's moun" d.

Ne3.1, X just aoJ:ed you one question, first oP. allo

Let me get bach to the frequency range of i~Perest

Xooking he-e at Figure lA, it's not clear to me.

E7

20

X'm trying to make ou" the atraivht lines- hereo But it ~could

appear for tau equal. to .-.ero ~mat f om about l2 lacerta up co

about 25 hertz Mat the response spect-a for the —'excuse me,

that the response spectral for the Pacoima Dam QhGMQ here

e::ceeds the HGVPABzP design Gsponse spectray is >&at correct?

Elave l soz-ed out the lines corzeccly'?

he tau equals sero urve go=a above the response

spectrum by something of the order of ten oz l2 percent ac

i>3)out 30 hertR o





ivpb7 Okay.

"-o there a "e actually three areasg copsi3e ing
a

the whole plant> structures > systems„aaci components > ~here

are three areas cohere the Pacowva Dam response spe"trum

ezcee68 the NewÃark response spectra p one Brea about five

hertz, one area bet;~een five an6 tenp and then ~ ~ ciil about 12

to, ~" looks lite .bout 30, i" that correct'? Ha"-;e i read th:.s

3.ine correctly'

LAiat you have said is correct. But X -.vcula aM

tlat che ~~ount by which the response spect um Bifz™ers from

f
C the .VSg value that X have Brawn i" ins'gnificant anQ iuunatex.

'l2 The value at 30 he~-".. is not conc rneQ rsi,is the plant.

KM that spectrum is not app'icable .to equipr~wt.
~ I

So your suggestion that th sguipEMi-nt Resign

becaus- of this difference of lo ox 3.2 percent is not apprc

priate, is not acceptab3.e to m= as a conclusion.

$ 7 Q T. diQn't suggest >Mat, X thin3; you may be

18 anticipating.

19 Let ma ask you a 69.fferent question.

24

Z have no choiceo

(Laughter )

Sure you do.

(Laughter.)

Okay,

«his spectrURi hex'Ag is stat applicable to the





st~~cturesP Zs that correc 2

Correct.

Q And you indicated in yam~~" testimony 81ac -;le had

other spectrum that lmre app1icable to Gouipment. and—
Coz rect.

Okay.

Xsn't it a fact —isn't it the "rUth that ~MB

Qoor zespo2186 spect3~& iLtili~~e8. in 'hIM reanalysis 'z
Diablo Canyon UB 6 derived '~roH1 your response sgectr>w> ior
stzucturesP

That is not ne Bssarily true. Z don't b82ieve

&at they vere derived in that way. But 1 did not derive

thBRlo Dx'o 81NK s ozgrlnifation Z believe used h" s speccrihil

Qr ~ie y Mh9.chever Was the larges c y Qnd developed a time

histozy consistent vih1 that 2'rcm <which the 21cor response

spectra ~sJBz'G deterIAiR26do

0 Dro Hewgark - have you had an opportunity to reviev
the testimony QZ the paneLs that ",~ere presented by the

Applicant in vhich they testi1'.ied about the mmner in vlhich
~

.'

the response spectrum —Qoor response spect um they utiU.sed

076ze derived?

On3.y in genera2. te~i

So what you'~m say~~@ is &at you don4t ?anom

~'whether the floor response spectx'a Tfere dG ived from yolxr

stzuctural response spectra here in Ficgu..e 1A, "'s that corrects
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m any event: they cannot be Qeriv a disco 2y

rzciR a floor response spectrUill b> the techn" ques that vi~~-ZG

used Bv tpp Ppol"
can'ere

they 89riveQ inc i3.ect y7

XnQixect ly oy getting a tive histQ?.v that envelops

the spectrum o Zt envelops it consei.vat3.vel~~~ 5J GMet2IiTGQ

Sac'cors Qh. Qs Kuch RQ lo 5 to w4'Qo

GO you kQCU 9'Oat 9 the Case IMZ

Zes, ir. general tha is the case in evex~g plantI

that' have ever seen o

Heave you Seen the floor response spectrQ in this

X have Xoofce8 a<'~ of them jus. to quake sure

]c3 . that Bey are reasonable in appearance

Oo you RGB'/ hot t te+ ~<Jere Qe veep then&

Z kno:v the general technique o2 Qevelopis~g a

$ 7:,.

18,

tire history 5:or t~hich - he spectrum envelops 'he structure
, ~ t
, I

or ground response spect~~, and'hen, making azi ariakys9.s of
the accelerations at points in the building,at::ihich equip-

I'eat.is attached, anQ dravring a spectrum zor 'those'points.

Hell, Diablo is an e..ception. X hh<~k 'tie can

agree p can t YR~V

Rot nec ssarily. Z Con't $cnow o< anyDii:ng zcep-

tional about Dxaoloo

Bo you Rnc;-r whether the z3oor re ponse s'pectra





cfhich vere cLez'ivied 3 %tie. ~ .;.an' ys" s 02 Pi8 ~quipl7Mi

>J re ae" ived in U'e genera" na.e'er tQlat --OQ ju"-~ mesc™ibeQV

Do 'Jou +Jlov c31a~ 7

Z 6<a not cmqiute any ."".3.oor response Gpactra.

X looked at the gene aL hape and 9-;ay lookeQ consistent

%7iml 'i'1hat X have JQG'h Ken'cioileQc Bvt X Qil not cneck the

detai3.s or". the'canicula ionso

Do yoQ tcnc'<1 ~ilQG~&er the~> Azceec".Gc". an8 entJG.".opect

st~Gctuza2. Bpsc'hrQHl 8 la+~. yoQ have here g ~>l6 if soy

ho4< much in the frequency rmil~;e oz insures:: 2 to 30 hert P

iilog X canno~ say &a" X ~?QQ3.8 knot Of Bijou 0'cP~1

ca3;cu~ ation or sziUQination o

9 liat 8 7328 HtacIni tule of the San FerQGilQQ eartQ™

quake'P

That;:ms about 6.5.

9 ZoU ve ve g Qst QetezR9.neck by Looicing at Figure

XA her that the s"ructura3. response spectr~ a" Xs 3'eXO";7

<he Pa oima Dam spect:~~a a so+~ points.

Heat is ih &at gives you confidence N& this
response spectra voQM envelope me r sponse sp ctra for a

7. 5, aiagnitude earhhquake2

Because @he ctround, acce2.eration in 2ar jez ea~h-
quakes where U.ey have been rc~asur 8, u~.a in smal3.er earZ-

'qualces lmncL ."o have niazimum v .1Qes t|lat. are not strong

fQnctions of mwzni~QQe. The zailge KQ "?Blues ~o . a iMcP ~ 'tUIXG

jL





6,5 ~ezthqvaRe of. <he pea~ gzonoc~ e~."ceLerat~.on ~.s:J,"ro;n vhou"

o2 25g Up CQ vail ~8 >"'le oo5 ee:=.'i""|a'4a:"e Ue to 2go

The sPBc ~ra 8ZA~fn 2QE ckcse ~ n recQK'c38 g ~~8

Chare are no@. very many., aze borsdeQ i-.v assent~.~~3.1y spa<ra

(BMOC QZ8 COEPr3ZRMQ CQ 0+aQSG Qr SNBi2.6Z RCCG~GZ'i~~'> .Qnso

Xn oCher words, th's la =.Ji'ere ~le concept: of
'\

Pe AC G "eo i.lV8 QCCG-LGZR'lion QZ" See o

5',e 3 g I gnawn st anno +QQ nGvs con~9 rgenc(

che Iform R ."an c..- agree '.o ze:.er '.Q you= response spacC-;.a

as We 27ecmmrk zespoase select:ra jets'~ shore ~"lP that.

Me Ke~JJttazk response specJre which en-reXQp s Q-.e G.S magn.":."use

eery'-QQ JM here WJQixXQ exvJGXGpe Q 7o 5 QBc~D3. ~Q 36 ec>zthQUe5ce

48cN~28 li s PMk Pccekera+~fLons eire " nQegsnGGni. '2 Mgn4'GQ8

~n Ct-8 nMz f9.eMP

%Pe J'Ã6 KGQZXy S.n69pGMTGn'~o i>dK~ Bhe-"8 XS

Gno'cher rep Son s

Nelk, le~ ms e66ress %ha~ reason f"Ns~,'n6 i:hen

>Je Cc4L COKG CQ MG SSCCnQ ZGQSQn o

'NG re 9zlCG 800eQ BQC on J.y xn h3e pQHR Qccelera

Qj QZ QQZ peg j.~ PUZPPSgg > @Zen Q MG g blÃt \~sc. ZG 9 nkerBSGGB 9 n

rGP&B'h&38 PecLks 0+ BccelsN~+5 cxL p Rren ~ 7'JQ2 UG re hl'ter80486

in t33e Braes, we &irQ, 5m flZ.d3, ~~o even<h, the nlneth

peQkp QX'en 0 Ã8P
'I

&zLQ 458 seconQ p Col'A ~1y si~l'53@ eight:A p &36 t enCho

~ i





;~hat '- '-e int st;ed

i l fo~ purposes 02 designs

Ne're intezested in:rhat. might happen .in the nest

eaza hguakeo

Okayo

hall o are we Q)tezesA~ed on@ in the peg)~ accelerate

Pion xrhich is @lenitude independen+P

4'e're in"aresCea in bhe vrhole range of the time

histowJ y yes o

Nmr is ir. your testimony, Dr. Ne~rmazh, tha you

Mou3.d e."~act thaw the epeatable peal:s,, or the meals aM~se-

quent to the ma» mum recorded for a G.S ea~Nhquake '~ould have

%8 szQe amplitudes as a Vo 5 Gai. choua3"8 in &e near Q.eldP

They might be veep nee=ly Ae sano or less, or not

sufficiently o~ze to make a difference.

47

19

On average, vhat aould you mpecQP

About &e sa~

About &e sama.

You'xe Rand.liar viW USGS Bu13.etin 672> Bren 0

you?

5fes.

~d do you have a copy oC ~i~a'~ arith you'P

X Goo

Xev.'s Sum to Table 2.

MR. ~mXSQG~R: May X have jusi. a rement7 E





need to Li ) d SOBiGH)ing 2.") ano'C3)er 6ocll~AM~)t»

2KPS BOTPVS" G>l."."8"y

(Pc>use» )

THE MX&wrSS". Pardon m, Your Honor. Pa>I X give

8J" 8 Co 4~ rF'QroducGID TI)» 9 is 98 QrS'Iing '21 a %'ia8 re 8™ed

0o.

(Handing doc)~i.~nt i"Q CQUnsel » )

(Pauseo )

37. MP.» HcHZG~~~~R.

Dro Heb)nark g Z 6 3.9 Ize > 0 Q~ reca, yoUA a "t~THon

to Table 2 of USGS Su" Latin 672, ~@i)ici) has been marl-ed as

nt gngervenors ~:Qihi~ nu)mme. 45, Z@Q before z -.ge;pere

Oust discussing Miv~'hler on a~xerage ~lie 'boule so'pect We repeat

abl<. a«elera<ions in &e t'ze h:s o. s o;: a C 5 magnitude'.e

earthquake to he roughlv evviva"ent to Goose oE a 7.5 ca~2)-

a~>e.

How, wouk'ou agree ~~"=h me ihat D)is ~~= le vo))id

seem to inaicats that 0Ae-a 'is a s&~stantia". Qiffermce not

only. hetvaen me =<"~rsvp. peaks of a 6.5 and a V.S, hut between

.dm first, second, H.f~&, and ten~3) peaIc

and in Qaz. 3.col.ar tI)G ccHparisons are» 9

peak, .75 Co 1g for the second p aI."„ .60

peak, ana .45 'o 65 Nor Me tenth peatP

of cKe'ccelerations<

"o X.3.5 For We ~ixat
4

co o85 ioz +We Z>xth

X don'0 ~dpi)~Jr. heat ~)at table has any hearing at
F3» Z. you loo» aC .W2:e ~~+~2,e and i=be notus< "t pockets out

5a





vei+ c1ear1v that QQXv QQG Va1'QBG zo" ~P YL~~QQQs 5 9 'lQ Q o Q

a" ohsezvati.ons. The ~ sh .-e g '=.s s:c.'la: havo no ma3.

va .'.QJ.ty. Tll. y have sine-:. he'n H:oQ."="eQ,, «wx9 aaoÃl=r r.port
om Wio topic is schedg3.eQ to he 'sate..Q soon lfith Qiz~t-.erant

QQQ 3.Gl'fear va1U 8o

+Q v ca11 ~JOK'ttBlltf.on 13.80 to Y2KG l:Bc'a- Slat

a Lkscvzsion OG <Lie s~mqi il~.cmce of "-h"'s taNO ~cd tile ma~~

xt shoQlcl be QBSQ 9.aL cles9.~i 9.8 coc~ta3.QGQ oil &6 QOLtoR o+

page 2 an6 the top OG pago 3 .".ll a sec'-9.on mazkaO Qes3.gn

Approac'l e

N82.1 g 58PQz'Q tee get to '"4i t g Ore Hel'zABrl y 1688

than a ye~~ ago QMn't you test9.~.y ' ore .~be BARS ~at boa

thoQghC t1%6 6'ctrzLpQ3 QtioQQ 'SEBK az'8 con'3.IMQ PQ 6 8 Bzs QU9 t
)lMt2.89.RRl18 aQQ rat].oBQ3. <~or Q39 as va1Ms that QQ8 Bi.alt

erPaot POr SOr'~ d~gZ;ae Of o~obW3.'ityP

saiQ Mfoze the B,MM~c

~~n"~ Mat @hat yov.

Z m=y ha>se saM erato X ~on'=ca11 precise2,y

1ILQ 'Lvor68g

Nhat X ~ras eKsrz9.ng to, however.','iz 'rPe porc

LnstrUIGRital va1QGGg Zoot tho va1aT88 that corzespoM to ef+Get

Ave vallxes for Use fall 6889 gP-o

X'm not talking about effects."-e va1ues '=i;Mero

X thoIxgiNB 'cfe Hex'G t51R2 Qg Gtollt the ~ list~a'entail. pecQcs theft
\

one wouM e:~act to see '".or a 6o5 verslls a 7,5

E'GQ + ~fQQAQ agree 4Ra that l.s Q 'co "'et

) ~
et
)





mpbl5 948i'-Pz'GQi> ui.QQ y o db>8c c 4'Q R zGvLQ:8 0 P. 4o Q c7QQc> Q~~ 2. iMv

8$18 3

p DFiLO'i%

NHBLOON
f3.ws (1D)

haaonm aVai 5&2.a Sar aha '5a" g=r V.g5~3.-:.@de ea,.8;qVai:eS.

]0
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abl

*

tr" I~

j

g So ~jov board agree r't~~h 'cthe difterence~~

stated he 6 as Be~cg raM.oncQ, ~~d 3 ixs t i '73x~.e > or a t5 c 5

verses a 7.5 eazWauat:e":

NR. TOURCHLi.G>"'3". X ohj- c ao ~he pres. io+,

because X believe what -K4e wi.c~ess ans~re"ed uhw~ asked the

origit na,l ques@.oa waa ~~la +AU.s does'~ 'v~ really h~~ve guy

bMzp.ng g tBRt dies Wle dceszi t 'vsal ly tpivG My SING Mg

upon his analysis, does@.'4 zeallJ have any zalev~~ey.

Aud he stated the reason t~i.at xt dada"t have
C

E

Nly ze3.evancy %as because 0f '~48 QQ'ces Mla'> 9'Usa c~P+ ~&8 both)i'l

of,tjae.,eM>le ~d because of M~e soW o'uessbork mac, goe"

M foz magnitudes above 6o5. ~d because of th. eza3.anat'.oa

of hm: M use Me WWle contained %xi aha si&pazagzaphs

enticed, "Design Approach," appa~t~g ai: .We bohSom of page

N'lo axld MG Cop of page three

So iv. st to me this vsiue s has already

hxdica~wd that he doesn'z ba>~eve %is ~able is relevant ~=o

his analysis, md vheNez he ~>mt~ &is "ab2.e is good for-
some oiler purpose az not is of no particular significaaco,

tt

I

Mis p 'ceedixLge

L6t, FXZXSCBKPR: Cauld Z respond w that?

Ne started ollt Ms LMG ox cross-p~amini~~ion ":H'.dent

a 6 5 ma~itude earthquake recoxded on m accelezcgzam at

Ne have a response pacha foz hha+ trna history.r

c(

4t

~
(}

„t.c'.:. Paco~ Damo
c t'.ttt

That Mme history ia enveloped bv Dz. alevmazk's spec~urn.
l!

'.

,I i
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X <~>an as ed h" m This is on" v

8603

HQd do EZG

~ops '~~>t a 7 5 cfoul d be ~~veko c~xd he 88,~d necause

one of the reasons is because pea!- accakazacions aze assan-

'hiakky magnitude independent near to ~he source.

And then X as1:ed h~ Xsn4t, .'t "he case, however,

pge aze intezes ~Qd in ~QQ reQc pat. clbke Qea1cs 2 ~Md he sa

foz des gn ouzcosesP ~ad he said. Zas

And eben X said Xs iC '~~e case .m="t a 6.5 and a
I

7o5 are Ne swee thzoughou'c @he range of pea!cs? 2nd he said

X Minie so essGRti alkyo And X said OQQzin i sod'Rhody G3.88

have a differmt vice of D=C, USGSP And .>at4s ~JR've're

in USGS 672o

KRo NQRZOM Hell i~1zs Bowers> Mere 4s one oyez

thing that's bohhozing me a Liuke bit„and Mat's iM~.

Pleischai".ez4s use of Didn4t you say m Me ~ABS'P How ~~a

ACRS is not the same as a deposit"'cw, be~ he..should have the

courtesy of goin~4g out vheze in Me transc-ip" and ~shat

it @as %at ~saa sa d, becauso tiro Pleiscia~dmr4s charactari«.

casions ox whaG +as said are freau~~tky cU.M~enC from my

msmo ies of vhc<4 was saido Th~.h doasn c m=~ Lr P3.~~schalcez

is Mxong or ~drab my malory is righ'h, X'm gus~ saying Morat

they'ze diff@.en%.

And X s "ould apg ac xt,a mat i ': e e going to
0

say Ne31 didn4t. you say before the ACRS such-and-such< that
ve have a reference to the .MBS >.ranscripe. where'His:>as

~ )





~ WRB/agb3

rj

'I
'rj

sa 6 Qecauseg fzMM'Ig -'"?R "Qok~g a" aL MRS '"~RM3cript Md.

Nx'a'1<~kschake' «eco11ection is cled
'Prong'Y

2R F~~PXSCKrhCER

'Oro MQvi1Mrk '4'ou3,6 vou iK" to see '%Le 'Qavt Qz

r'

7i
~ II

&e ACRS transcript I'm referring toP

MRS. B0~%:RS" Nait a ~i'te. NR have ~ ob"'ection

here. X @bought you ~ii~re going ao zespord m &L~. Ho.. on'G

colmezlt +

i'

l 'r'

rt
~ 4/

I

I

~ C

pMTXSCtMHR he11 R'xlo< 'Q~ rQirs89 ~™ Bv
I

r

X'11 ha happy co provide lir. BTor'-m. m""~h a c'"anscript
C

r

response "w Mx~ Morton is 5 at O~. Pe~mar!: aad Z sama to

Cisagreerr

f~
'I

to e-amine it, ~De page X'm taLkizg about.

l~&. BOSOM: K s. Bo;vers, my p oM,em .siW Mis

is if we have a deposi'"ioa,„you labor:i, Mat lias 10O or 200

pages long Mat's easy, hu" we'ze t~~l.ing about ACRS

cite RLP X 11 Qe happy to g2.ve Ore ale"FQQ '". 'Mls Qppo-hoity

transcripts Mat are Subcomm'ttee maabiwgs .Mat go hack for

at least. Qio years aud probab1y longer, a nmbe of appear-.-

apices hy OZ ri ÃGJRQ !So

X happen'o Eave hiQ ZJCRS appearances g ~~6 WGy

are one, two, t?lzea, four, five, six, in numbed. And for

,1
n,). if

Iw

I,

it

"-): i.
~ ~

rr)\
t ~

.r
'1
r ~

anybody to ba ab1e m go hack auQ Big aome~&ing out is very

cLLfficult TrliMlout L speci fic QP'te GRQ page ci cG ze
N'ence'oQ

X happen r 0 have 2olEci 4'ihere Uris Ue~~g

subject is 'disc'ussr, ance it's to~~2.1y consis~t lii~W what





i~&+ PL~ZSC X~'&R: ';a> ~ e second o

PP. HQRTOM: Hzcuso ma, >~~. P1eisct~ c~", 4 2l QOC

Y2Lo PXiUZSCH~Pi: Tha~'s a speGcho

NHS. BOhERS: Iah LSR Notion finish.

Y~. PMXSCHMER: Zf he"s going -co do czo"s-

o'cBIGxna~on or zQdizeccy 1Gc hiIQ do "'4 in his 'c ~op Roi. iR

Go

VR MORTGH: X'm sozry. Z'm jus~~ s~y.'mg 'ai:
1

k

lie. P3.aischakaz may we11 have an LCM manscripw zefe-ev a

vi1ich he i3188x'prefers d3 ffQrGZLil)~o X'5 Mv bG ch8 sÃsg ~ 0 s~3(

be a different, one

The pzob3.GBl is< ~&is z@fe zeta ~i.o Qid vou

tasf:ify before the ACRS, xi&out a fuz' ez dab and gage

9.s unfair to Cha witzess, "'t.'s unfair w counsa1 hera because

E don t have QDQ idea whats Mzo P3.83.scQRJcsz is M&>g about

as M 0he da'he aud page We c~ disagree on whaQ 9..~ says,

and X expect we will< bu- ve ca33,'8 eveu argue ~out i~ if
we don'4 L ow whaC wo'ra ~~ing about.

than o Bol'JARS 4 The Beard vou1d 13J~G 'ho consider

the objecMoa from bL~. Touzhe1loh':.e ~~d a„:so, of coursa,

e posicion of Mxo Nor~on on the ACES maaMzo

(The Hoard COQXQrz~go }

a%So 20'TBHS3 We11 Mro Tourm13o~te, your ob~cctio".
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rtPA/rIgh5

~r
N9.~GSSQG in 'ta is QX'Qrl ~~d '~TG ~XQR it 8 c~ ppZCDFic~'CQ fQZ

isa zecox'd ts show fu11 a:cp"o"'axiom of 'hhe smjcct.'m're

DX'» ~QGhlQcLZ1C o

r ~

„1:

Hz+ 8048c" g 4fe ~&i&~1. UQ1~ . 1aRQ2.f 8LGQM'Q-'i%2$Tk'5

MR. HOR"01~1: Mo, it,'s az, objec~~cn Qo Ne ~e
i

of Did yoe say h.=fore Ne BCHS Z< Y wd Z,:u5xou'- a zef~~;-.furca'

1) ~ ff
l

u Mxa da.'ce and page of 6aa ~=u>sc:-ip-", ~>e Qa'"e o i-.hs hCRS

tlcESCZiply is'D+Q~ ~ ~~ >'Q QD UQM.Z 049$ 9iCQg bQC~»lM

~ r

I
I

f
1

)

I
Il

I

,i
lg 1

I

coQLd be M~gL'&2.8 vs f"0 i'818KGx'e QQ,id 61lc~c oQG 'cli&oGt

auybcdy )moving vhe "e iu tria ~~~~seri»8 Hr» P3.e'scha3:c ~ is
x'GfexT&gg 5&x'8's QQ ~I]87 -- M>=~8 is cQ3. 5%iG Mgc"..i".ivy

infQX8zcs KXRC c~~ bB dz'Qlvng and V GXG 8 «0 fJc~y fox'cybocky

eo chacJ'. out

Z can'. read ~his en~ize Crauscziph m find os
I ~r

l

lf
i

is o~ is no~ in +Qeveg and ~en ' T

mead i™~ a3.1 Mba'o X doP X jus"- say m@3.l: ge=, Z don'c

ac~a i8 in tP.era2 Nba'an X doP

r ~

L~RS» BOfqBPS: 2'our cbjm~hw<n is sas~~ed
I

Rcv <shen couusM fox'he pa~Cies px~pa~e fox Me
1

gift:Ung w<b) tss~ny befof"=- RCRG, a'- DaC Uxe may should

locaca H, in hhe .manse «pt of Ne ZCBS mse=~gs'~d he

~ f
«I
~ ~

') ~

', 'articuiax viuassas and tAey Emav KaC ihey'zo, going io be
II

r
~ J

pM~&ppged Qo ~ pep cr y 4» o
I

II
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ÃAo FXZXSCHi~~R: X have

MRS. BGtB"RS: P~e Znd you will follow the

procedure of identifying 9 tP

MR. 'PLHXSCHAE~~R: Sure.

BY MR~ FMXSCHMCER:

Q Dr~ N8NFMzkz would you lilce to Gee 'cJhez& you

made &e stat~aaentV Xt's the transcript of Zme 26, 1976

at Page 258, lines 7 through 23, Saturday, Junc 26, 1976
'R

'ORTON: X would lilce the ques~on —X would

3.ike We Reporter to go baclc and read the question that vas

aslced of WIs witness about Did you not say before the ACRS>

and X. believe there was a time e3.em=nt attached to that

question vhich is in direct disagr ament of Mxe date of this

transczipto X may be wrang, but X ~irould like to hear Axe

question.

MR PEZXSCE&ZZR: X @sink you'ze right
MRS BONERSs Xs it necassazy to retrieve the

question'P

MR. ZORTOH: X think it vould be necessary to
strilce the auastion and answer than, because Mz Pleischaker

is referring ~m a transcript which he said he arm not referring.

to in his auestion

Into PIZXSCHKPZR: X 11 'rtithdzav the Questicny

lIe can strike the answer and X vill aslc Dro Hevma k again.

MRSo BGNERS: Hell both amstion and ansver a-e
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'

l
NRB/agb7

Y 2

s-hx ickeno

BY i~& PwHXSCS&2PR:

Dr Newnark, ~rou3.1 you like i:o zev9.a'~r @~is

transcript,?

Bag pazdon2

Q . K~ould you lik .ho reviav this M~ansczipt2

A Xf you'e going Co ask ma questions about ic,
X ~could certainly like to read i~. My memory isn'. aha" good.

YR. HORTOMx &we ere have the page number you'ze

refezrLQg '~og please
4'Document, handed Co the v9.tress.)

HBS o BOVMRS 4 J&~w Pleischakezg could you repeat
$ 3 the page number2

MR+ FGEXSCKKKER Z58

MR NORTON: Do you have an extra copy of ehaCP

MR~ PLHXSCHMHR: X do ace. X don'4 have 'c.

~

Q

MRS BOMHRSc fix. Pleischalcaz, X Chimed Wa

vritness is ready to proceed..

) ~

BY MR~ FLHXSCHP~R

Dr Hamnaxk, is .iC the case Coat you zeferzed

to the e:ctxapolations in ~Wis zauga, 6.5 Co 7 5 magnitude

earthquake, as gusMfiable and reasonableP

Ho> X d3.dn't say that~ X said soma~>ing that
is quihs differenC from that

Q Okay. Mould you saba='e what. it. said2
I ~

dl
1 ~
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].
' ARB/agh8 Th& vording Chat X saxd vas 5

The table Chat X used is ".. based on using

that and other records in Circular 672 Co mJ e

an e~apolation beyond the range of our

e~perience and comes up ~riN results Chat are,

opinionp c[uite 3ustifiable and raCional

for use as values thai; one might expect vith
some degree of probability, relatively lees

degree for hhe one peak and so'orth~ in an

actual peak record obtained in Che free field "

Essentially X said ~&at this is a ver unlikely
record of vhat one might eccpecto

X'd like Co see Chat.

(Pause.)

You read part of Chat X4d like you Co read

lines 6 through 23 of Chat testimony into Cha record, Chen

X vill asJ. you a fev questions about iC.

Xines .6 Co 232
'l ~

X believe Chat's Che beginning of your statement

22
'3

Xt begins vith line 9

Okay Go ahead Nherever iC beginso

A The 0o75g response spec~~~ X sard

ChaC vas consistent viCh Cha, Pacoima earChq~~

nI i)

record. The Pacoima ea~&guake record ~. the

ma Qmum.one thaC ve have The Cable... —X don'C
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WBB/agb9 knou what table that refers to, by the way -- ". ~ ..is
based on using Chat and otQer records in
CizcuLar 672 ho make an extrapolation beyond.

th& range of our ezperience and comes Qp E'13.th

results Chat are, in my opinion, crim justi-
fiable and rational for us as values that one

might expect with soma dogree of probability,
relatively Low degroe for the one peak and so

forth, in an actual record oboined in the free

fieldo
"I have no- quarrel or d'fference with

that approach My interpreCation, hmrever, of,

what one designs for is a response spectrum. Pwd

for the response sp ct"um, one must look at the

amplification factors, Chat one applies to
these ground motions "

Okayo

Now, as I understand Me last part of your

testimony, it is that you wouldn't usa Chase values in/.

'2able 2 as your effective acceleration value, you would

utilize someChing else as an effective acceleraCion value,

correct2

Yes~

How, when you say you don', krone ~shat table
you'e referring to, if you read that context~ actually





HRB/agbl0 what you'xa referring to, isn', ic Table 2 in 672, isn'

thai". right2

Thatos not'lear from this contazto

Nell, looking aC i>, what Qo you %sink ic
x'efexs to2

X haven any i682Lo

Okayo

JAR MOEKOM '2'cusc mug Day UG hcvJG 'tQxs page

$ 2

number because Eve hcLvQh %le entire trsnsc ipc hcrnr

THE NXTBHSS-
258'R+

PXiEXGCHAM~Rs 258 w

MR 'OBTOH:, Thank you,

SX MRo PXZXSCHMER

17

Okay'm~

X a3.so believe Mat, you were CesCifyiug—
X'm sorry. There is a table referred to la~~ex

'on page 2S9~ X think X may want. +m zaad some other aspects

of this, buC X will defer thaC unti3. 3.assr

MRo,.FLBXSCHBZER: X'cL like to ask Dr. Ma@mark

soma questions about Mis because X think iC's sort of can~mal

'ho.the issue Xt,'s 3.5'till 12:00 ~ X vouM suggest 'chat,

we break fox'unch, reconvene a l:00, he'3.l have an

opportunity Co review the transcxiph adoguata2y

MRS. BOFFRS: Any objection from the other paMes
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(re response.)

MRS HOUHBS: Ne11 then ve'll recess non and
!

reconvene at lc00, but let h~ knew if there axe other
matters'GL.

PXZXSCHhKBR: X don't knot whether t'acre azs:.„

other matters. X have to play this as iC lays.

MR. MORPON: Nell Hxs Hewers, if he vil3., at

the start of his questions> indicate nhaxe in the transcript,

the date and pages that he's interested in, we Lave then

here and we can> vou )mow, keep up with him Xt's this

business oZ asking the cpmstion first and thea identifying

the transcript later thai be ob38ct too

MRi PLEXSCHAKHR: X understand aha'nd X'm sozxy

and X vill:-give specific references from no@ on.

(b%areupon~ at 3.3.:45 a m < the ha~~ing in tAe

above-entitled matP~ +as recessed~ to reconvene at 1:00 p.m,

this same day.)
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R

n

MRS ~ BOLA"RS: Ne'd ii)-.e ~o begin

7'hereupon,

MMHM li» NEWARK

vas reca11ed as a witness o beha1f of +3m Regulatory Staff,

and, having bee&-pzevious1y duly svorn, @as e:camined and

testified further as
fo12.mrs'ROSS»EZiXRXNRTXOH

(Continued)

BY MR~ PLEXSCH~R

Q Dr. Mawmark, have you, had an oppor un'ty Ca

zevi.mz the pages of the ACRS Cranscz9.p" ve vera discussiag

before 1unch2'

have,

Okayi

Let, me sea hera X have some questions about

those pazhicuLar 1ines, those partJ.culaz remarks 'chah you

made in the tzanscripl a

Neer if ve go ta 257, X thizDc too can put Ch's

22

23

2Q

in context by no4ing that. Dr~ Okra'as the statamaaC

by you vas in response Co a question ChaC @as ini4iat d by

Dr Okrent. of Me ACHS He vas asking you about the consis-

tency or We compahib9,1i~ of the 0 ~ 75g anchorand Circu3,ar 672

and. the va1ues given there.

NR. MORTON: Excuse me» Xs Mat a cjuesCion<
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~~ixs. Bowers?

TEE NXTNLSS: X'va be~ -mying Co decide myself.

SY MR PLEXSCRMER:

Okay. Xi 3.h be a question.
I

TIKLS discussion was 9ni9.aMd by a cplBs'dion by

Dr, Okra'„ wasn'8 i42

YSsy his Question was wh8'char Ae 0 '5g anchored

speculum< noh the 0.75g, is in haxrcony oz aauivaLanC Co the

information giv60 in TablQ 2'f the cizcu3.ar»

Okay»

And your response, over cn Page 258, is in

partial answer to that., cozzaci:2

XC is a partial cpxalified answerer to ChaC.

Okay

How, we go back he e 'o 258 and you"-va xaad

these lines into aha record Xs iz clear M you yah, when

1S:.

\

20J

~ ~ (
Q)l

r
>~C

~A..

you discuss the low dagxes of probability foz one p~~ and

so forW, whaC are you referring to thaxa2

A Xm re<arring +a Me act shah that..Wla is
~ nc4> in my opinion, a valid measure of anything» Xt, is, an

estimate made by several people in Wa Gso3.ogical Survey who

put, dome numbers X don'. know, hew ~May derived those numbers,

X don', agree miCh them The only ones Chat one can assess

oz verify aze the values for 5 ~ 5 and 6.5 magna.ude.

The cU.stzibution of m~Mers for 8.5 and 8 aze
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much closer together over &e range from one ho tan that. X

think aze zeasonab e based on the values fzcm 5 5 m~ d 6 5o

3: would not. extrapolar the values in the @ay th y did. T.

think they aze now revising Quis, but Cha revision has noC yeh

coma out.

But, in any event., this was issued Co guide, if
one may use ~Mat ~aozd~ Use design for Che structures and

pipeline ox the trans-Alaska pipe3.inc system. X design d Chat

system essenMa3.ly, oz X ~<as zesponsib3.e foz @3~a select-'on

of ~We design parameters.

X used, for the magnitude 8 and 8.5 eirthquakes

on Chat, pipeline,a value of 0o6g for the spsctzun Co define

stability of slopeg stresses and underground piping and

liquefaction and 0.33g foz sMuct~~es, czit<ca3. struc"uzes

in those magnitudes with the concuzrenca of the Geo3,ogical

Survey

Nel3. let me get back, though, to this Table 2 of
672, 3: take it. you do agree AM the values aha%, are stamd

for magnitude 6 5< is Chat. corrects

A X agree viPJx the facC that, they are numbers in
the tab3.e but, I don'. use them, I vouldn't. use them

Q And you didn'. use them in this caseP

Mo»

OJ -y

ADd likewise X guess'hug you didn 't use
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values given for 7.5 in ilute casa; is. hha correct'

X did not

Qkay

Do you, consider -» we2.1, va got into this discussio

in talking about wheMxer >re could e=.p=ct the rapeatabla peak

that we see in the tibiae history ox the 6 ~ 5 ea~M~ake to'e
the sama as tDe x'epoatable peaks 'chat we sea ~~''ho 7 5

This table shows soma difference+ isn't chat correct?

This tab2.e shmrs soma difference The tenth

repeatable peak in 6 5 is half of tha first psak, and in

magnitude 7 5~ it is slightly —iC is soma~rhat itore Chan

15

half» But it is that part of the table that X disagree with,

both for the first'eak and the succeeding peaks. I don'

think that they ax'e proper valuas, they are not ™.

Nhi,ch part of the table is ~~s7

811 the values for magnitudes over 6 5.

X sea Okay Nell let ms ask you this:

20 ',

2$

'hat's Or Mcmfmark's view of ~Me comparison of

the repeatable pea3cs for a 6 5 earMxquake and a 7 5 earhz-

guake2

X don'4 use that Cexm, I use the effective psak

23 y

acceleration for the response spectrum

Q N(Q3. let 8 go back 40 the bass QQGsticnc

25 I

The Hawmark response spectra envelopes the time

histoxy —excuse me, a response spectra fo- a 6 5 magnitude
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MR. NORJ!08". Object. Was %at a misstatamenC or

did X mish~~V

MR PM~ISCHAEBR: Could I have the question back'

(Whereupon~ the Reporter read. from tne record
t

as requested.)

c~S. KHXSQKGR I'3.3. "cata e it so it's clears

M'R PLBXSCHSQWP.c

The NGMR4RLk response spectra envelopes g as you,
'l0

pointed. out in your testimony, the response spectza for the

Pacoima Dam acce1exometex> which is the 6.5 magnitude earW-

quake~ the San Pexnando Va3.1ey earthquake, correct
Correct

Okayo

A —accept that X should qualify Chat by pointing

out that .that record, that. earthquake motion eras on a thrust

fault which causes a highex st ess dmp md, fAexefoxe, one

20

2<

23

wou1d expect that the acce1exahions and otner parameters would

be mora nearly consistent with a higher m gnitude on a

strike-sLLp fault.

Q Xs that your nsv reason fax thinking hhat the 7 5

MR HORVON: Object That assumes facts not in

evidence~ 'Z
MR. FLEXSCHMERx

~ ~
~ ~



0
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Xs Usa a reason or your—
MRS. BOMHPD: K- Pleischal-.er» just, a minute.

X assume you'x'e zeshaCing» bu~ when Chere's an

objection give ihe Board an opportunity 4o rule, and we

expect you ta respond to Me objection

MR. PXZXSCKQER- X'3.l misdraw Q~e ques'a.cn

Bv MR PLEXSCKQKR

|b

$ 7

Q Do you believe that the response spechru~n for
'Hxe 6 ~ 5 magni'LQQG . G~~QQchke that is Get fozf91 in Pigure lA

and Figure 1B of your t.esC9mony would describe a 7~5 magnitude

earthquake occuxring'n a faul~ within 10 Rilomehors of She

si'te2

A On specifica11y a faulh such as She Bosg i Fault»

on which the moron is primarily buC not. entirely spike-slip»

X voulck concur in the seaMmeut..5xah it. is a conservative

measure of whaC one might mcpact~

My concern is with me design spectrmn, not. wMh

a free fie16 spaoCxum» however

HaLl, I want to make sure we mae4 eye-4o-eye~
20 Il'e're ~ing ahoy ~Me response spec@~ MaC was derived

28

from %he 43am histazy for the San Pe-nando Valley at. the

Pacoima Dam accelerometer.

@11 right That. response spechmm is set. out, on

Figure LA and 1B in your testimony, corraM2

That's correl.
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A3.2. right,

How, i'h is your Cestimoiy that chai: response

spectrum is one +lQ,Q you '470QM cQ~pect Co see at Diablo ~

'r.s'anyon

sita assuming Me occurrence, on the Eosgri Pau3.t within

l0 kilometers, of a ).5 magnitude earthqua3ce'P

" wculd expect iC wouM i~e something close to

an upper l~t hh. t one might expect ~m see.

Diat s the. )Basis for cL1at QYpGW&t9.onP

A That. is based on my mcpariance and )udgment, with

earthquakes, earthcpmke damage and lack of damage,. wiM

experience in strong ground masons from high explosives and

unde-ground nuclear shocks and on labo amxy tests of

various kinds e

tiJe11, ve' no™~ talking above t0e design response

spectra noM< Meore taW jxlg about the ground motion response

spectra And X understood your tostimony to be thaC, should

a 7 5 magnitude earthquake occur on the Hosgri Pault within

10 kilometers of the siCe, you would expect to see a ground .

motion response spectra, tha is, a response spectra vhich—
excuse me, a response spectra ~which represents t2xe ground

motion in the f-ee field, equaX to o- less Man the response

spectrum

I think X would he ..able to say Mat+ yes~

Oscay e
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No@, ue'ze not taXRing about damage, ~re're ta3.1cing~

about ground, motion. What is the basis for Kyat judgment

about the nature of cha glued mot'on >at you ~rocld, expect

X'm not quite sure X understand your aues~~oa

X have already ansve'"ed We auestion that Z have used the

s~mngesC eazChguQce record as Gee basis, Axe - the strongest

earthamate record available, Shah iC is a record c~hich

corresponds to a differ~+ typa of motion vriMx which Z trou2.6

expect somewhat higher intensities Co occur.

'l3

Ard. X believe that this point of v2ev is con-

sis&at arith that raise6 by —or specified by othars,

seismologists and others in Mis hearing.

IS

20



7.



Nell I'm not as!cing you about the vi.e;rs of

other seismologistsr )@hat I'm trying to desex""iline 3.s tne Dasz.s

for your 3 udgment a

I1R. TOURTELLOTTK: That auestion has been asked

and aris;rered. He just told what was the basis for h" s

position.

~~IR.PLEISCHAZER: What he told me — +lay I
respond to that?

MRS. BOWERS: Go ahead.

i~~M. PLEISCKG<ER: Nn, t h= told me ', that the

bas s was something compatible ~rith other seismologists,

and something about —he mentioned something about intensi-

ties. I'm not tal? ing about damage; ~ 'm tal!cing, about free

field ground, motion. And I would like to kno:r —I would

like Dr. Newmark to state specifically what data, what

reports, what work he has done or is rely":ng on whici permits

him to conclude that the response spectrum tha is in
Pigures la and lb in his testimony represents an upper bound

to the fr e field response spectrum that he would expect to

see, given a 7.5 magnitude earthquake on the Hosgri.

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: I don't bel'eve that's what

Dr. Nexmiark said at all. Dr. Newmark's answer said t'.vo things

specifically, and it certainly carried with it another impli—

cation.

The first thing he saici is that he used the
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records of a strong motxon earthauake thai was kzown to hail

and he had certain observations io make about that. hand he

also said that his vie(1 5'zas consistent li"ch Blat of other

seismologisis and oiher people who had testified during this
proceeding, vhich implies that he was in pari ™onfizming his

I

own judgm nt with the judgment. of other people who had; made

their own analyses. And it is certainly within his purvie~z

as an expert to rely upon the evaluations oz o hers as well

as his otzn evaluation.

IO His answer did not say anything at all about

damage. B~d i "hink the witness understood fully it:zas
ground motion, ~;ze were ialking about. P31d if Acre's anything

else that went into his judgment. he can be asked thai. But

his answer was zesponsive.

AIRS. BORDERS: Hr. Norton'2

I6 FiR. NORTON: LTel3. the only obsezvation l have is
that essentially the question is overly broad. f!e's r ally

I9

20

21

22

asking him the basis for probably at least half of his

testimony. The testimony, the direct testimony, which is
obviously tens of pages, is directed at that auestion, at
least half of the testimony is directed at. that riu siion.
And X -think the auestion is +ay overly broad.

Other than that— You know, it c r+ inly has

been asked and answered Ccrice.

25
11R. PLEXSCHKEER: This is an important point.
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d 12.ke io pursue 3.t ~ Dr ~ iX~e4'tiilark 2;s probably one,o f the

mcst knowlecigeable pecpl who has entered ti is zoom. E:='s

perfectly capable of defending himself, I ih'nk.

X've asked him a specif'c direct question, and

that question is: Elhat is the basis for his judgment that

the zesponse spectra for the Pacoima Dam 6'.5 magnitude earth-

quake that is depict=d in Piguzes la and 1b is ar.. up"er

bound .for the kind. of response spectrum that i e wcul'd expect,

given a 7.5 magnitude on the EEosgzi within ten kilometers.

That is a very specific question, and it goes

right to tlat heart

$ 2 (The Hoard conferring.)

MRS. BONHHS: &3ell the Board nas determined that
~the objection will be overruled, because, while this area has

ES

been explored, it's our memory'hat cnis precis question

hasn't been asked in exactly this way. So we would 1'ke the

witness to respond.

NPi. TO~JRTBLLOT"'P.'rs Bowel sf not that it makes

20

22

23

a hi11 of beans one way or the other, but X didn't happen to

speak to that point. But really the requestion that Nr.Pleischa

just got through asking is not the question thai he asked

before and, the one that T. objected to. Xt's a different

question. 1'on't really object to his last question,. but I
sure object to his first question, which was noi: this

question.
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MR. PLHISCP~iHR: In which case I will withdrar~

the one that Mr. Tourt l'otte 's objecting to and ask the

Reporter, if he could,- to repeat the question that i ~ust

stated, and ask Dr Me'bv!ark or his ansvi r-

(Plhereupon the Reporter read from the zecord

as follows:

"':)hat is the basis -or your judgment

that, the response spectra for the Pacoima Dam 5.5

magnitude earthquake that is depict d in "igures la

and lb is an upper bound for the kind of response

spectrum that you wou"d ezpect g"ven a 7 5 magnitude

l2 on the Hosgri within ten kilometers";")

THE NITNESS: The answer to that is somewhat

ong and involved. It requires some consideration of a number

t5 oz factors, and I'l try to explain.

In assessing what an earthquake means one must
I

take into account the nature of the motions and the way in

which those motions occur. In.me Pacoima Dam earthquake the

thrust fault produces compression on the sliding surface,

20 and the sheaxing stress with which the motions ar= associated

21 are higher than those on a strike-slip fault. Therefore in

my opinion it is quite reasonable to equate the magnitude 6.5

Pacoima Dam xecord with something like a 7.5 magnitude record
N

on the Hosgri faul

I should point out al so z however r chat a measure
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of the motion that occurs in an earthquake is given by damage

and by other observat9ons of movement. 2nd in this case we

have another very important one: a caretaker's cottage with

a brick chimney one-half mile away which was not, damaged at

all by the earthquake, and would have been damaged by even a

.Sg acceleration.

So, in my opinion, although this is the strongest

8 earthquake record. that had been measured, up to that time,

e and I believe there is only one other stronger one the records

for which are somewhat inconsistent, it is quite appropriate

in my opinion to use that record as a basis for inferring what

might happen in the case under consideration.

There are othex reasons for this opin9on. They

are based on many years of experience with designing for

dynamic cond'tions, and it would be very difficulc for me to
detail in complete specification every item that, entered into

that deci. sion. I have made decisions like this on a number

of vexy important projects, and much of this has to be based

~9 on )udgment, experienceg some Qnaly89.s all of the host of
gn
C v things that enter into making any engineering decision.

BY MR PLHXSCHREER.

Your first reason, Dr Nawmar1c, related to the

23 fact that the fau lt which gave rise to the San Fernando

24 Va3.ley earthquake was a thrust fault, and we would expect a

thrust fault to result in various stresses, release of various
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stresses, whereas on this fault out, here we would expect

strike-slip motion; is that correct; which would resul in

the release of lass stress'P

J ~ A There would be less of a change in the @mess

when slippage occurred, and therefore there would be a lover

acceleration on a strike«slip fault than on a thrust fault.
Q Well, is that true even though we postu'Nate that

' thrust fault results in a magnitude 7.5 earthquake and a

strike-slip fault results in a 7.5 magnitude earthquakes

. A Xf they were of the. same magnitude then the
P

.accelerations might he bigger on the thrust fault.
f2 But theze seems to be some confusion here .in the

e way the questions are worded. Xn spite of the fact that you

keep referring to the ground motion, X drew a response sp'ectrum,

not a ground motion. And I talked about the acceleration at,

which that response spectrum is anchored. X would be perfectl
~

tiill9n'g to admit that the peak acceleration in a recording

20

might be bigger than this .75g. Xt, was 1.2g in the Pacoima
~

'ecord.. X doubt it, would be any greater, and possibly it
Mould..be lessg for a magnitude "'7«5"on the Hosgri Pau3.te

Q Okay.;-. E undexstand that.

But, again, X'm probiag the point that the

xesponse spectrum that you have envelopes a 6.5 magnitude

)5

earthquake, and X'm asking you how we Know that it would

envelope a 7.5.
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1

Xet me go back to the first point.:that you just
mcdade o

Can you state. that a thrust fault z suiting in

a 7.5 magnitude arth~~ ke would result in higher accelera-

tions'han a strike-slip fault which also had a 7.5 magnitude

earthquake?

At close in to the source that xsould be true.

End 2B

NEL fls
Y

20

23
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How do we know that?

The accelerations that are generated no~~~ a break

in the ground suxface are a function of the change in stress

from the stress that exists before slippage occurs to that

g that exists afterwards,, the stress dzop. And that shearing

stress is a function of the pressure heGween the sliding
7'urfaces, and in a thrust fault there is a ccmyrsssion orhich

permits a higher shearing stress to he developed.

9 Mould you agree Mat what we measure as Che stress

drop is an average, and„that, ve wouM see on any given thrust
fault in the occurrence of an event a variation -flem that,

average as we looked at, discrete segments aIong Me fault?
A Oh, very likely. 3ut the slip CU".es place at --even

i

in the cise Mhere the fault is within a Kilometer ox the siCe

it takes place on a suxface that is at some depth considerably

away'xom the point at which the stresses aze measured.

So that the minox variations fram point to point
are not 'necessarily reflected in the actions at the ground

I

surface. There's ordinarily'some average value W4at is..

,0 2'Ou characterised those as minor variations. Shat

data do you have that supports the conclusion that Che

variations along discrete segments of +Re fault would ba
C minox' thrust fault., nor.

A The only information that is available on that
ic wouM he measurements of the stxesses in roc't





fracture, and geophysicists have been studying this. There

are variations over Q considerable ~ ange ~

Xn this particular connection, X would say minor

is something like a factor of 2 or so.
I

Have you seen that data2 Qo you know this to be

the case2

A X have seen such data.

Mml, 1st's take a look at the strike slip fault.
Hou1dn't we also expect a variation over the length

of the strike slip fault in the event of an earthquake, a

variation in stress cL~cp P

Over the region which contributes to the source

motion@

yes'ouldn'Aat
he a wide va iation, also2

By the way, are you aware of any studies that
have compared the measurements of'stress drops from thrust
faults with measurements of straws drops fzcm stre.i-.e sUp

faults2

Not in dotail, no.

Do you, knock if any such studies have been done2

Stress drops are not easy to measure, and X don'

Rnowr who has done definitive vore on +Mat.

X do know that es~~ tes have been made of the

potentia1 stress drop in a number of regions as a +ay of
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inferring what possible migwitude of ea-&quake could occam,

and those g in general p conclude tha'a 'where Hleze is a thrust

fault. or a major Deist potential, that the shearing stress

must he augmented by soma coefficient of friction times the

pressure,. the sheazing strength.

Q But you'za not r~rare, and you haven't e.".~wined

empirical data ehich compares the st ass release Jrom thrust

faults with +Re streas release fxom suDe slip faults2

HR. NORTON: Objection to .Qe fon, af the question.

X don't think.,there's anyM~ing in evidence tha". says there

is empirical data.

5E. PXZXSCBA&R: X'U. ~:9.&draw Ae question.

BY MR. P~g~XSCHWKR

Q hze you aware o» empirical data which compares the

stress -elease fmm a thrust fault with the stress release

fram a strike slip faultP

A X am aware of data w9.th which X have worked in
orna detail on strength of rock, strength of soil under

vax'ious conditions of stress. X have used those data iri
ma1cing studies of failures of slopes, tunnels, other hinds of

undexground structures. And in those, Mere az= relations

vhich ax'e usedd which are verified hy test., which give a

shearing stress at failure that corresponds to some cohesion

plus a normal stress timea the coaffic3.ant of friction.
And it is easy to compute from that that when Were
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is compression there will be a higner shearing strength.
l

So ve have a theory thai seems to make sense and

is consistent with our ezper9.ence that a &rust fau3.t ~rould

result in higher stress drops in Me strike slips, 's thar

what you'xe sayingP

MR. HORTCN: Object, Mrs. Bo:.seis. Mr. Pleischaker

in"his question used the term "empirical studies." The

"witne98 angered ite AM1 now ilx' Pleisci?Gker character3 scs

"So ve have some theo g."

Be asked for empirical, ha got empirical, and now

he c3.aims it's &cozy.

X suggest that ho make his questions consistent.

MR. PLBXSCHARER: Ny questions are consistent, and

X don'W think that theory is a had word 1ike Hr. Norton does,

particular3y +hen you don't have data -. ». and va don't —on

the near fie3d characteristics of ground motion from 1arge

earthquakes.

My first, question —nov .to z spond to Mr. Norton's
'

ob)ection —my first question had to do with empirical data

?2

23

that measured stress drops for earthquakes, and r believe th
natux'e of Dr. He+mark's response was he didn't have empirical.

data measuring stress drops for earthqua)ces, but he had othex

data that permitted him to conclude, on the basis of some

re3ationships, some theoretical ze3ztionships, &at a thrust
fault shou3d result in higher stress than a strike slip.
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wel 5
That's a theory.

ICR. NORTOÃ: ~"cuse me, Mrs. Bowers. All oP
wha='x.

Pleischaker said may have been true, ezcept this witness

didn't say it.
MRS. BOWERS: Pw.

Tourte2.Lotto'R.

TQQRTBLLO~~: X don't believe this wimess

meed the term "empt.r9.caL". in de cribing what information he

used. X think that's a characterization by Mr. F3.eischakor.

X don't really Jmom why we'e going through a11

MR . PXZXSCHAHBR: Z don'i, eiDer.

5K. TOURMLLOTTE: —ezcept +&at the objection, as

X understand it< wa henhouse he was asking a question -- Pw.

PleischaJ-er was asking a question and characterizing it. one

way, and then characterizing the witness as answering a

differex t type of question, which is improper, and is, oR little
value to.. Mr. Ple9.scheer.

MP.. PMXSCHMJRR: HeX3,, the question stands and

X'm waiting for a Board ruling.

20 MRS. BONERS: Gocd.

(IaughCer.)

(The Boar'd 'conZerring 3

AS SOLI?RS: Mr. Pleischaker, we think you did go

beyond .the witness'estimony and that the question should be

rephrased.
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BY ACR PLEXSCHKPR:

D> NSNmar><o do you have observations -- let me

3 restate this so ve can understand each a~Der —do you have

4 abservations from earthquU~ces, m asurements of stress drops,

for thrust faults versus striLe slip faul sP

A X do not, no. X. don't Rnov whether anyone else

has.

Q, Let E% ask you+ '%let is the basis for your state

ment +>at thrust faults vill result in higher stress cL~aps'P
f i

MR. KOURTZLTOTi~: That'8 been.asked and answered.

NR. MORTON: Same objection.

BO>KHS: Mr. Pleischaker, do you arnot to

respond Co the ohjectionP

IHL. PZZXSCHhEBR: X'm trying to restat'ke
guestio'ithout

using the +orch theory."

MRS. BOILERS: But earlier he did respond to a

question that was to elicit this smne information.

18 Now, X Raov it's difficult for counsel because you

have to proceed m9.thout an instant transcript.
le. PLEXSCBlQKR: Nell', the question stands."

MRS BGNBRS: The objection is sustained. X"os

been asked and answered.

23
HR. PXZXSCKQZRx 0'cay.

EY HR PXZXSCBAZBRt

Dr. Nacnuazh, the second b~is that you gave @as





some intensity —excuse me.

Xn your second ansvez you referred to the cazeta)Mx',

cottage chimney tha" vas vezy naaz to the Pacoima Dam acceler-

ometez.. What vas your purpose in mentioning that. particular

, chimney2-

Piy purpose @as to illustrate the fact that the

.2g measured in the record had no bearing on the hehavio.=. of

stzuctuzes ~

9 Hell, is iC your testimony, ho:revez, Chat the San

'l0 Fernando Valley earthquake didn'. z™suit in damage?

A Of course it resulted in damage.

Did it zesult in extensive damage?

Xt resulted in extensive damage, in amst cases to
structures that vere inadequately designed.

Did you study t"ie damage from U e San Fernando

16 earthquake?

A X happened to be in the hospital at the time the

20

earthquake occurred and for some period thereaf+wr, hut X

have reviewed most. of the reports and attended ametings on

the San Fernando earthquake, and X am fmi1$.a" ~arith most of
the details of the damage that occurred or the lack of

22

2-'i

damage that. occurzed.

Q So if X understand your tea~~-ony, i'-'s that 1.2g

peak acceleration may not —+as not indicative of she nature

of the damage, is that correct?
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That is cor ect.

BQt there Was eictsnsiv& QQRtage associated viith the

occQrrenc82

That is correct

03".ay.

Dr. Ãewam'k, I'd li.'ce you to turn- to page 2 of your

testimony, and there you mentioned that relatioa". given hy

0 Qoncvan tend to support youx cele Cion of 0.'75g arce3ezation,

9' -is that corxect'2

MR. NORTOM: Pardon ma, vhaC page of the test~~ ony

are ve on no@2 I'm looking at page 2, which is 'shat counsel

referred to, and—
HR. PXZXSCBAZER: X'm sorry. This is Appendix

reference i. At the top of the page it says 2, and at the

t5 hottou it says C-3.

MRS. BORDERS: Me agreed to use th- pagination at
the bott~ of ~We page

18 BY NR» PXZXSCHPZEH

Okay Page C-3

Q Yon K8ntion there QcYhovang. and soEG QttenL~ation

relationships that he's developed. X think you indicate tbere

23 that his relationships tend to support your selection of

5.75g, is that cox'xectP

X have a statement that eads that may, yes.
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wel 9

Why did you select GonovaDP

Because Doaovan ha" a lower a'ccenuation factor .dim

most of the other equations and, therefo "e: I z-gazded it as

b6ing more consexmative.

%Eat do you meme, a lower attenuation factozf

'Pile decay of acceleration vi).43k distance is a la 32

exponentp and most other sources give a higher 'rate of

'ttenuation with the distance 0'o a gazge pm.ez. iLxldp there

Cj fore, at, any distance the acceleration dec" ases more zapid2y

with distance in all of the relationships except foz Donovan's.

Q Does this apply for both the near fieM and the

far fieldP

The data that nze available a"e limited to the

near field. It apples mora generally to the far field.
Would you agree that the attenuation cf energy Qeax

a source is faster than at distanceP

17 I woul8, expect it co be much greater near the

IS

20

source than at a distance.

Doesn't Donovan's equation give you gush che

opposite resultP

2I

22

23

A You have to consider that Donovan's equation

considers the source at some depth, and uses the slant dis"ance

from the focus to the point under consideration. So that at
the time that effect: reaches die ground surface, the rapid
attenuation no longer exists.
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Nell, let s —what is .~he at"enation relationship

Chat Dcnovan postU3.ates2

8e uses for his general ec„ua ion —Z don't

remember it macQy —but it's something liice a certain

5 acceleraticn times a hyperfocal distance plus'S -» an

empirical factor of 25 lcilom ters, to the minus 1.32 pow-r.

RD8 there is an 8'-tpcQGntial ~volving Che

magnitu86 Wlhich X ChiRllC g9 Ves Qn Qveres de 9 Qf 4+9 PZfGCC

of magnitude.
I

So there's this distance plus a cons~t rate to

the factor of l.32, cozzect2

Yes.

/,Hcv g as 'Kstance gets shorter i'9.stance is

ii™

very short, an8 as it gets shorter, Qoesn't Chat give the

result that, —each>se me —st"ice that.
'i6 I Doesn't Ch9.s equation, if me tahe R anD increase

'fS'ts
value —which 9.s the.d9,stance —Qoesn'0. this equation

suggest that the atCenuation of energy near &e.sou"qu is
",g' slower than at. QistanceP

20 A The attenuation with horizontal Qiotancs is
2~: relatively slo~ because of the fact +&at C?.e slope or slant

distance 9.s already large, anC 9.t varies culy slightly as one

goes a+ay from the source directly over the focus.

Q So, X guess that mean , then, t>at in using

Danovan's ecpxation you assume Chat Che emthc:ua1ce is at depW,
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is that correct?

Of course.

And what Qep~&?

In my statement here I taL'~ed about l2 kilometers.

The last factor that you mantioned, Dr. Nawnark,

'Was your expQr9.6nc3 and J Qdgmen'i i

Speci&.call+> +hat experience and judgment is it
that permits you to conclude that the accelerations «- e ouse

me —that the response spectra Chat 'ou utile.@ed in this
case for the reanalysis is adequate?

The reports and the observations Of damage in a

number of earthquakes. I have visited a nmhex of. sites where

earthquakes have occurred, in Caracas, Managua.

I have looked at situations sometime afterward in
Alaska

I have loathed at the reports of d~age or lack of

damage in the Ancona and t'.e3.endy Pan~ earthquakes.

And in all of Chose cases, the ones tha I refold
to,'he Caracas earthquake there was ome distance from th'o

source, hut in the lIanagua earthquake the source was very

close to a refinery, and the damage is not consistent at all
with either the peak acceleration recorded or with the

computed response specCZQK

The structures that surv9ved 'vere desigFiGd for-
a considerably lower value of resistance factor.





we3. 12 1 Smd this is in contrast to the fact Mat in Moss
4

2 'arthquakes where the source is quit~ a distance a~my, We

measured ground acceleration md the computed response

spectrum appears to he very much more consisteni xi& damage

observations ~

Xn other ~rords, our methods of calculation rehich

"j ve had come to believe ~~ because of confirmation xzom

observations for relatively distant ea&xqualces proved to b

too much too conservative XIl Chose fQxf instances Uhen Ue

70 applied mem to earthquakes near the source.

Let.'s go hack and .heidi-.to the method of analysis

that, ve use.

f3 X think me might get te Wis effec< of aacelexa&on.

I thinlc what X hear you saying is that the

instrumental peak accelerations Ron t necessarilv .correl@'LB

ir-.

!7
I

to the degree of damage that ve see in structu-es, is that

A Wey cto no'hg unless Me are talking about distances

of the order of greater than 20 or 30 miles.

20' Okay. Bo when ee4ze designing for scmo structure

in the near fieM, your erperience anat your $+Qgm~t. lead you

to the conclusion thai wa can select something less Wan

what ve m9.ght expect to be the ins~mumental pent acc'elexation,

03
's that, correctV

I coaMn'8 have said ii hat~mr myself.
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>w8 that me ~,". ~ call the effective acce" era ~<on

correct2

Yes.

Sat effective acceleration app2.i=s to anchor the

spectrum Mat ve use Qx the analysis?

Corrc ct

Q »- analysis for stzuctures2

A .R9.qht

Q Ance it may not:necessa 'ly corxelata to "he
4

instrumental peak that wa e.~act vil3. occur a the site„. is
that cozrect2

Xt willhe consMerably less

0 Nell,, v9.12. the Cmucture, though, nevertheless,
— eznerience the inscmmental peak accclerationP

A ... X Kind 9t difficult to interpret that, because the

structure is an in Cement in one sense. Xt responds to ~shat

it sees ~

Nelly let IQG aslc yolx~ tbis concept ve haver tbsp

; effective acceleration, that's an effective acceleration for
analysis of

structures't's

an acceleration from ~rhich one computes the

response, of systems of varying freguanMes.

Okay

Elcv, earlier on ve talked about Jm fact that the

flcor respcnse spectra vere derived f cm -Me Mawmark spectra,



1



correct?

Mo. Pne floor respon e spectra cm be comput d

in one of several diffeint '(lays ~

Xf X may &%plain %Blat X'33 ta149.ng clout When X

mention a f1oor response spectrum - and X don C lif48 tllat
Mord, X prefe- an in-structure spec~am —ve are concerned

tuith one system supporters. hy another responding system, ca<.th

the equipment systom or piggyback system heing generally much

lighter than the principal system on vh9.ch it is based.

TYhat 'Blat U.ght secondary syst~M? or eguipmQnt 8888

are We moCions of the po3.nC in the structu e to @her.ch it is

Therefore, eve have Co 1oo.': at t3xe response of the

structure which responds Co the ground motion, and &en

compute from that point of suppoW —not .necessarily,,a

f1oor, it can he me ma3.1 —cohat happens to something 'attached

to it.
l

And that f1oor response spectrum can he camputed

hy using R time history of @&M motions ~~ a complex mul&

degree of freedom system.

Xt can he computed by ccmpu~g the'accelerations

of the point on Che structure and Glen cLLGving Q response,

spectrum for that.
< ~

Oz it can be computed in a more direct fashion hy

one of several procedures, one of which X developed saaa time
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ago in which one makes an estimate of the ma:.imm: possible

response of what one might call a vibration absorber.

Dr. Hewmark, ao you have Piguze l-BV Xt's page

C-22

A Yes.

0 There you have —by the way, csh'h one of these

tvo is the Nasnnark spec&~2'here's a higher one and a lover

The higher one is a spectrum for a .75g acceleration

using the values for velocity and disp2.acament that corre-

spond to relative values of lg, 48 inches per secmd, and

36 inches; respectively. The lower one uses the numbers that
I referred to in Tab1e 1 of this report, in which X actjmted

those, cU.splacements an8 velockties in accordance vi~h what

X regarded as appropriate for the particular site condition.

The larger values wouM he more nearly appropriate

for a soil sitAB~

Over on the right side, as we move out in the

23

fracpxency there are @he various lines 'that z present the tau s.

Mow, ifme move back into your testimony at page

C-14 there's an equation there which represents the function

that you'e utilized for the tau effect reduction down at
the bottom of the page, Af equals A times R. Xs thato
correct2

25 Yes.
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wel 161 Okay. e7o~z, turning to page 3.4 at the top o the

page you have R equals 1 minus 5 tau.

llheze does that come from?

That ~as an empirical relationship developed from

these studies and from sinLlar studies xoz eazthquai'e vave

pxopagation effects.

What was the empixical data +&at you used to derive

that relationship?

30 %mt of them are presented here. These thre

earthquakes. But ve also computed them for sevexal ocher

earthquahes as well ~ They all have the same general charac-

ter9.sties, and these aze the numbers that aze- used.

They are consistent v9.th those given in papers and

reports by Yamahara, Ambraseys and Scanlcn.

Q Do you have those nmbers in your report anywhere?

The Xamahaza, Anbraseys and Scanlon?

Those refexences aze given in the list of

2')

:?2

references on page 17 of my report. They axe zefexences 14,

15 auuR k6.
/

9 I'd liI:e to go to the empirical data, though, that

you utilized. Is that the data from Ho3.1yvood Storage

Building?

I used the data from the Hollywood Storaga Building

2%
as one of the inputs, not as the sole source of my relationship>

i
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17..:
'I

'

]B,

20

Q No+, the:revea dent zeaW the ante at ~De

'oXl~maod Sto»age Bui3.Ctingo me e arose mnstXy aos."~ "rica>

pzop@gat&lg v4Lvss c

A I Bc''5 knmt whet they ~re, X +AM'o'mes

that Way vere sm8nee eaves oP scree aozt. ~L'hfdf miy'ave

bCBll ~ tPCXC Bay REVS Jb86ll 8, RXXt~eg pZ'Obab1y UQQ 8. NiRCl1ÃQ

of waves of var9,cps ~cps

Yoa harm'4 chacRc8 that oats

Kmm S,s no >ray o9! check9.ng 9. oct

25 Are yon @maze of a atmo by Han.i nod %watcher am



0



They have ma8a some stud'es, 'C ~daley are s~= 2

7aC are tha conc'.miona o2 tQ>e|,> shed esP .

I QQn 8 ~U~Oifo

Ho+ Beep is Q'.e emhe6a~~.C o9 Che <ovaQat2.on—

KR ICoMKHc Becca'a, N"so Bcrimrf3o

X Rl a X3P~'K~c M5 cQK'9.0QSo Nz'o FLG~sc~l G gQQC

a "av aemanCs ago cr499.c9."e8 .Ae sz9.Qrsas for zenK<on9.vcr Che

stv6y of 'z'e M~8 s @L STD@ H@~ag~> rgssC Sg c8 'er strong% y
and.saM ChaC~ vre3.1~ he's noh bs=e Co orcsa~smm~na Mm

'l2 ahouC other peap3.e's cCe@ieso

SQC Bc ncAF 88GQs 'a".0 b8 8s.ckog cgKQGCXQns zAQQ~

oCher people'6 aCeBieso X Wink perhaps Cha z~ih~ess m'ghC

need sera instnzchion 2zcm She Boar6 ac "o the a&ccn3.shment,

39

he goC from Ãwo Pleisch&mz aha<. raZcrring Co oC:wr people'

sCQ$ 88g if 848 GAL sCQcLMB aAQC can 08 413'ct 83onc Rz'6

cnas Chat Ãzo P3.eischa3cer vanCs Co 'ha17c.aha@Go

MRo PXBZSCBKKBB". Eialk< X manC~.ozeQ Geant oCnQy

baiaauae I believe iC vms mantianeQ An aha BCBB .Cransc".r8.pCs,

by one o2 th's

u!B.NGRTCH". Wesn48 Br 82.mm'a sCcay nanCionod

kn t3re ACHS CranscripCV

HR. PXZZGCii&KRe HelX~ X a..o

'The poke'h ia ChaC 3.C mac a.enCionack in ~We PCS





7 r

ezamin'ag h9m on Aae D4:muy

&MRS o EarKKSs Ns; YemheXXeh"~.

~09~
(~~e Reer@ acme r"imago)

&VS.'DCEMr. e 4'a23, 0& ~~a '6 o'~ec( ~K'& ehjec

&'on t2tR~XLsz vfLsn pc Qc@X@86 Gvo B~'t'~iQQLR

- Ce M'o 33.mm'9 Savarin Tee@ Sx~e ahm5iee."

'no ahgecH.ae wa diW'4 my eay@himg

vh™o~i WG'sfs~R;GB

ad@'s.Ec@ '~F3 %as

l7.

20

~ "i~





npMO E'TeDp PigQR'6 8 KG~78 a pj.an '.~hich Z cps:~Q -~

sca3.Q hy Ip BQQ X @on t gem,sf~ - ~ +~ Q~ pectgyp h~st it is
aboaC'X tzouM, say 30 oz 40 feat to the boa".';.om of ~ae pi3.es

4 ~2he hasezanh is not a complete hasamntp an8 <t is smutMwg

5 less Wan nina feet

%he accelerometer "n 848 be9.1Qm~g is, as X zecal3.,
k

somQing ahoy eight fee'e3.cw Ne a~munQ nzZacep hnt i.t

30

is at a comer of -d:e hu9.18ingp ac~ at the c~P.~r. AnQ one

orou2.6 sr@act a arch grater zesponsa aC She co.".ner than at
cenhex hecauso the xesgcnse td~:es into account .she ccn~ina-

Q.cn ho&, of tozslcnp QhMl GtNs Q%Q of tGQ 803:act p ~:119.ch

sight-acts fzom the ~mQ ~~M~on

Q Iform you.owe appU.ea this tan eMect to Wa zesponsa

spectzR Wat yon've 4283;iver foz MRS Gnalysisp cczzectp C~ic

Qiah3.o Canyon anal.ys9.s'P

I have snggestei Jmt <t ba po~ttM ~o he

appX9.e8 on a consezvat9.ve hasis.
I

Q fQat is +e gagQt@gg of +e Qc xection -OC CRQ

)9" 'esponse spec~62

20"

\

2P~

I
— A Prom o75 to ~Nm~~Ms of <~&mt,p ov' Sg is 0'b,e

mev~vm thaC X peanitted, Rndp as X recall< hba4 o'Bg wooXB

.he appXS.cable only to a'consMeza™&on of the'iAole plant ae

founded on one single Zoandati.on~

24-'y estimate of'e zeQuction factor —3.et's sm ~

1,
X heUeve that's in Sable 3. —wes .6, o75 Ro,6 Zoz'he
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go

And. X don'5 ~corn +ha'" .Ae z'edvWian "acro='s. "~ ~m ~Q he
4

20 pez~QC tscLQcCP.QQo

6';

7"
r

Okayo

Rex a'earn@ Qm CmMwe hz) "KwgV

don 4 hQvQ 'Y3LQBQ 69-Fv-'"QQ."-cps a+ 5~'i~2o 'i. GQ g sb

: oC tbaC 9.h he ecaane~e~3 on 51m G~me haa9.s.

Scma0'.Cng oP. -~ adam ernie

Rh6 4 'zo'~3,fH L4

calculate CMa hwz GC" ch, Po

you U~QQ anlS aGQ~~o@Q gQg 'rdii g the angl@ Q p ~c" ~>p Q

33

'ti4 Hoo

80 ic cQFa Gppl~1 GiCQGR. Zoz'ez~icQZ,Xy Gz'. hoÃ9.Ben

$ 6.

Tim ~v Z'va meQ «5 '4 ~~auld app3.y Co Che norah

a9.h~ticao Xf a3.3. poAmCe rwvad in unison, there wouM ha no
~ I

L|a@KCCXOQO X2 CXSZ'8 e'QZ8 6 pQZG 'UiM'c3 pÃogaga'~on 'bnQQOWGiEQA

20

\'f':;-
r'L'hexe

mou3.d he a veC>ac&.ono

Xf VOQ M BFL 88Z81QQP2(Q RQ, 2,2 'tC9;XCRP~SZQ Qf 69bfQi
I

oct Lsza off Diablo Canyon site, .>Il~ah MouM you e~sch
' V,S earhhquake~ ~shel vwKQ you e:rpac'" to ha 8m ogle of

incidence fo- ~Ma +mes aa ~~y ar. iveQ aC C.>o s.~m, vertical,

or hoxi,~onCal?

eA h



0



impbi2

7

10'2'ev

Xeh'e Caen a 2,eel aC &e ~rhienX Vmvee

22 ". ". VfouX6 you e~ct yeuk
'1

Ca@ ~~?@~~on Co apply Ce i&3ca3iy

23 '. IELcic4xLC vRv88P

~ A X2'hswn size eaaupXahe homcgea~eCy miM "ale pe&to
U

am Cbe aurZaca a2 Che @myel mC Chmh poked zeopm8ing aC CRm





8~4 'hiKQp cJQsn Gare vEQQM 56 no redactiono'.'!;
1

Xn tbsp rnaheriaX W@C X pmsentaQ Mair zerm'ngp M

Pique 2p "Aa lacy o8 bwmagcme~ty givaa "3.m to sm~a&kng

3.QCB ~ Ql8 tRUl SMSCCp Mbira iS in SACER G.PBQQWXQn i$biW 98!

my opiaion is moze inpoi~C dmn She ays~aQ9:c Me eM'eel

Q MouXQ Chore aXno ba 8o boa have an opinion

S

88 'ho EHt0856L HG QGQM GZF~~ct CQDlp3849 32OFGQQRQICJ GUtC: Zlt

the.sitep 99.ab3.o ~pent
A X K%LVS QQVQZ CSRX1 @Bi'JJ COAX 03.'OQRCGMQS QL

SCCA'5

RIGs ccRpXQM~3.+ ixQKQQSP~GQQQo

Kh6 dAM 'HhR8, X 31!GVG K~% ZZCQ1 CRT.o83.VSf
MS'2'.

in'.cata Leaps mz'Aa&cm fzen ewe po<>C Co anode" e Rmr Rent
I

9,ggy o

H~Q yon ~m escape"-Cp h~em<ozep ~oz'm 0 ~
Bo~> Silting cffscfh''sRL9.cQHy LKLci8~nt NQLvesP,

J'

A I soali arpncC 8anC Chexe so<6 he s '-i$~4g

1?
: 'eM'ect @her.ch X eotham@ed and la~8 Chat iC c~onM he 'megXigibXe
\

zmG.Chat She t3.Xting ef9ecC Cue to We xanaomaess of She

$ 9 inpat3 o3. additions ~man o8 ~We iahemeganei&es smuM hs

%minished fram these 'Bach cox'~msgondod to e syatammatic eave

1

22"

trihvc3. o,

Q go voa Kct~~gy dig cctgcag@ticsS ~ /std

.magnitude of any ti3.4~@ eMect aeaoc9.@ted HW veztimMy

24

BassnticQ.3.y onXy oz8ez oZ xagniCMo ca&iMahiene
)





which indicated Co me Chat this 2'lect svou~d he less ~~ort-

ant Wan, oh, about l0 ox XS p scent ac Use very mazimum.

Hov about —ve've mentioned Cohesion several times.

NouM you Qzpect v3.th these hoz'3.2onta3.1+ pzopagat
I

ing waves for there to he a torsional excitation at the buiM-

For the past X5 yeazs i haze recommended Rat

every stxuctme subject d to earthquakes he designed o.-

soma accidental tozsion. And in this case X nude no exception

to that rule

Qn page C16< X mention as the last sentence:

"Account should be taken oZ these ef'Beets,

namely torsion eMects, in desi.ga.~

%7





/
HPB3

--- .w~B/agb1
2

Dre He%mark p did you rsc~™M'I suhmit a 8'judy

0¹ HRC Sep~ernherp 978 on ca1cu1at~ons o" -"~e tors'.ona3.

lj
CI

effect'?

Yeso

Okay

MR. FXBXSCHEQKR: X'd 1'o have a document.

marked p QQSC one secondp p3.ease~

(Pau e.)

MRS. BONHPN: Hr P3.ei cha3wrp i~~s @Scut. ~a
for a recess Why don'. we 'hake 2.0 mba' ncvP

(Recess i )
Y

MRS~ BOX.RS: Ne'd alike ~o begin i~~a can

(Rheraapon, Me document

previcus1y ze'ferzed to was

zii@rksd J03.?14 XncQrvenors

L~kibih Vl for idcntifica&on j

MR PLEXS~NR: X'd 1ike Co nom for the record

Chat. X have marked as J'oint. Xnh~~enors'Mibih. N~~er 73.

a document enMCLedp "Response Spect a of Combined Trans1a&cm

and Torsion for a Traveling Seismic Nave, Draft Purport by

M~M Nmmmrkp Z R Morgan and N.Q' Ha2.1, l8muscript Comp3eCed

September< 1978p" X have submiChad M.ree copies o che Report
LV copies Co the Board ~d ta counselp ."L~ Hoz~n and Ym

e-
Tocrhel1o48e

BX MR~ FXRXSCHKKFiR
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. - >PS/agb2 Dz. Hacmmx.~, is this We report tt at was prepared

under your d'reckon and upervisi n2'

IS Nas pzepazed under my supe vision yes w

Q And this was prepared for the Hucleaz Regulatory

Commission and submitted to the Conuuissio 7

A This was prepared fo the nuclear Rag~>atozy

Commission. I8 is not, yet complete.. It is a draft report.
Ne have stopped work on it. until ouz prog am is renewed by

the Division of Research, and there sti3.1 re~~as to be some

wozfc done in co>plating the final copy of this report.

This is a reaozt, is it not, Mat see!m .m detez-

mine We combined trans',ation md torsion offac"~ on a stzuctura

Gkay ~

And if I can direct yeux attention to aha

abstract 'of this zepoxh

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~

Xese

—chen in the middle of the page, the absCxac'c

says e

"In general, ii: was found that the

l
I

I,I
I

combined response including cranslation and

torsional effects was about 25 to 30 percent

higher then Reg Guide 1 60 values'n the

acceleration amplification region

dependence on Me tau value amp3.oyel).





8GGO

~B/agb3 Does ~Mat maau tha" the calculacxons dc»e xn

this paper load you to Qxe conclu"-ion t".at De Can la-''on and

torsional effects aze highez W~ an you hava anticipatmd and

indicated in Rag Guide 1.602

Ho»

What does it indicate'P

Xt indicates that the result of the calculatiors

for a systematic input motion of the type considered here

would give 25 to 30 percent h9.ghez chan Peg. Guide 1 60. But

directly b ~ox @hah statement:

is helievcQ that the values

computed axe unduly consezv. tive "

AGd thers aze reasons given for that statement

both in the summary or conclusions of this document on

Page 17 and in my testimony on Page Pour

MR+ FLHXSCHtQCER" M, this «imeo I~d like to

move Joint Xntezvenozs':chib9.t Number 71 into evidence~

MRS BONERS: Before I check wit'x the other paztia .<

throughout this document —ve13. from ~ to time there is

some underlining with pen,. Did you do that, Nx Pleischa!cer'P

22

MR PLBXSCKQGM?: X think Hz Hubbard probably

did it Yes, the Joint Xntexvenozs —Er. 'Hubbard informs

ma that that4s the @ay we got it. This ~~as a copy that ~eas

provided

MR; SORROW: .t4ay ze ask where Me'copy came from
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so va knee who di.d Qe unde'"LMing?

MR FLZZSCKQG?R: X Qb~ iC calm fz'om -™

MRSo BOhERSc

(Iaugh%ex. )

Nell <4 has Mr. Knight's z~>" on "'~
I
I

)

HR PIaZZSCHAKER X Wiggy l3oaa~i s~~ ' Co ~
as a result. oZ a calephoae caL1 oz some"'>'ug, I'~ no@ gvi4a

8QXCe

%3

la

}8

2'2



P



Ci
g5

/
.:: 2C

.rRB/agb3. I~ 2

8662''le

did not Q31derline it according to L'M~o MDkardy

bui J.ey're not pW~ oz 5"a QeC and sorebcdy has put sc .a

intorlineations in Meara.

lES BOMBRS ~ Ne3.X. X thwI. ve cm check v'th

Dr Maw@ark

51~060 The origxQL1 draft didn t have the penned under

linings„» did it2
THE NXTNESS: Ho> ih did noh.

Eg
E

PDo MORTON: Excuse a@, Mrs. Bowers. i%ay X inquira

if this document is being ozfored inta ev @mcus as an exhibit

and that we then have to deal wiKz this en~~a doc~at ~d

'I !

find out. what it means and so one

Because X don'5 kuovr< X'va never sean it. and.

have never read iC but ~owing Mr Pleischakez, X expect, he
I

will say it. is proposed findings of xac-. tha+, you krone,

Z equals 8 and cite page 15 of this document. or somathing.

That,'s 4hz'only ob~acQion X have to iC, ~without

some further foundation as to whethor i~'s zelev~~ t, to this

casey whether it 8 re1evant to Diablo Canyon y cA cetera'

would object without, the laying of the Bound-tion for the

docent This vi.tness —3.t's his document, buC ih doesn'4

maan it. has anything to do with this case

MR~ TOUEVELLOTTE: X guess X would obj ct. to 9.ts

introduction until we understand ~rhy ic i™beisxg offered<

because it seems to me @mt already the 5sstim~iy of this



0



4

NRB/agb2
I)

+itness indicates Cxat, it, is noh the type of infozma~on ~hat.

cou3.d be introduced for Ke purpose of shaving @Pe wuih

of Che mae~s asser'-ad therein, sinca iC =:~ ~m ircamaLem

research paper Xt, is noh a design paper and i~~ is no4 a

comp3.eCB paper+ AQd Z m just, wondering for aha'urpose i 'c 8

being offered..

MR NORTON: X might add, Mrs. Sharers, X have no

objection Co i05. being used for cross-ezamination purposes

X didn'8 say that. X object. to its being intrcducad in ev9.;

dence ~rithouh a greaC deai of further foundation

MRS ~ BOW" RS: He3.3. Hr P eischa!cer, cou3.d you

respond ta bo~ of
those2'Ro

PLBXSCKhKBR: Ies, X'3.~ v9.thdrav the offer.

X have no furhher auest~ons.

ICRS BOWERS: Me13. ih vi3,3. remain in the docket.

fi3e,though Xt's been marked for 9denMfication

MR PLEXSCBR,KBR. X understand that. ~

MRS BOt&RS: Mx. No~can2

BZ.MR NORTON:

2'l,

Q Hzcusa me, going m reverse order: dais docurn~mt;

has been marked Joint. Xntervenoxs'ah&i.~ Hutcher 73.. Xs

@PAL g
I

i ~

2cj i
I

aha the one referred 4o a5 W bottom of page 3.5, Hefmence

B of your Cast.Lmomy2

X don'5 knox vshethex'-'s az ncaa~ 'Xf you 3.ook

aC Ref~ance B~ page 3.5-
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t RRB/a,gb3
Lr

LJ

3 ~ll
L

MR. BORL'OB."Ho, ReEer~wne 8, pea 2.5.
L

BZ MR MORZOL~1

Z1 8 GE.mos4 cue verv eQQ 0j vour

abouv Pour pages fram hM cxld T.+ you 3.coh a8 Mm ho-':um

paragraphs

Yes, Lao~'s corza ~. Ths sivdy vm vndexway a~

the ~ 4baC ~s w~~ wr'ibm
Lr

Lf Q Palk ~s the V3xe sere shady chaQ Jei-si: m>~v~meaord

E'iQ?Mit. 73. As@ becalxszly YQQ kQovly Z d02, «cRRC1$ » -'~ ssys

oz18 ot BLL28 Qxd Dr SiQ" s grc~dQP48 s'1'QRQCs g Ji~JQQs L'forgat

The 21QIMB appear 40 be Ule saÃMe

Yesy c9MC s corrGcc ~

Lad you ~~e <1eze Ma'":

Me gcnera1 aawa'"a ox %ha rasu~M

~ ~

'MEGO oRG $0'1 give e-pecC clhd cQPZ ~XI~. vPOBG xQ
L

I

d~cahioxis thaC come fram Me earl's.a- s~ud~Les..

referring ~o DXGMO Cryo& sMucQQ";Ps b~Qg zev'6NPA, xor

torsiou+ ~ s Wa8 cor ace 9.n Was paragraph?

That', s corr<M+

Q go& very parlY ~G tZLG cross~Q'cGIRiQRL~~OXL Ay

Mr P1eischaker, you doser'bad ™. ~>d I vox't.-aM~~p~ co

I're ~ I L

i~i

I1

<I

redascr9.he hear you desc shed Ma u"e oz v 1cc9.4„= ~~

aC Me response s~c.h'.-~.

And Pw. F1eiiche3:ar sa"'d Held., have you

Gal.VA.XLg

GVQz sRid





NRB/agb4 this in your testimony? bwd you said Nell ye~~ i~a's in tAe

references and so on. Ee said Have you ever said i4 he ore

the ACRS and you said 'Zas

Those questions implied zo me Mal you had not.

But. do you or 'does the Staff have avail~hie for you

perusal She 4raxxscriph of Qxa ACRS Subccmmihzee hearing of

6f14/78, spec'fically page 107 and 1087

,3.1o115 MR. TOURTEIJOTTE: X'm sorry, X was mri ing scms- -.

Jxing else damn~ vhaC was Wale

PB. MORTON: The KCRS ~uanscr"pt from Zme 14<

I.j 1978, X wondered if you had i'c avail.aha.e for Ne witness,

13

because X obviously only have the one copy.

No~ that.'s an earlier one of '76 chic:x X ~rani:

to gab back to incidental.3.yo

'JG

MR TOUHTHLT~TZ: Ho ve don'4 .

BY MR~ NORTON:

Nell X'm going to read from th-< manscrip8 and

ask you some cgxestions, and X'm reading your testimony from

that tr~cript. of. that date, starhiag on page 107:

"Xn any event< the response - "

MR PLEXSCHAKER: Excuse me~ can you hold on

one second, p3.ease?
c'R.

NORTON: Thah's .page 107 starting at. line one

BY HRe NORTON:

~Xn any event, She response spectx~
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- '~/agb5~ z
for ~We Pacoima Dasa record, i~ is genezatly

enveloped by and bounded by a Pug Guide l 6G

spectrum„ based on 0.75g ground acclczation,

except for frequencies MaC.aze of %he order

of more than 30 He@2:s

"There is no way of 54Lcing RQ estimace

of what hhe ma::imum acceleration might be really»

Xt could be several times one g» Very c3asa Co

the source X mn. even ~~gine it being almcs~

infinim, rig't the crt>c in a bzitt~e maeeriaZ..

27

+8

~ ...- '-0

2$.

22';

"But Me velomiies Ma~ occur and a=e

generated by the mocious ai Me source are

limited, and Wey aze limiMd by Wa fracture

strain in due material trough which the earth-

quakes waves have prop gazed.

Based on Cxis concept, one arri't
maximum gzound velocities of the order oz =ive,

or five slightly plus, maybe up Co si:: feed

per'econd y that could be pzoga gated»

"Qz ~ Atabrayseys of Me Xmperial

College azzived ah numbers slightly lower

based on slightly diffozen> concepts ~ And in

.general, the velocity is a bah~ measure of

25(:

what happens to che -espouse specMum, because

of Ma fact Chat it ~akes iso account of Me



~ I



- iaeyagbS energies mat are ava&.able, zaCbm .Wan She
I&

paar acce3.era~<on< uhich mighc. occur ai a

very high xrQQUzAlcy e TnQ actual. effective pec4c

occurring at a lcmer frequency. i>md me can .
J

infer the effective peed acceleration f om that.

value, which is consis en':cinch.aha veloc'<y

response thLt is damzmMad from Me ecozd,

more accurately Man hy any oMer means.".

12

'NcLQ .thQ. ~ sgatem~~~ tzl~e Qr ~ +6 ~1- you made 9 QP

That swtemenC is M~ and is a vary good sun'~
od yhaC X believe an eaz.2:guaI".e should ha chazaMszXsed hy.

@13. right. And Mat, +as +mue at the 'time you

made tJxis statement< is Qxat. correct

,,17

Res

And it's Muo
today'es

o

Iou go.on~ page 3.08

".So, 3,st me 'then close .&is. parQ, of

22,
I

P J„:

the discussion hy pointing out tha5 the. dna

thaC have basn .presented.~< various ways for
design of major and impoW~~ structures and Wa

way Mose daM have ha~ usack hy design engineors

show We following Mendsc

"Zu gonaral> +We responses of structures,

as infe. red bv ohsorva2, damage, damage to
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NRB/agb7
, I

equipment, as ~4613. as ~~ stzQMurcM elgm~~cs

Wemsalves, damage from b1ast. o oyez kinds of

ground motion, all iudicai:e that t'm response is
indeed governed by something less Jx~~ the peak

tzummM3. recorded acceleration„ ~he. one

is close Co the source of motions

"The values given in aha Circular 672~

which has been referred to, or™ the Uo'S. G ological

Survey for the peak values aze eshimatM values,

cmtxapolated from observationso As such> they

may be subject to some question.

,"Other values of similar nature aze

also extxapola:bed from obsezvat.ions. The ~

methods of axtzapolation are not. ganeral1y

agreed on. There aze a large nulber of people,

wcperienced seismologists included in Wem, @ho

feel thn'0 the values that. really arfect Ne design

are considerably less, and this is only a qual'-
I

tative. basis

"But nevertheless, i'c is +Me basis

for the use of what one calLs an effective

accelerati.on, za Jzer .than a peak acceleration.

Huh one shou1d noh usa an effective acceleration

different'from the pee3c unless one is very close

M'the source "
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-~ WEBB/agb8 Has Wat staCeman~ %rue at <ha mme you made it?
That. s&t,'~~t was t~ue tllR3 and is 'erne nc'Ã

All righ.c

'Aad, indeed, you did haik about haw velocity-
~ you did describe bc'elocities;cere used hy you in arriving

at a reoponse spacm~», did you noh, "-> .chat h aring2

Yesg X did ~

0:

~4

19:
'l

20

YM. PLEXSKD'KR." Just Co note for .hhe record,

X believe all thaC appears in Reference B, pages 6, 7 and 8

of Dr. Hewmark's tes~~ny So we have it m the transcript.

%Riced'R.
MORTON: Mell the poinC wa" the Me guesM<ons

of Nro Pleischaker Kris morning inferxad thaC this had never

bmm raised before Che RCPT, and X simply wanted to poinh

ouh that in'deed it had been.

&$ TOURT>M CZTE: Xt may also ha pointed out

thaC Reference 8 is noc an mulct, verbatim quoCahion of that.

MRS txanscriptp because we did make some alterations in
words in order to make %he wri~~4an ~rord a 1iCMe hi% clearer

than the spo/wa word

22

THE WXTALESS. Xf X may comment, there appears to

be a very great range in the abi3.ity of people who transcribe

Ces~ony to represent what, is actually said Aud in ice

e
ACRS hearings, some of Mxe flaws are particularly onerous

lK. HORVOM: Res. Mrs Bowers, we may poinh ou
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in fact.> if X could have that, transcript. from 6/26 back:

this probably should be in the ecord. Th" s l'"tie biz tha4

X'm about 'o x'ead is at, the front of every MRS transcript

and it,'ays c

"Ho member of the 3,CRS SMff, no

7.

participanh of this meeting accepts any

responsibility for errors o- inaccur cies of

statement. ox data conga~ed in th's transcript~"

This is not, a Manscriph that is ever. reviewed

for errors Vezy frequency, Wey'll have the wrong person

speaking, for example, because at the ACRS mac~~ gs there are

perhaps 20 or 30 or 40 paop?a in the room and it.'s frequent

thaC the Wrong person 'is identified as the one speaking a"d

there are frequently errors in the tx'anscript So they're

20

very awfazard to raly on unless they ara, in fact, read to

hhe +itness and he has an opportunity to cor"act them.
k

MRS BOWERS: Just fox my o-~m education, +hen
J

people appear like Dr. Hamnark or others a~ iMRS msa~~gs„
I

are they uncLx; 'oath

HR~ MORVQH".. Mo, they are not. He would hops

it. would 'make no difference.

:;.- 22

23





,'':That, incidenta3.1y,
i j'I asked 'if, thos@ statements vere

true nov. Because they vera 'not

is one of .the reasons that

+mue then and if tney are

given Dpder car h at the

time, and he is now under oath. —again, not because it should

11.230 -make any difference.

MRS. BOLTER: Ne3.1, if you'e going to fib you'3.l

fib under oath.

MR. NORTON: That's vhat I always thought.

THE?TXTHHSS: ?Thy didn't my*attorney objects

(Taughter)

NR. TOURT~TTE: I don't ever object when my

witness is tel3.ing the truM.
MR. FLBXSCHKKER: I have a lit le dif creat.

. perspective on that, but....
MR. NORTON:. Can .ve make the r asonable infer-

H
f

ence that if you are objecting then he's not te3.ling the .

(Laughter)

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: You understand, I only object

+hen the opposing counse1 io not: te3.3.ing the truth.
(X,aught r)

BY MR+ NORTON

Dr. Newark, in listening to your description

of effective and tau, or your discussion of those concepts

this mor'ning, for. a moment X Dink I twas left with the
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RB/wb2 2

impression that. those Wings are equal. But in fact that is
not tzue, is it?

X.m sozry2

Tau and effec ive, those terms are not egual2

They are not the same thing,'no.

9 , And, in fact, you can arrive at an effective

acceleration with zero tau, can you not2

Correct.

All right.
MR BOHTOH: X don'0 "Wibc X have anything else.

Thank you.

MRS. BONERS: Should X check for Board cpzestions

%3 now, Nr. Touxtello te2

MR TOURTELLOTTE. Yes o

(The Board conferring.)

MRS. BO~3ERS: Dr. Martin has a few questions.

zziczxzx
s7 EZZ&lXÃATXOMBY T~ BOW~

BY DR MARTXM.

Dr. Ne~r1c, X've been ~ing to visualize what

5J

happens when a seismic wave passes under or by or through the

~ foundati'on- of a large structure. Your sketches which are

labeled,. Pigures l and 2, Systematic Effect of Trave Propaga«

tion, are helpful in that respect.

X was wondering if this might be in some way, or

e- in some part, analogous to the movement of large ships versus j
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small ships in the ocem2

I wish I had thought of &mt when I gave my

6

Xs there a close ana3.ogvP

A very good analogy indeed, yes.

X've on1y glanced at some of the equations, but,

they seem'to he —at. least to ~~aeorporate standard wave

equations that apply to water or rock or whatever.

Yes. The nature o" the wave is pexhaps a Little
different, but the general effects andthe response wouM he

related in many ways.

e i3

Q Mell X guess the waves would he a little simpler,

water waves, since they tend to travel predominant3y in one

direction rather than thxee. —weL3., in two, X should sayp

rather than, in thx'ee.

X see on Figure 2 tha —well, it's titled
Simultaneous'Accelerations over an Area Caused by Rnndom

Inhomogeneities (only y dix'ection shawm). his implies that

comparable inhomogeneities would apply to the x and z axis

as
welH'n

Probably yes.

Q 'r at least to the x and possibl~ to the zP

A Lees

So that, again, you might have this analogy of a

small boat that could be affected by waves from all three
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dixections if another boat goes by, say, parallel to the

pxedominant direction of the waves, so that you get this kind

of rocking-horse action. I suppose the technical term for

that would be torsional motion,,or would result in torsional

forces.

One might. also get he same effects from &e

direct influence of waves and reflected waves from a cliff
or something of that sort on shore.

For me it's easier to see the water moving; I
do that several times a day here; than to think of rocks

moving in rather imperceptible dimensions.

Nell, another cp estion occurred to me:

Nith xespect, to Joint Xntervenors'.Jxibit No. 71,

this is gust a matter of curiosity: You refer to, well,

15 incorporating several things in your analysis, the pron'ciple

of least squares, of course, and X noticed a Taylor series

mentioned, Tay3or ser'es expansion, and a Z transform method

wh9.ch I'm not familiar with.

~ 9

20

'oes the xeference cited in here, do you recall,

apply specifically to the problem that you'e concerned with
~ ~

in this document, or is it a general description of the Z tran

form methods

23 The Z transform method is a simple way of

computing a response spectrum, much more efficient than the

direct calculation of response, by working with the system
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1

Qts/Mh5

'itself. X" can be prcgrammed and zun cn a comp'ter at a out

ha'f the cost. And i/re have standazdi"ed on using that
= technique now.

That technique has been compared with the more

'time-consuning but more direct methods

Xt gives exactly the same results.

You get the same results.

DR. 5KRTXN: Thank you. X have no further

cpxestions.

XZXZXZX 12

03

MRS. BQMERS: Hr. TouztellotteP
'I

MRi TOURTELLOTTEt

the statement Mr. Pleischaker about his interest in what

Before beginning my redirect

X'd like to make a.comment, because X did-rmmin silent in

the'record'hile"the'.discussion was.going on about the

exchange between Mx. Pleischaker and Dr. Hemmark concerning
t

Dr.. Newnark thought about Dr. Blume's views.

'?7 X gust wanted to make ti clear for the raco d

i9

that the only reason to object to the comment that i~?r.Pleischaki

made would be that, in some way that statement might intimidate

ZO my witness ~ And, knowing Dx. Newnark as X,do, X don't believe
I

there is a man alive, either in thisroom or in the world, who

ZZ can intimidate Dx. Newnark when he's talking about his area

of expertise. And X really didn'0 consider the comment, al»

25

though gratuitous and pexhaps improper, X didn't really think

that it made a whole lot of difference in-what Dr. Nmrmazl was



4
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going to say today.

..M/vb6 MBS. BO>7HRS: You said a "man" alive. Did that..
(Hilarity)

MR. NORTON: Are rse going to have Co listen to

one of his closing speeches at five o'lock today on that one?

Because, if ve are, X'd like to be e.-.cused early.

{Xaughter)

$ 0

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: X could say it's a foregone

conclusion that no woman alive could challenge him either.

which might, on its face, appear to be chauvinistic. But

then I vould simply e:~lain that thw term "man'" was used in
a generic sense.

16
)

17

{Laughter)

MRS BOWERS X don't think you'e helping any.

(Laughte )

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: X was doing fine until you

asked the cyxestion.

REDXRECT EKQ|XNATXON

BY MR+ TOURTELLOTTE:

Q Dr. Newman, there was a considerable amount of

cpxestioning about Circular 672 by the USGS and Table 2, and

your use of Circular 672. And the general implication that

might have been made by —or the general inferences that

i
might, have been draom by some of the questions vere, or might

have been that if for some reason or other you don't use the



0
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values that are set out in Table 2 that your result is going

to be wrong.

Norwould you agxee with that l-ind of an infer-

ence2

X would not, no.

And what was the purpose for''-the 'ssuance of

Circulax'722
~ A X'm not clear on that. Xt was prepared by the

Geological Survey in order to give a bas9.s for their evalua-

tkon of the design levels. However, —-
Q Xn association with trhat specific progect2

A The trans-Alaska oil pipeline.

Q And who was it that provided the design informa-

tion fox that pipeline2

X had the respons9bility for developing the

I?

design criter9a for earthquaRe mot9ons and for geo-technical

matters associated with the entixe pipeline.

And what values did you use fox an 8.52

X used values for the pipeline, buried p9peline,

45

fox slope stab9.lity studies of slopes which might —the

failure of which m9ght impact an above-ground p9peline, and

for. so9;1 liquefaction problems wMch might cause loss of

support of both the pipeline or of the important control

structures'.6g, and fox al1 structures, including above-ground

pipel9ne supports, .33g 9n regions where magnitudes 8.5 and 8





earMquak s could occur.

This tras Done with the concurrence of the

Geological Survey people who reviewed the design criteria and
I

who approved the results that X recoumended to the owners of

the;pipeline.

X note on Table 2 that directly across frcm the

8.5 mag'nitude they have the acceleration peak absolute

values as, first, 1.25, second, 1.15, fifth, 1.00, and tenth,
l

0.75. Actually thevalueo you used were less than all of thoserl

isn', that. correct2

Considerably less. X guess X must have been

more persuasive than X'm today.

MR TOURTE~~ TTE". Forgive me, Mrs. Bowers; X knod

~s has been marked as Joint Zntervenors':>ibit No. 45.

X don't know Whether it was ever iztroduced into evidence or

not;'was it2
MR. FZZXSCHKEZR: Yes, it was suhmi-ted.

MRS. BOVlERS: Yes, it ~ras.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Okay.

BY MRo TOURTEIJ OTTE

Q Dr. Newark, the rationale for your using the

kind of approach that you have used is contained in that docu-

ment, is it not, as a cpxalifying part of how to use that

Table 2, and, how to use all the other figures?

Xt is discussed undM: the heading "Design
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b ginning near the bottom of the r'ghthand column

on page 2 and aztending through about the middle of the

lefthanQ column on page 3 ~

to check on something.

there

MR. FLEXSCHAKER: Excuse me,'Mrs. Bowers.. want

X might have given some misinfommtion

Have you checked your record to see on thatP
0

Because in mine X say "not mov Q," in checking my records.

MR NORTON Me don't have Joint X..tervenors'4/

45 g 46 into evidence at all. That doesn' mean they 're not.

But our records indicate that they weren't moved into evidenc .

MR. FLZXSCHAEER: 44 is 2.5fe) and 45 is 672

and 46 is 78509, the new report. But my record —X misstated

that. So X don't want to....
C

MR. TOURTEXZOTTE: X should ask if it's goirig

to be moved into evidence. Xf it is going to be moved

into ev'dence then X would like Dr. Newark to read that

design approach into the record at this tix .

MR PLEXSCHAZER: X would rather move the whole

document into evidence, if it's appropriate.

MRS. BOMERS: X'm sorry> X didn't understand

that. Hhat did you just say, Mr. PleischakerP

MR. FLEXSCHAEER: Rather than read from 672
x

piecemea1, because there's been so much discussion about it
why Qon't we move it into evMmce if it hasn'0 been moved
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.lB/<rb10

a~~eady.

MRS. BOtt HRS: Nell X'm surprised. Mv notes are

t2

xzzzzzx )8

silent. X identified it and X know the day it first. came

up. But it has been constantly refe~ed to.

MR. MORTON: Nell it's not in evidence. X have

no objection to its going into evidence.

MR. TOURTHLLOTVZ: XK 5L~. P3.exschakex would like

to move it into evidence it'l save us a little time.

MR. PLSXSC5BQKR: Okay. Xt's been marked as

Joint Xntezvenors'ibit No. 45, and it's USGS Circular

No. 672, and X aimuld move tI:at the Board admit it into

evidencea

MRS'OMERSET Any objectian?

HR. NORTON: No objection.

HR. TOURTEXLOrCE: No objection.

MRS. BOILERS: ~8e2.3., Point Xnterv~~ozs'ibit
45 is accepted into evidence.

(Whereupon the doc~ent referred to„

heretofore marked for 9.dentificatio:a

20 as Zoint Xnte~enors':&ibit 45

was received in evidence.)
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11.470

BY MBo TOUBTALOTTP

X invite you to nage C 3 of your direct tost~ay.
You'e CaLMing about the acceleratious what you

Q
~ I

used and hew you arrived at 0.75g You state that:

This value is not inconsistent with

the valu s in «JSGS Circular 672."

3
You arrived at this value.q did you notq unde

standing Chat the USGS had sugges'cad the use of Circular 6722

Xt @as my understanding g Z guess there Eras a

formal le ter to that affec. from Me Geology.cd Survey

that the design earthcgtake should ba a magnitude 7.5 at

a distance of so many kilometers s~iM the values of '~vs ground

motions being consistent cri'ch Wosa in C9.rcular 672 The

vording did not imply that the pracisG values ia Table 2

should ba used, hcmevar.

hid in fa p there %as actually a meeting behrman

1'

f.i3

20

yourself and the HRC Staff ~~ d the USGS staff about this very

litem, isn't that true2

That's correct.

Q Nilich was hcQ.d in San Prancisco at the Sheraton

Palace Hotel'2

IS PLZXSCHYiPR: I'm going to ohj'ect to any

further discussions about som meeting.

MBB BQlfBRS: Hall it's not just soma meeting.

The place has bema identified and everything
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NPD/ngh2 1K TOUR>HLMTTZ>. Xs ~&ma a aa,s~s ~or cue
'I

ob3 GC ~on'P I

MRS. BONHRS: Nhat,'s +&a basis, 1':.-. Plaischa'carP

MR. PLEXSCKQZR: X'm no-" sure 4&ai: '«"'s relevant

to discussiens hera. Dr lemma k has 4esufied —" USCS

> 7

CircLQaz 672 speaks foz itself e TLQ USGS vas Lgp here and gave
~

I
2

~timony as to the use of Wa4 circular "o." the purposes

of this proceeding Dr. Hevmazk has given hi" tascimony,

wa don', have to hear discussions &~out i.' st laments uah

were made between the Staff ~Q Hie USGS Xnta~~~~ors waren'8

there, va have no way to cross-examine that. and X .just. don'c

think there's any .purpose ~o have hha4 in the zacozd,

e. HORTOH Wcuse meg arse HGHezse That 8

incredible Nr Plek.schmear is the one vho open d up this
'I

whole thing about tea use of Circulaz 672. He cross-ez~~ned

on lt nt length over nnd over nnd over Me pnt Mr !4elhnrger

(9

20

2$ .

to sleep- %ad now ha says that. counsel foz the Staff cannoC

do redirect on the same subject. ma%4~~, the~ s absurd.

MR. PXBXSCHAKER: Xs that 4&e ifeiburgez litmus

test of effective cross-m~+Lnation2

(Iaughter.)

e

2'D

Carl, we'l have to t'agee vou around.with us from

ncaa on to see how wo'ze gdoing

(Laught. ~.}

The circula- is in 4&a record. USCS vas on Vxo
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stand, they mere czossed-examined at length, use cross-ezmuined

Dr. Hcwnerlc about his interpretation. Zt seems to me that'

an adequate basis to proceed fonvard in findings of facts

and for this Board's determination. And it's just inappzopri-

ate and in violation of the hearsay rule to start talking

about meetings between the Staff and tho USGS, cvhat might, have

been said and +hat might not tmve been saiQ.

'MRS. BOWERS: Do you vant to respond,

Mr. TourtellotteP

MR; TOURTEJ~TTE."Certainly.
The entire line of, cpxestioning by Mr.Pleischaker

Xth<~ could only in some way be said to be relevant if
Mr Pl'eischaker was txying to prove that Dz. Ne~vmazlc',s failure
to use the precise- figures in Table 2 +as in some way an

error'n Dr. Mewmark'apart; that is, that these figures

proposed in Table. 2 of Circular 672 gzre some kind of exacting

standard required,'nd that failure .m follows tho'se s"andazds

in s'ome way implies a flaw in the, analysis that Dr..levmazI:
I

has performed

No@ the first line of questions that X. asked

relative to Circular 672 and its use in the Alaska pipeline

dicates that in that case the USCS, vho promulgated the .

cixcular in the first pLace, knew of Dz. Penna''s use of

figures other than those contained in the table, and they knew

of ho+ he used those ficpmes and they had no ccmelaint with
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a/wb2 that. And cextain3y if the people who axe promulgating the
I

ficp~~es had no complaint with the analyti al approach of

Dx. Ãewnark, then certainly Pw. Pleischaker shouldn't have any,

e

complaint..

Now that, pertained to the A2.asia pipeline, however.

What X'm getting to now is that the USGB once again in a

different project suggested that Circular 672 he us d. There

was a meeting between Dr. Havana=?c and the USGS. Dr. Nernaxk

e:plained his ana3ytical approach, and again USGS had no argu-

ment with his approach. And therefoxe Hr. Fleischa?rex should

sot have any argument with his approach. And that's ezactly

where I'm going with it, and 3: th~ it is relevant.

MRS. BONERS: Hell, Mr. Tourtellotte, you started

this out by referring us to page 2-3, and I4r. Pleischa?".er

conducted considerable cross-ezaminat9on on the first para-
N

gxaph under "Design intensity of site motions." And, of cou sa,

672 is referenced and Donovan is referenced. So it is

relevant to proceed. You'xe really responding to cross.

~ 4
ry

l9
I

zo

f
2l

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes. And the reason that X

went specifically to the testimony was to move on fxom the

Alaskan pipe3.ine situation to the specific situation of

e-

22

25
)

Diablo Canyon. And ncaa we'xe simp3y getting the background of

how he w: nt about applying the standaxds in 672 and whether

ox not the USGS Rase about i,, and if they knew about it,

whether they had any disag cement with it.
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MRS. BONERS: Nhy don'C you proceed. The

objection is overruled.

BY MR TOURTELLOTTH:

~ Q At Chat. meeting -™ in attendance at that meeting

Chere was the Acting Director of USGS in Heston, Virginia,

Henry Coulter was there, was he not2

I don't zmnember the ctetai3.s. X'm pretty sure

'

that Dr. Coultez was present. I don't zecal3. whether Dz.Devine

was present oz not.

Q But a contingent from USGS was present?

Yes ~

Q And you did explain what approach you were going

to take, using Circular 6722

f4 A X did.

And 'did they register any disagzeement2

A 3: did not ask them if they agreed. But they dict

not voice any dissent.

Q Questions were asked today about Che reasons for
using the Pacoima Dam event, and X th'ink you stated that you

20 felt that iC was valid to use it fo- three reasons: one, the

type of movement on the fault; Oro, the observed information

relative to the caretaker's cottage, and then, third„ Chere

were numerous analyses and experiences in your background

that also gave you confidence in using the Pacoima Dam record;

is that cozzect2
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That is correct; except I'm not quite sure I
understand your reference to .the caretaker's cottage as being

a basis for using it. That was a basis fox considering that

it was a very conservat9ve estimate of the motions.

My ne:ct question to you +as whether or not that

provided a degree of conservatism in using the Paco9ma Dam

record2

Yes, I believe it ckoes.

One othex thing. There were some questions asked

about floor response spectra, and you tud2'cated that that
wasn't part of what you were considexing ~< che Diablo plant.

Xt's true, is it not, that that, part of your

analysis was done by Dr Ha.U. and Mr Kni.ght ano his assoolaterj?

Xsn't that true2

That's only partly true. Reither Dx. Hall nor

X hack the responsibility for reviewing the design of

equipment in which the floor xesponse spectra would appear as

a factox. He had occas9on, in connection with the audit, of
the procedures used, to look at some of these data, but ve

dick not actually go into the details of the calculation of
the floor response spectra except to satisfy ourselves that

there were no ma)or generic or philosophical problems assoc9.-

ated with the ways in wh9ch they vere useck

MR. TOURTELLOTTE:. I have no further questions.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Tourtellotte, befoxe I pass to
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.~/~ubS

the-other parties to see if Che Board questions may have

generated questions,'e me pursue something.

8607

l

PURTHER ZZKKXNAT'OH BY THE BOARD

"zrxnc 4
P

M'RS ~ BO$fBRS:

X'm unclear, and it may be that the r-cord is

unclear, or X may be the only one in the room that's unclear,

but if I understood your testimony, you were sort of a person

" in charge of the Alaska pipeline ground motion consideration,"

is that true2

10 That is correct.

9 And so those xascals at USGS put out, a paper

where they used a.Table 2 that —Near fault horizontal

t3 ground motion —that you are no~.happy with; is that true2

; That's not quite the case. That was issued

before I got heavily involved in it. X was engaged by the

pipeline people at tho request of the C~o3.ogical Surrey. And

we 'ad no quarrel. He Qo not have a qua~el ever ~
'X am

Chairman of their Advisory Committee on Earthquake—

20

<X,aught~)

Hell, you'e e;.plained. X couMn't understand

if you were the fellow in charge how a Cable could f3.ow that

you were —you lcnow.. ~ ~

23

25

Nepal wa agreed, early in a number of projects,

not only the pipeline, but, in the ear3,y chys of reactor

d68ignt we used Co have conferences Hath Che Staf fe the
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Geological Survey and me to select the safe shutdown eardzep ake

then callecl the design basis earthquake, oz, at one time,

even befoze that, the maximum credible earthcpzaise, and we each I

1l'rrivedindependently at a value, and usually we mould pick

the most conservative value of the th ee. Sometimes X was

the mos conservative, sometimes the ShaM, sometimes the

Geological Survey.

And that pattern has continued. And the way in
which we have traditionally opexated is, if X may read a

paragraph "rom this that goes as fo3.2ows:

The initial step in the design

process discussed herein cimzacterizes ground

13 motion appropriate to the design earthquakes.

This step is based solely on seismological data

and principles and does not incorporate factors

dependent on soil-structure interactions, defozma-

'I 7

23

tional processes within structures, oz the import-

ance of the structures to be designed. Xt involves

scientific data and interpzemt9on, whereas Che

subsequent steps involve engineering, economis and

social judgments relating to the nature and value of

the structures."

Ne ag eed that the Geological Survey would not

design stzuctuxes but would',indicate what Chsy thought the

eazthcymke magnitudes might he, and that X xiuuld not decide on
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what the earMguake magnitudes mould be but. I would indicate

dB/wb7

subjected would be.

ing= those boundaries.

what. the naCure of Che inf3.uanc s Co which the st~acture was

And we have Cried co kaap from overstep@- I

Q Early this morning in your testimony something

was said, and I gust x'ecalled it or X wou"d have asked the

cpxestion earlier. And, of cou sa, we do not have the tran-

script yet, and. X may have m9.sunderstocd. But I got the idea

from something you said Chat. whether you had a 6.5 or a 7.5

that the motion would no be so mucn different, that you would

be using different design criteria. Did X misunderstand2

f2 X think your interpretation is gu9.ta correct..

i3

i6

i7

There would not be any large diff=rene . The numbers might,

change somewhat for nucleax reactors, frcan something like
.65 co .75 to maybe .8. But, this would b dependent on a

vaxiety of factors.

X have felt for a long while Chat we should not

have too low a value, evan in regions where we e:cpect only

minor earthcpxakes. And this is the basis why we have a

minimum of .lg even inplaces where no earthquakes have ever

been experienced or are to be exp ctad.

I k ow of no reactor or any kind of structure of

any soxC for which a design level higher than .Sg has been

2-'I

fls 25

considex'ed.. But at least, that number has been ta3ked about

for some'thing on the San Andreas Fault.
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C6 There's been some controversy as to whether';5

is zeasonable versus 7.5, ard yet in your. opinion U!ere's not

a signif9.cmt difference, is that right'P

A X would not reduce the numb'hat I'e selected,

for example the <75g to less than .Vg, even if it ueze only'

maximum magnitude of 6.5.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Tourtelkotte, let me check vith

$ 0

you,since there have been additiona1 Board questions?

MR. TOQRVELLOTTZ: No, no further questions.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. P3.eischaher?

MR. PLEISCHtQKR: No further questions.

MRS.BOWERS: Mr. Norton?

16

MR. NORTON: No.

MRS. BOWERS: The Board has no further questions.

MR TQURTELLOTTE: Can ve excuse Dr.
NewmarM'GtS.

BOWERS: Any objections?

MR. NORTON: No objection.

MR PLEXSCHAKER: No

MRS . BOWERS: Dr. Ne~naarJc is excused, and thank

20 you o

THE WZTNESS: That's the most pleasant comment X'.ve

(Witness excused.)

e-,
MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The slide which Dr. Nemmaxk

referred to in his summary he has drawn out as Pigure 20,
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entitled, "'Xllustration of Procedure for Determining Response

Spectra for Nazimm Components of Ground Notion," ~a ve. have

provided those to the Reporter o attach to the rest of his

testimony e Slit it is ca13.GQ Figure 20

(The Qonznant ref rxed to is atticheQ Qo the

prepare@ testimony of Dr. Newark.)

Fts can go on with the pane3. g Qr ve caxl '~i,e a

f9.ve-minute break, it aoesn't make much difference.

MRS. BONERS: NeXlr let's take a five-minute

break.

{Recess. )

~ BOHZHS ~ i~M e ToQztsllotte g before Kfe swear

the witnesses in, could we idwtify ezzctly what documents wa

should have cia ectly in front of lÃ'P

BR. TOURTELTOTTE: You should have the professional

qualifications for Dr. Ha3.L mQ James P. Knight, Zunund Z.

Sullivan, Pei-Ying Chen m8 Pao-Tsin Kuo. Those are the

professiona=- qualifications.

You shout also have Mxe testimony of James P.

Knight.

As a matter of explanation, ~e filed a piece of
testimony on Dr. Ha13.'s part, but what we'e Qecicted to do

since he did work with this group is that he'6 co-sponsor

the testimony of James P. Knight.

The partimQar piece of testimony that we mailed





out for Dr. Hall we will not be in4moducing.

Z was wondering, in order to save some time, iz
the other parties will just st9pu3.ate the professional

qualifica ions into the record. Xt, may save a foe moments of

simply going through to identify them.

MRS. BONBRS: Nell, we'l chec'.« with the par'9es,

but you want to make sure, too, about corrections.

NR. TOURTZLLOTTE; Yes. Nell, X suppose +dxaC s

true. Nell, we'3.l just go through the routine.

MRS. BO>TERS: Hell, let,'s first swear the witnesses

.in, and then we'd U.ke to have you id ntixy then from left
to right.

Nhereupong

Jc&1HS P ~ KNXQHT

BD2HJND J SUXZ XV' JR,

PEX-YiiCQ CPM

PAO-TSXM FiUO

and

NXLLXAMJ ~

KHZ'ere

called as witnesses on behalf of the HRC Beaalatory Staff
i

and, having been first duly sworn, were mcaa9.ned and testified
as follows:

DZRHCT EZiQSXSATXQ24

BY MR+ TOURTPrLLOTTB

Starting from Mr. Euo, ~r'ould you state your name,
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address and occupation2

A {PH.tness Kuoj Yes. Ny name is Pao-Tsin Kuo.

X'I with the nuclear Regulatory Cormission.

{} And +hat do you do theze7
t

A - X'vi a technical eviever in "he Structura3.

Engineering Branch.

{} And'id you prep'are professional qualifications

for estimony here today'

A Yea, I did.

{} And did you participate in the prepara"ion of the

testimony of ZQR88 P ~ RzlightP

A Yes, X did.

{} To the extent &at you contributed to &at
testimony, do you adopt it as your orms

Yes' do ~

Mr. Knight, would you state your name and .address

and occupati.on for the records

20

Hy name is James P. Knight. The home
address%'es

+

2192S Greenburg Driva, Bowie, Y~3.and.

I'm Assistant Oizechor for Engineering with the

22
U. 8. Nuclear Regulatory Corned.ssion.

DM you prepare professiana1 qualifiaations- for
this proceeding today'

Yes, X did.



,r
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And is the testimony entitled, "Testimony of

Zazes P. Lh~ight" prepared by you o= under your supe~>sion?

Yes't vas ~

Q Do you have any additions, corrections or deletion

you wish to malce to your professional qualifications or

testimony?

X have no changes to &e qualifications. X ~~ould

like to, by may of an errata sheet, mate a number of chang s

to the testimony.

Very ve3.1.

l3

MR. TOURTELLOTTZ: = 5%at ore would suggest zs that

this errata sheet he attached to the testimony. X prov9ded

errata sheets. X left them ~z9.Ch counsel during the break.

BY MRi TOURTBLXORB

Mr Kuo before ve move on do you have any

corrections, additions or deletions you wish to make to your

professional quali fications?

~ fj

(H9.~ess Euo) Ho, X do not.

MR TOURTELLOTTE~ X mould note for &~ e -eco-d that
'e did send out one set of professional qualifications for

Nr. Kuo, but ve provided a more up-to-Gate copy and a more

complete copy here today.!

BY MR+ TOURTSLLGTTH:

Hr. Chen, would you state your naze, address and

25
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(Witness Chen) '<v name is P<3i Xing Chen ~ The

address 's 3 Rurnham Court, Qaichezsburg, haryl~~ d. X'm

maployed by U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as technical

staff in the Machanieal Engineering Branch.
r,

Q Did poll'repare professional quality" cations for
6 testimony here today2

Xes g X did ~

And do you hava any additions, corrections or

deletions you wish to m@3'e2

30 Mone.

Rr. Sullivan, mould you state your nana, add=:ass

12 and oecupatign2

(Nimess Sullivan) My name is Famuna Z. Sullivan,

14 Jr..X-Ave as 4704 Overhrook Road in Bethesda. Ny occupation ~

<<g is tQchnical assistant for engiMBr9.ngg and X 9 also a

reviewer for soma mechanical portions of the Diablo Canyon

planta

(8. Did you prepare professional. qualifications for.

20

your, appearance in dd.s proceeding today2

A 788 g I did+
- ~ ~ ~

Q Go you have any addi'.cns, corrections ox

deleMons you;~9.sh to make?

No, X do not.

Oe. Hall, mould you state-your name md addrc.ss

and oeeupation2



0
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a Professor of Civ9,l Engineering at the University of Xllinois

.in Urbana-Champaign, Xllw~bis. X'm also a con"-ulting

engineer.

Dick you prepare professional qualificatieas for

tAe proceedings today?

Yes g X c}id~

Q And do you have any additions, corrections oz

delet9.ons you wish to make at this time2

A No, X do not.

Q Did you partic9.pate in the review Ubich resulted

in the testimony of James P. Knight?

X participated in part of the review Mat resulted

in this testimony.

Q And to the extent that you participated in that

review do yb'5 adopt his testimony as your b>ln?

37
A X do

Q T4r. Sullivan, to De extent th".t you 'articipated
in the review for the preparation of the testimony of James

20
P Rnightg do you adopt it as your own?

A (Witness Sullivan) Yes, X do.

Me. Chen; X'll ask you the same ckuestion. Do you

adopt it as your own to the e~nt that, you paxtioipated "'n

the preparation of it?
(%itness Chen) Yes, X do.



~
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MR. TOURTELLO~: X ask that the professional

qua3.iHcations oE these witnesses, along arith the te."t~4 one

o8 James P. Knight and the errata sheet be incorporated into

the record as if read.

MRS. BOWERS: Hr. Plexschakert

NR. PLEXSCHKtKR: X have no objection.

MR. NORTON: Bo objection.

MRS. BOWERS: The documents tthich you'va identified
I

!
will be physically inserted in the transcript as if read.

(The documents Follow)

'l3

17
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William J. Hall

Will tarn J. Hall, Professor of Civil Engineering at the University
of .Illinois at Urbana"Champaign, has been a member of the faculty at the
University since 1954.

He was born in Berkeley, Calif., attended the University of Calif.
~at Berkeley ln 1943 and 1944, and after the war attended the, Univ. of Kansas,

Lawrence, Kansas where he received a B.S. degree tn Ctvil Engineering in 1948.

During 1948 and 1949 he worked for .the Sohio Pipeline Co., a sub-

sidiary of the Standard Oil Company of Ohto. He entered the Univ. of lll~

to undertake- graduate study in Sept. 1949 and received the degrees of Haster
of Science in 1951 and the Doctor of Philosophy In Engineertng in June 1954.

He has received numerous awards tncludtng election to membership

in the National Academy: of Engineering tn 1968.

He Is author or co»author of approximately 100 articles and books

In the fields of structural engineering, structural mecharit'cs and dynamtcs,

earthquake engineering, plasticity, fatigue, brittle fracture mechantcs,

civil defense and education.

He serves as a consultant to a number of industrial organizations
and governmental agencies; this, work has included development of seismic
design criteria for nuclear reactors, and participation In design of the
trans-Alaska pipeline. Me is. currently a member of the Seismology Committee

of the National Research Council, and chairman of a comnlttee to develop

long-range research plans to improve the siting of critical facilities, such

as nuclear reactors, offshore platforms, industrial„faclltties, underground

storage faclllties, etc.

Currently Professor Hall is directing a large research program

sponsored by the National Science. Foundatton in the area of earthquake

engineering with application to improvements ln structural design.

2/20/78
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

William J. Hall

William J. Hall, Professor of Civil Engineering at the University
of illinois, Urbana, Illinois,. has been a member of the faculty at the
University since 1949. During this time he has been engaged in research and
instruction in structural engineering, structural dynamics and materials.

He was born on 13 April 1926 in Berkeley, California. After at-
tending the University of California at Berkeley in 1943 and 1944, he entered
the U.S. Herchant Harine Cadet Corps and served in the Pacific War Zone and
elsewhere until September 1945. He received the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering from the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, in June
1948. While a senior student he held a teaching assistantship and worked
summers for the Kaw Valley Drainage District and thc Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany Kansas City Refinery. Upon graduation hc received the ASCE Kansas Section
Award for the Outstanding Civil Engineering Graduate of 1948.

From July 1948 through August 1949 he worked as an engineer in the
field and operation sections of the Sohio Pipe Line Company, a subsidiary of
the Stanciard 011 Company of Ohio. He joined the staff of the Civil Engineer"
ing Department, University of Illinois in September 1949, holding successively
the positions of Research Assistant (1949-52), Research Associate (1952-54),
Assistant Professor (1954-57), Associate Professor (1957"59), and Professor
of Civil Engineering from 1959 to date. He undertook graduate study at the
University of Illinois and received the degrees of Haster of Science in 1951

and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering in June 1954.

He received the A. Epstein Hemorial Award in 1958, the Walter L.
Huber ASCE Research Award in 1963, and the Adams Hemorial Hembership Award
of the American Welding Society in 1967. He was appointed an Associate Hember
of the Center for Advanced Study, Graduate College, University of Illinois
for 1963-64.

On 1 April 1968 hc. was elected to membership in the Hational Academy
of Engineering and currently serves as Vice-Chairman of the Membership Committee.

At the University of Illinois his duties have involved teaching and
research in structural engineering, and structural mechanics; he carried major
departmental responsibility for graduate student and research affairs (1958-
1973) and serves on., many high-level university policy committees and boards.
Specific areas of formai research have included such topics as fatigue machine
design;, effects of blast forces on model submarine hulls; design, construction,
and test operation of protective structures at the AEC Nevada Test Site; static
and dynamic response of beams and connections; shear strength of steel beams;
brittle fracture behavior of steel plates; effect of welding procedures on
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fracture strength of steel plates; soil-structure interaction under dynamic
loading conditions; investigation of the properties of metals under static
and dynamic loadings; seismic hazard evaluation and earthquake engineering.
He is currently principal investigator of a large research program sponsored
by the National Science Foundation in the area of earthquake engineering with
application to improvements ln structural analysis and design.

He is the author or co-author of about 100 formal publications
(books and articles) in the fields of structural engineering, structural
mechanics and dynamics, soil dynamics, earthquake engineering, plasticity,
fatigue, brittle fracture mechanics, civil defense and education. He is
the co-author with H. Kihara, W. Soete and A. A. Wells of a book entitled
"Brittle Fracture of Welded Plate" published b'y Prentice-Hall in October
1967. In addition he is the author or co"author of over 150 major consulting
reports, many of public record and wide distribution.

e

He. has served as a consultant to a number of industrial organiza-
tions and governmental agencies, including for example the U.S. Army Office
of the Chief of Engineers, the U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station, the
O.S. Army Ohio River Oivis ion Laboratories, Naval Civil Engineering Labora"
tory, the U.S. Navy Bureau of Ships, Stanford Research Institute, and Union
Carbide Corporation. As a principal associate with the firm of N. M. Newmark
Consulting Engineering Services for the past twenty years he has carried
major responsibility for projects in the areas of design criteria for hardened
protective structures, including mi ss i 1 e faci 1 i t I es, physical vul nerab i I i ty
studies, vibration studies of missile test stands, reactor containment struc"
tural design and, analysis, nuclear, field test studies, and review of structural
criteria and designs for reactor. plants and equipment for seismic loading for
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and more recently the Nuclear Regulatory
Cormission. With N. M. Newmark he has been a principal consultant since 1970
on the design of the trans-Alaska pipeline; he also has worked on development
of design criteria. for other major oil and gas pipel ines.

ln 1964 he participated in Project HARBOR, a study of the national
civil defense posture, and in 1967 participated in the Little Harbor review.
In 1964 he was selected as one of the, five U.S. scientists and engineers to
participate in the first Seminar on Brittle Fracture held in Tokyo, Japan
under, auspices of the U.S. - Japan Cooperative Science Program. In 1965 he
was selected as one:of 30 scientists and engineers to. participate in the Meet
Modern Sweden science tour held under auspices of the Royal Swedish Academy
of'cience and Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering. In 1966 he served as a
member of the Commerce Technical Advisory Board Panel on High Speed Ground
Transportation and was Chairman of the Panel on Guideways, Suspension, and
Aerodynamics. From 1970 to 1973 he was Chairman of the Materials and Fabrica-
tion Subcommittee of the Ship Research Conmittee, NRC. In 1974-76 he served
as, Chairman of the NMAB Ad Hoc. Committee on Application of Fracture Mechanics
Analysis Techniques to Marine Systems. In 1975-76 he was a member of the Panel
on Earthquake Prediction of the NRC Committee on Seismology. From 1974»77 he
was a member of two committees (seismic ground motions, and structural design
provisions) of the ATC-3 project of the Applied, Technology Council, a group working,
to develop national comprehensive seismic design provisions. Currently he is
a member of project ATC-6,. studying the seismic design of bridges. He was
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appointed a member of the Committee on Seismology, NRC, in 1976 (currently
Chairman of NAS/NAE/NRC Committee to provide recommendations for improving
siting of critical facilities such as nuclear reactors, offshore platforms,
industrial facilities, underground facilities, etc).

He is active as officer and member of many professional and scien"
tific groups and societies: Fellow, American Society of Civil Engineers;
Member, Structural Division Executive Committee, 197}-75; (Chairman 1973-74);
Chairman, Structural Division Research Committee, 1960-64; Member and past
Chairman, Committee on Plasticity, EMD; Awards Committee 1975-; Member,
Committee on Dynamic Forces, and Committee on Nuclear Structures and Materials,
1975-; Member, Committee on Gas and Liquid Fuel Pipelines, TCLEE, 1976";
Secretary-Treasurer, Central Illinois Section, 1956-59; Vice President, Pres-
ident and Director, Central Illinois Section, 1965-68; Fellow, American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science; Earthquake Engineering Research Institute
(Committee on Long"Range Research Funding); American Concrete Insti tute; American
Society of Mechanical Engineers; American Welding Society; the International
Institute of Welding (1959-74 Expert on I IW Commissions IX and X); Seismological
Society of America; American Society for Testing and Materials; Society for Ex"
perimental Stress Analysis; International Association for Bridge and Structural
Engineering (Reporter, 1968); Illinois Society of Professional Engineers; National
Society of Professional Engineers; ASEE; Structural Engineers Association of
I I 1 inois (Chairman of Seismology Committee, 1973-77); Honorary society member-
ships include Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Tau, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, and Chi Epsilon.
He is an editor for a series of texts in civil engineering and engineering
mechanics for Prentice-Hall, Inc

He is a. Registered Structural Engineer and Professional Engineer in
the State of Illinois, and is a Registered Professional Engineer (Civil) in the
State of California. He is listed in Who's Who in America, Who's Who in
Engineering, Who's Who in the Midwest, Who's Who in Metals, Personalities of
the West and Midwest, American Men of Science,. and Engineers of Distinction -"
a Who's Who in Engineering.

University Address: 1245 Civil Engineering Building
University of Illinois at Urbana.-Champaign
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Te 1: (217) 333-3927

Home Address: 3105 Valley Brook Drive
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Tel: (217)356»0663
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PUBLICATIONS
by

William J. Hall

1. "A Hechanism for Controlling Large-Scale Fatigue Testing Machines,"
H.S. Thesis submitted to the Graduate College, Univ. of Ill., Urbana,Ill;, 1951. (Thesis)

2. W. J; Hall and G. K. Sinnamon, "A Hechanism for Controlling Large-Scale
Fatigue Testing Hachines," Proceedings, SESA, Vol. 10, No. 1, pp. 203-
208, 1952.

3. "Shear Deflection of Wide Flange Steel Beams in the Plastic Range,"
Ph.D. Thesis submitted to the Graduate College, Univ. of Ill., Urbana,
111., also Dissertation Abstracts, Lib. Cong. Hic. A54"2428, Univ.
Hicrofi ims, 313 North 1st Street, Ann Arbor, Hich., Vol. XIV, pp. 1658-
1695, 1954. (Thesis)

4. M. J. Hall and N. M. Newmark, "Shear Deflection of Wide-Flange Steel
Beams in the Plastic Range," Proceedings, ASCK, Vol. 81, Separate No.
814, 32 pp., 1955.

5. W. J. Hall and N, H. Newmark, "Shear Deflection of Wide-Flange Steel
Beams in the Plastic Range," Transactions, ASCE, Paper No. 2878, Vol.
122, pp. 666-687, 1957.

6. W. J. Hall, R. J. Hosborg and V. J. HcDonald, "Brittle Fracture Propaga"
tlon in Mide Steel Plates," Welding Journal, Vol. 36, No. 1, Res. Suppl.,
pp. ls-8s, January 1957.

7. R. J. Hosborg, M. J. Hall and W. J. Hunse, "Arrest of'rittle Fracture
in Wide Steel Plates," Welding Journal, Vol. 36, No. 9, Res. Suppl.,»- 393'4, l55I.

8. W. J. Hall, W. G. Godden and 0. A. Fettahlioglu, "Preliminary Studies
of Brittle Fracture Propagation in Structural Steel," SSC-Ill, NAS-NRC,
Washington, D. C'., 86 pp., Hay 1958.

9. W. J. Hall, Discussion of paper entitled, "Velocity Effects in Fracture,"
by Schardin, Fracture, Tech. Press of HIT and John Mi Icy 6 Sons, Inc.,
New York, pp. 329-330, 1959.

10. S. T. Roife, W. J. Hall and N. H. Newmark, "Brittle»Fracture Tests of
Steel Plates Containing Residual Compressive Strain," Welding Journal,
Vol. 38, No. 4, Res. Suqpl., pp.. 169s"175s, April 1959.
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W. J. Hall, et al., Joint WRC-ASCE Comnittee Report, "Commentary on

Plastic Design in Steel," Proceedings, ASCE, Journal of the Engineering
Mechanics Division Parts I and I I, pp. 1 "50, July 1959; Parts I I I and

IV, pp. 131-185, October 1959; Part V, pp. 117-150, January 1960; Parts
VI and Vl I I, pp. 107-160, April 1960.

12. R'. Lazar and W. J. Hall, "Studies of Brittle Fracture Propagation in
Six"Foot Wide Structural Steel Plates," SSC"112, NAS-NRC, Washingto",
D. C., 51 pp., September 1959.

13. N. M. Newmark and W. J. Hall, "Preliminary Design Methods for Under-

ground Protective Structures," Final Report, Contract No. AF 29(601)-1171,
Pro3ect 1080, Task 10801, Air Force Special Weapons Center, Kirtland Air
Force Base, New Mexico, 182 pp., December 1959.

16.

S. T. Rolfe, T. M. Lynam and W. J. Hall, "Studies of the Strain Distri"
bution in Wide Plates dur lng Brittle Fracture Propagation," SSC-118,.

NAS-NRC, Washington, D. C., 64 pp., December 1959.
\

W. J. Hall, review of book entitled, "Plastic Design of Steel Frames,"

by L. S. Beedle, John Wiley 6 Sons, Inc., Transactions, ASME, Journal
of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 26, No. 4, Series E., December 1959.

W. J. Hall and'. O. Haltiwanger, "Statics and Dynamics in Undergraduate
Civil Engineering Education," Journal of En ineerin Education, ASEE,

pp. 65&-661, April 1960.

17.

18.

19.

W. J. Hall, "A Summary of Recent Brittle Fracture Mechanics Research,"
I IW, Document 279-60, June 1960.

F. W. Barton and W. J. Hall, "Brittle Fracture Tests of Six-Foot Wide
Prestressed Steel Plates," Weldin Journal, Vol. 39, No. 9, Res. Suppl.,
pp. 379s.-384s, September 19 0.

W. J. Hall, with Joint WRC-ASCE Committee, "Commentary on Plastic Design
in Steel,," ASCE,, Manual of En ineerin Practice No. 41, N. Y., 173 pp.,
1961.

20;

21.

W. J. Hall in Curricula in Solid Mechanics, J. Liebowitz and J. M. Allen,
Ed., Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 147 pp., 1961.

F. W. Barton and W. J. Hall, "Studies of Brittle Fracture Propagation in
Six-Foot Wide Steel Plates with a Residual Strain Field," SSC-130, NAS-

NRC, Washington, O. C., 49 pp., April 1961.

22. N. M. Newmark, Hansen and Associates, "Protective Construction'eview
Guide-Hardening," Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISL)
and Deputy Assistant Secretary (PsL), under Contract SO-52, Vol. I,
June 1961.
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23. S. T. Rolfe and W. J. Hall, "Strain Field Associated with a Brittle
Fracture Propagating in a Wide Steel Plate," Experimental Hechanics,
Journal of SESA, Vol. 1, No. 9, pp. 113-119, September I9 l.

24. S. T. Roife and W. J. Hall, "Strain Field Associated with a Brittle
Fracture Propagating in a Wide Steel Plate," Proceedin s, SESA, Vol. 18,
No. 2, pp. 113".119, 1961.

25. W. J. Hall., S. T. Rolfe, F. W. Barton and N. H. Newmark, "Brittle"Fracture
Propagation in Wide Steel Plates," SSC-131, NAS-NRC, Washington, D. C.,
30 pp., October 1961.

26. W. J. Hall, "Role, of Hanagement and Sponsors," 1962 ASCE Research Con-
ference, Portland Cement Assn. Labs., Skokie, Ill., April 1962; and
In Proceedin s ASCE, PP. 1, pp. 79-80, January 1963.

27. W. J. Hall,, "Wide Plate Studies in the United States," I IW Document
X-304-62, prepared for the Subcoranittee on Wide Plate Tests, Commission

X, IIW, May 1962.

28. N. H. Newmark and W. J. Hall, "Preliminary Design Methods for Underground
Protective Structures," (1961 Revision), Final Report, Contract AF 29(601)--
2837, AFSWC-TDR-62-6, Air Force Special Weapons Center, Kirtland Air Force
Base, New Mexico, 268 pp., June 1962.

29. W. Soete,. W. J. Hall, et al., "Influence of Residual Stresses on Fatigue
Strength," IIW Document X-300-62, June 1962.

30. W. J.. Hall, W.. J. Nordel.l and W. H. Hunse, "Studies of Welding Pro-
'edures," Welding Journal, Vol. 41, No. 11, Res. Suppl., pp. 505s-518s,

31. W. J. Hall, et al., "1962 ASCE Research Conference," Proceedings, ASCE,
. 47 5 79.8, 885.

32. F-. W. Barton and W. J. Hall, "A Study of Brittle Fracture Initiation in
Mild Steel," SSC-147, NAS"NRC, Washington, D. C., 30 pp., July 1963.

33. F. F. Videon, F. W. Barton and W. J. Hall, "Brittle Fracture Propagation
Studies," SSC"148, NAS-NRC,. Washington, D. C., 35 pp., August 1963.

34. W. J. Hall and F. W. Barton, "Summary of Some Studies of Brittle-Fracture
Propagation," SSC»149, NAS-NRC, Washington, D; C., 13 pp., September, 1963.
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N. H. Newmark and W. J. Hall, "Design Criteria for Reactor Cells Building
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coomission

Division of Systems Safety

I am Assistant Director for Engineering responsible for the review and

evaluation of design criteria for structures systems, mechanical components

and materials, the dynamic analyses and testing of safety related structures,

systems and components and the criter'ia for protection against the dynamic

effects associated with natural environmental loads and postulated failures

'of fluid systems for nuclear facilities.

I received a B.S. Degree in Mechanical Engineering from Northeastern Univer-
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nuclear engineering and fracture mechanics at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Lehigh University and the George Washington University.
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the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

From September 1959 to October 1963 I was employed by the Special Products

Division of the American Machine 8 Foundry Company, Alexandria, Virginia.
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design concept, material selection and analytical review for critical

components of high speed spin test equipment, re-entry simulation systems
'

and spin stabilization test systems for manned and un-manned spacecraft.
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In, October 1963, I joined the Reactor Radiations Oivision at the National
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mechanical and structural design, testing and certification of the NBSR

core elements, control rod drive mechanisms and high level radiation
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Working Group for Oesign of Pumps, ANSI 816 Subcomnittee N - Steel Valves

and ANSI 816 Subcommittee H - Valve Ooerability.
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PEI-YING CHEN

U ~ S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH

DIVISION OF TECHNICAL REVIEW

I am a Mechanical Engineer responsible for review and evaluatioh of the

dynamic analyses and testing of safety related mechanical and electrical

systems and components, the design criteria for mechanical components and

the cziteria for protection against the dynamic effects associated with

earthquake excitation and the postulated failures of fluid systems for

nuclear power plant facilities. Mg special interests have been in the

field of dynamics and vibrations, particularly in the area of flow induced

vibrations and fluid-structural intezaction.

I received a B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering from National Taiwan

University in 1959, a M.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering from University

of Houston in 1964, a M.S. degzee in Engineering Mechanics from Georgia

Institute of Technology in 1967, and a Ph.D. degree in Engineering Mechanics

(Dynamics h Vibrations) fzom Georgia Institute of Technology in 1970. I
compLeted my graduate studies all under fellowships and assistantships'y
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fields. I am a member of Tau Beta Pi and Sigma Zi engineering honor
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From 1959 to 1961 I served as a commissioned engineering officer with the

National Chinese Air Force. I taught (mechanics) at the Air Force Technical

College and also served as a Jet Fighter Maintenance Officer responsible

for ground test and inspection of F-86 and P-104 Jet Fighters. During this

period, I passed the Exam&ation for Professional Engineers and obtained

a Professional Mechanical Engineer License.

Prom 1961 to 1962 I was employed by the Chinese Petroleum Corporation in
Taiwan as a mechanical. engineer responsible for the mechanicaL design

(vessels, heat exchangers, and piping) pertaining to the petroleum refinery.

In September 1962 I received an assistantship from Universdty of Houston for

graduate study. In May 1964 I completed the M.S. degree with honor (Dean'

Honor List) and with a thesis entitled "Optimization of Damper Position for

Minimum Displacement Responses in a Linear Mechanical Vibration System." I
was elected to be a member of Tau Beta Pi honor society.

Immediately after I received a MSME degree, I )oined the Northrop Space

Laboratories in Huntsville, Alabama, where I was a member of the "Slosh

Team" from Northrop working for NASA Marshall Space Plight Center. I was

engaged in the investigation of liquid fuel oscillation in a fueL tank.

As a result, we published a "Slosh Design Handbook I" (NASA CR-406) which
h

was widely used by the aerospace industry,. and is useful for the design of

nuclear power plants.

During my association with Northrop Corporation I was also involved in
the dynamic response studies of- Saturn vehicles in which a nonlinear equivalent
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mechanical model is used to xepresent the sloshing behavior of liquid

propellants, the POGO problem, the dynamic analysis of Lunar DrillDownhole

Subassembly, and the fluid-'structuxe interaction studies of pipings and

shell structures.

September, 1965 I received a Research Assistantship fx'om Georgia Institute
of Technology for graduate study. At the same time I was also, on a part-

time basis, associated with Northrop Corporation in Huntsville, Alabama.

In Georgia Tech, I performed research in the field of linear and nonlinear

vibrations, worked on a fluid-structure intexaction project fxom NASA-Langley,

Va. and completed the Ph.D. degree in 1970 with a dissertation entitled
"On the Nonlinear Oscillation of Fluids with Application to Vibration Reduction."

I was elected to be a member of Sigma Xi honor society in 1969.

In June 1970, I was employed by the Research & Development Division of the

Babcock & Wilcox Company in Alliance, Ohio as a Research Engineer and, one

year later, became a Senior Research Engineex. During my employment with

3 & W, I was responsible for the analytical and experimental structural

dynamics of the nuclear power system equipments such as steam generator, reactor

internals, and fuel assemblies. In 1972, because of the Oconee I accident,

representing the Research & Development Division, I was a member of the

company's Oconee I Reactor Redesign Task Force responsible for the redesign

analysis and testing of the Oconee I reactor internals and steam generator.

I was also engaged in the study of a mathematical model of flow-induced

vibration of tubes in a tube bank,, and the design analysis of the Consolidated

Nuclear (helical) Steam Generator systems intended for the ut~Mities and the

Maritime. Administration.
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In June 1974 I joined the U. S. Atomic Energy Coamission and have

remained with this organization through the transition to the U. S.

Nuclear Regulatory Comnission. Ouring this period, I have been

engaged in the review of plant l.icense- application and in the generic

reviews of seismic qualification of mechanical and electrical equipment,

the flow-induced vibration problems, design of steam generators (PNR

and HTGR), Loss-of-Coolant Accident problems and suppression pool

dynamics (Mark I, II, III problems).

In June 1975 I presented a paper on the flow-induced vibration problem

at the Second National Congress on Pressure Vessels and Piping held

in San Francisco. In April 1977 I presented a paper, in the Third

International Conference on Pressure Vessel Technology held in Tokyo,

Japan, entitled "Nonlinear Characteristics of Liquid Sloshing in Rigid

Tanks," which is- related to the seismic slosh of Mark II and III type

containment suppression pools and other storage tanks. In the Energy

Technology Conference and Exhibition held in September 1977, in

Houston, Texas, I chaired a session entitled- "Seismic and Vibration

Analysis," in which papers on the seismic design'analysis and quali-

fication of safety related mechanical and electrical equipment and

instrumentation cabinets were presented and discussed.

Currently, I, am the leader of the Seismic gua1ification Review Team,

conducting audit of applicant's seismic qualification for Seismic

Category I mechanical & electrical equipment.
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EDMUND J. SULLIVAN JR.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT FOR ENGINEERING
DIVISION OF SYSTEl1S SAFETY

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I have been employed by the fluclear Regulatory Comnission since 1976

and am presently working as the technical assistant to the Assistant

Director for Engineering, Division of Systems Safety of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. I have been involved in the review of the

applicant's safety analysis report for the past one year in this position

and prior to that for six months as a member of the Mechanical Engineering

Branch. I am the reviewer responsible for the evaluation of the structural

integrity of the piping systems.

Mhile in the Mechanical Engineering Branch, I was also the reviewer for

two Standard Safety Analysis Reports. I worked on the preparation of

branch technical positions relating to mechanical components and was

the technical monitor for two technical assistance contracts relating

to piping systems.

I received a B.E. Degree in 1967 in Mechanical Engineering from

Villanova University and a M.S. Degree in 1969 in Solid Mechanics.

From 1969 to 1974 I was an Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

at the U.S. Naval Academy where I taught Applied Mechanics. Solid

Mechanics and Materials Science courses.. From 1974 to 1976 I worked

for the Bechtel Power Corporation as a Senior Mechanical Engineer.
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In this capacity I performed structural and fatigue analyses of piping

systems. I also spent several months at a nuclear power plant job site

where I coordinated the installation of piping supports.

I am a Registered Professional Engineer in the District of Columbia.
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PAO-TSIN KUO

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING BRANCH

DIVISION OF SYSTEMS SAFETY

I am a Structural Engineer responsible for review and evaluation of
design criteria for structural systems, static and dynamic analyses,

design, and testing of 'safety-related structures, and the criteria for
protection against the adverse effects associated with natural environ-

mental loads and postulated failures of fluid systems for nuclear facilities.

I received an Engineering Diploma in Civil Engineering from Taipei Institute
of Technology in 1958, a M.S. degree in Civil Engineering from North Dakota

State University in 1966, and a Ph.D. degree in Civil Engineering from Rice

University in 1974. I completed my graduate studies all under scholarships
and fellowships. My major fields of studies included structural dynamics,

engineering mechanics and earthquake engineering in particular . I was

elected to be a member of Sigma Xi honor society in 1970. Currently, I
am a member of both Earthquake Engineering Research Institute and American

Society of Civil Engineers. I am also a registered Professional Engineer

in the State of Maryland.

From September 1958 to June 1960, I served as a commissioned lieutenant
officer with Chinese Marine Corps. During the last eight months of this
period I also served as a field engineer involved in the reconstruction of
a reinforced concrete dam destroyed by a record flood.

From July 1960 to June 1961, I was employed by Taiwan Water Conservancy

Bureau as a civil engineer involved in embankment line layout.

From July 1961 to March 1965, I joined Keelung Harbor Bureau in Taiwan,
China. i served as a field structural engineer responsib1e for construction
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of a number of harbor structures including both steel and reinforced
concrete structures.

From April 1965 to September 1965, I was employed by John A. Mackel and

Associates in Los Angeles, California as a Designer responsible for analysis
and design of highrise commercial buildings.

Immediately after I received my HSCE degree, I was employed as a Senior
Design Engineer by Cushing and Nevell Technical Design Corporation on

contract to Ebasco Services, Inc. in New York City from July 1966 to August
1967. During this period I was primarily concerned with the structural
analysis and design for a commercial nuclear power plant.

From March 1971 to May 1975, I was associated with Bechtel Power Corporation
in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Between the years of 1971 to 1973, I served as

a Senior Engineer in charge of seismic analyses for a commercial nuclear
power plant. I was also responsible for reviewing and approving the seismic
qualifications of mechanical and electrical equipment by either analytical
means or laboratory testing. During this period I was also engaged in impact
analysis for cask drop and aircraft impact and in developing design criteria
and methods for pipe whip restraint design.

Between the years of 1973 to 1975, I served as an Engineering Specialist
responsible for reviewing and establishing criteria for seismic analyses of
structures, performing specialized investigative studies in the seismic
analysis area, and advising the Chief Engineer concerning problems related
tn sesimic ana1y/es and design.

i

Representing the Gaithersburg Division, I also served as a member of the
Bechtel Seismic Task Force Committee during the period from 1972 to 1975.
The Committee had the responsibility of establishing the corporate'tandards
related to seismic analyses and design. Me co-authored the Bechtel topical
report, BC-TOP-4A, entitled "Seismic Analyses of Structures and Equipment
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for Nuclear Power Plants" which is widely referenced by the nuclear

industry.

In June 1975, I joined the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and have remained

with this organization since. During this time, I have participated in
the review and evaluation of many construction permits and operating licenses
and in the generic review of topical reports, seismic analysis methodology,
and structural aspects of suppression pool dynamics. I have also partic-
ipated in the NRC sponsored confirmatory research activities related to
seismic analyses.

I have also served as a member of AISC Nuclear Specification Task Committee

III responsible for writing the nuclear specification (ANSI N690).
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY )
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My name is James P. Knight. I am Assistant Director for Engineering in
the Division of Systems Safety, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, of
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The attached testimony, entitled
"Staff Testimony Concerning Seismic Design of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
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This testimony is in partial response to Invervenor's Contentions numbers 3,
5, 4, 6 and 7. My professional qualifications and those of the above
cosponsors of this testimony are attached.
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STAFF TESTIMONY

CONCERNING SEISMIC DESIGN OF THE

DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

Introduction

In this testimony we will briefly describe the seismic design process,

with emphasis on uncertainties and compensating conservatisms employed in

the design of structural and mechanical elements. Me will then relate

this background to the staff review of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating

Station (DCNGS).

General

Seismic design of nuclear power plants requires interaction between two

principal endeavors: (1) definition of seismic risk, in terms of intensity
i

and characteristics of shaking, and (2) design of structures, systems and

components to resist the defined seismic shaking.

The definition of seismic risk involves consideration of the geologic

features of the plant site, ob'served and recorded ground motions related

to these geologic features, and observed and recorded structural response

to earthquakes. The information available from historic records, measure-

ments recorded in more recent years, insights that can be gained from

various types of analyses and damage assessment following earthquakes must

be synthesized to arrive at the engineering methodology that will yield



optimum design parameters. Dr. Newmark's testimony discusses the applica-

tion of this process to the determination of appropriate seismic risks for

the DCNGS; a summary of the criteria invoked for DCNGS is given under the

heading "Ground Response Spectra For Use In Design Data" in this testimony.

The seismic input, once defined, is used in a mathematical process to

determine how the structure would vibrate in response to the seismic

shaking. In order to perform this operation, the structures are charac-

terized in a mathematical model by means of the mass of the major parts

(floors, walls, domes, etc.) and the stiffness of the connections between

these parts. The stiffness is usually characterized as a spring, and we

therefore commonly speak of a spring-mass model.

Through the use of proven and common principles of applied mechanics and

mathematics, the response of each of the major portions of the structure,

as well as the response of the structure at the mounting location of

safety-related systems and components, can be defined for design purposes.

Throughout this process, the characterization of very complex structures

by fundamental characteristics, such as mass and stiffness, requires

idealization of the various structural parts. Because of this, a principal

part of the engineering practices involved is the use of techniques which

yield a conservative estimation of the various physical quantities being

represented. In the analytical process these physical quantities interact



in complex ways. In order to achieve overall conservatism, it is standard

engineering practice to establish a conservative quantity at each stage in

the analytical process. The results obtained are therefore recognized as

very conservative, but prudent, until such time as a more complete

understanding of the interaction between the various quantities is obtained.

The design of the various structural parts is then based upon the results

of the design analyses. There is a common misconception that the design

of the structural elements is such that the capacity of those elements

just meets the requirements called for by the analyses. In fact, much of

the structural design is controlled by the size of standard structural

members such as reinforcing rods and beams, and construction requirements

such as access to make large concrete pours. In addition, engineering

codes specify "code minimum strength" for materials. These code minimum

strengths are in turn specified by the applicant when the materials are

ordered; any material found to be under that strength is rejected. The

result is that the material supplier, in order to assure that he stands no

risk of having costly material returned, provides material of considerably

higher strength. These higher strengths are born out by the mill test

reports for steel and concrete cylinder tests. There is normally no

motivation to go back and assess the true strength of various structures,

systems and components, because the costs of reanalysis and time lost

swamps any reduction in size or equipment capabilities that may be gained.



In the design of structures and equipment, it is convenient in typical

engineering analyses to assure that all elements of the structure or

equipment remain elastic or nearly so, i.e., stresses below the yield

point of the material so that any permanent deformation is very small.

One of the principal reasons for this is that the maintenance of elasticity

negates the need for complex interaction analyses to determine margin to

failure. From the standpoint of function, major structures and components

in nuclear plants, as well as in other commercial applications, can tolerate

much inelastic deformation and typically loss of numerous structural

members. This deformation and loss of structural members can be sustained

because of redundancy, i.e., more than one path available to carry loads

and load sharing or redistribution, i.e., the load formally carried by a

failed member is redistributed to other members.

The end result of the conservatisms employed in the analyses followed by

the conservatisms resulting from standard design practices is a structure

with a seismic capability well in excess of the established design goal.

This is the reason that the record is replete with cases where well-

engineered structures, even those for which no specific seismic design

standard was invoked, have withstood major earthquakes while remaining

fully functional.

The testimony above spoke of the numerous conservatisms accruing as a

result of the use of standard structures, shapes, sizes and materials. A



very analogous phenomena occurs in the testing of the equipment and compo-

nents. In order to assure fully representative testing with respect to

both direction and characterization of vibratory input, a given piece of

equipment is subjected to a large number of individual tests, any one of

which often equals or exceeds the most likely vibration to be seen by the.

equipment in any actual earthquake. The number of tests'typically range

from 10 to 50 before a program for an individual piece of equipment is

completed. In this way the question of aftershock or marginal performance

of prototype equipment that may not be fully characteristic of installed

equipment is adequately addressed. Clearly, the history of vibratory

loading established during the test program exceeds even the most pessi-

mistic view of possible effects of aftershock loading. Any concern that

some fatal flaw that may hinge on a subtlety in fabrication or installation

may not be discerned by a single shaking has to be put aside. In addition

to the number of tests employed, the magnitude of tests, once again, due

to the practicalities of designing tests equipment to meet myriad test

requirements, always exceeds that required (already conservatively defined

by virtue of the structural analyses).

The Si nificance of the 0 eratin Basis Earth uake as a Safet Parameter

In the design of structures, systems and components, the operating basis

earthquake (OBE) is treated as a fully expected occurrence during the

'ifetime of the plant. For this reason the design methodology employed to

assess the effect of OBE loads is identical to that employed for any other



aspect of normal operation of the plant; given the occurrence of an

earthquake, up to and including the level selected for the OBE, the owner

of a plant is expected to continue operation without intervention of

regulatory authorities. The resulting design is usually such that the

effect of the OBE in terms of stresses in reactor and auxiliary systems is

less than the cumulative effect of some normal plant operations such as

startup and cooldown. The significance of the OBE with respect to the

health and safety of the public has to be measured with respect to continued

operation of the plant when and if such an earthquake occurred. Clearly,

the plant designed to shut down safely in the event of a safe shutdown

earthquake (SSE) has an ever increasing range of capacity for safe shutdown

for all those earthquake magnitudes from the SSE level down to the OBE.

The central question with respect to the OBE then is not whether the

public health and safety would be adversely affected should the OBE occur,

but whether continued operation of the plant throughout its lifetime could

be accepted without reevaluation of the plant's systems, structures and

components should the OBE occur.

)
A lication of the OBE to the DCNGS/

As discussed in the testimony of Or. Stepp, the OBE level of 0.2g designated

for the DCNGS defines the earthquake that could reasonably be expected to

affect the plant during „the operating life of the plant. The seismic

instrumentation network at the OCNGS (the most extensive in the country,

perhaps the world) will provide a specific characterization of any
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earthquake that might occur both in terms of free-field motion and struc-

tural responses. If a seismic event greater than that specified as the
'BE

did occur or if the structural responses were greater than those

predicted for the OBE (or excessive under any seismic event), a detailed

evaluation of the plant structures, systems and components would be

required to assess damage that would be unacceptable for lifetime operation.

DIABLO CANYON REVIEW

~Back round

The Diablo Canyon plant was originally designed to maintain safe shutdown

capability for a 0.4g earthquake. Subsequent to discovery of the Hosgri

fault, the applicant assessed the ability of the plant to withstand a 0.5g

earthquake. The capability to withstand this approximately 20 percent

increase in seismic loads was found to exist with very little or no modifi-

cation to the plant and equipment, a fact not at all surprising given the

numerous conservatisms employed in seismic design as practiced today.

When it became necessary to assess the Diablo,~Canyon plant for a seismic
I

event originating on the Hosgri fault, it was recognized that simple

application of current seismic design criteria could not be an appropriate

'basis for assessing the acceptability of a plant that was on the verge of

completion when a major change in required seismic resistance was defined.
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The same economic princip1es that dictated the use of relatively simple

analytical techniques, coupled with very conservative acceptance criteria

for initial design purposes, now dictated detailed analyses and use of

actual material strength data as well as evaluation of failure modes and

minimum requirements to maintain functionality.

No significant structural modifications were required for the containment

building or the auxiliary building. These two buildings were the focus of

the seismic design effort in the original plant design. The turbine

building, although not originally considered as a seismic Category I

building, was found to have sufficient seismic resistance to maintain

required design function in the lower (0.4g and 0.5g) earthquake levels

but required extensive modification for the Hosgri event. The intake

structure and safety-related tanks have been the subject of intensive

analyses to assure stability against sliding and tripping, and extensive

modifications have been found necessary for the tanks.

The major reactor components and other major fluid system components were

found to require, little or no modification; however, a very large number

of piping supports had to be modified, numerous pieces of electric and

electronic equipment were found to require modification after testing, and

several component support structures were found to require additional

bracing. An interesting phenomenon occurs when these modifications are

made. Just as the engineering practices used in the original design
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provided large measures of conservatisms, so did the same practices increase

conservatisms in the modifications. Thus, upgrading to meet a new seismic

level has in fact resulted in design capabilities in most of the modified .

systems exceeding current (Hosgri) seismic design requirements.

Review of Structures S stems and Com onents

There are some areas (a very few in comparison to the myriad items considered)

where criteria different than those presently accepted by the staff have

been employed in the final evaluation of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating

Station. In the following portion of our testimony, we discuss each of

these areas and our bases for acceptance. Me will also describe the

characteristics of the safety-related structures, systems and components

that are pertinent to discerning the appropriateness of analyses and tests

utilized to assure that these items will remain functional under severe

seismic loading. And finally, we will describe each of the appropriate

analytical techniques and test programs that were employed for the

safety-related structures, systems and components at the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Generating Station.

The format and much of the content of the following sections of this

testimony parallel Supplement Nos. 7 and 8 to the Safety Evaluation Report

for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating Station. Greater detail concerning

the subjects addressed can be found in Supplement Nos. 7 and 8.
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We believe that the widespread reevaluation and detailed staff review

portrayed by this summary provide ample basis for assuring that the struc-

tures, systems and components important to safety and the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Generating Station will retain function and perform as required

under the extreme seismic loading identified for this facility.

Ground Res onse S ectra for Use In Desi n

Two sets of ground response spectra were involved in the reevaluation of

the DCNGS for the Hosgri earthquake. One set had been developed by our

consultant, Dr. N. M. Newmark, and the other had been developed by the

applicant's consultant, Or. J. A. Blume.

Our evaluation of the criteria discussed above was provided in Supplement

No. 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report. This was done by reference to

Dr. N. H. Newmark's report, in Appendix C to Supplement No. 5, which

described the bases for the spectra derived by Or. Newmark. The November

1976 staff report to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards discussed

how the applicant's consultant (Dr. J. A. Blume) had derived his spectra,

compared the Blume spectra with the Newmark spectra, and indicated that

the Newmark spectra would be limiting in most cases.

The Blume spectra and the Newmark spectra were both used by performing

separate calculations and using the more controlling result. For horizontal

analyses, the response quantities were computed for four earthquake inputs,



namely, the Blume and the Newmark Hosgri event inputs, each in the

north-south and east-west directions. For vertical analyses, the applicant

found that the Newmark Hosgri input was the governing one and, therefore,

it was used in the reevaluation.

Both the Blume and Newmark spectra have been reduced for large structures

to account for building size effects. This reduction is associated with

nonsynchronized ground motion waves under the structures, and where it is

used, allowance has been made for torsion caused by such waves.

It has frequently been observed that structures with frequencies higher

than about two Hertz on large foundations appear to respond with less

intensity to earthquakes than do,smaller structures and, more specifically,
I

than does free-field instrumentation. Several researchers, e.g., Yamahara

in 1970, N. Ambraseys in 1975, and R. Scanlan in 1976 (References 1

through 3) have attempted to provide a rational explanation for this

observed behavior. These references give, in general, a relationship

between the average acceleration over the" area of the foundations as a

function of the relative foundation width compared to the predominant wave

length of earthquake input motion.

In Supplement No. 5 of the Safety Evaluation Report for DCNGS, the NRC

staff stated that the following reduction in horizontal response spectra
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for OCNGS structures should be allowed to realistically account for the

above described observation:

Af=A ~ Rf o

where Af = reduced acceleration for foundation

A = acceleration for free field

R = 1
- 5x

but not less than 0.67, where

R = response spectra reduction factor

x = seismic wave transit time (in seconds) providing a measure

of the extent of acceleration averaging effect applicable
to the foundation.

This reduction factor "R" for OCNGS structures is based on studies of the

spectrum amplification factors obtained from the recorded Pacoima Oam

response spectra. The lower limit on R (i.e., 0.67) is purposely kept

high for adequate conservatism in the application of this concept to OCNGS

structures because the concept is based on a small amount of data.

More extensive discussion of the technical bases for the above described

concept is provided in Or. Newmark's report in Appendix C to Supplement



No. 5 of the Safety Evaluation Report for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear

Generating Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2.

Associated with translational deformation due to earthquake wave motion,

there are torsions and tiltings of a building foundation. These torsiona]

effects are accounted for by assuming an eccentricity of horizontal

seismic force of seven percent of the width of the structures if added on

a square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares basis, or five percent if added on

an absolute sum basis. The tilting effects are judged minimal and neglected

in the analysis.

In accordance with the usual practice, vertical ground motions were taken

as two-thirds of the horizontal ground motions. No reduction for the

effect of large foundations was used for vertical motions.

Methods of Anal sis for Structures

The analysis methods used for structures were common to accepted seismic

design practice with the exception of the items listed below:

o Average values of material properties, from tests of the actual

materials installed, were used to determine allowable stress levels

instead of using code-specified minimum material properties. In the

original analysis, code-specified minimum values were used in

accordance with standard practice.
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In our review we have found the use of actual material strengths acceptable

since some margin remains. For concrete, the appropriate average 28-day

test strength was used. Since concrete continues to gain strength with

age after 28 days, the installed concrete will be stronger. For steel,

average mill test strength was used. Since the steel is ductile and the

structures are designed to remain below yield (with two possible exceptions

as discussed above), margin remains.

o A modified procedure was used for smoothing the raw floor response

spectra. For the reevaluation, smoothing was done by free-hand

averaging of floor response spectra except at the peaks where it was

widened by 15 percent on the low frequency side and 5 percent on the

high frequency side without reduction of the peaks. In the original

analysis the peaks were broadened by 10 percent on both sides after

being lowered by 10 percent.

The purpose of widening the peaks is to account for possible variations in

the predicted structural frequencies. Our current criteria indicate

widening by 15 percent on both sides of the peaks. However, since actual

material strengths are being used in the reevaluation, the calculated

structural stiffness is closer to the maximum stiffness than usual,

indicating a lesser need for peak broadening on the high frequency side.



Containment Shell Anal sis

The reactor containment shell is a cylindrical, reinforced concrete struc-

ture which consists of a 142-foot high cylinder, topped with a hemispherical

dome. The cylinder wall is 3 feet 8 inches thick, and the dome is 2 feet

6 inches thick. The inside diameter is 140 feet. The base is a circular

slab 153 feet in diameter and 14 feet 6 inches thick, with the reactor

cavity near the center. The inside of the shell is lined with welded

steel plate which forms a le'aktight membrane. The liner is 3/8-inch thick

on the wall and dome and 1/4-inch thick on the base slab.

An axisymmetric model was used to compute the translational response of

the shell due to the horizontal component of the ground, motion. Since the

center of mass and the center of rigidity coincide', the translational

analysis did not yield any inherent torsional modes or responses in the

shell. Peak responses and acceleration time-histories were determined for

various nodes using the time-history modal superposition method.

In accordance with the general methods discussed above, the torsional

response due to horizontal inputs was determined using a time-history

modal superposition method. Two lumped mass models were used assuming an

accidental eccentricity of five percent and seven percent, respectively,

of the structural dimension in the direction perpendicular to the applied

load. The torsional response from the two lumped mass models was combined

with the corresponding horizontal translational responses from the
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axisymmetr'ic model. The applicant has demonstrated the equivalency of the

axisymmetric model and the lumped mass model by comparing the natural

frequencies and participation factors of the two models.

Vertical acceleration and displacement responses were determined by a

time"history, modal superposition analysis of the axisymmetric finite

element model.

The maximum shell forces and moments were'etermined by a response spectrum

analysis of the same axisymmetric model.

The appropriate responses from the horizontal and vertical components of

the ground motion were combined at the mid-thickness of the shell using

the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule.

Raw floor response spectra for both the Blume and Newmark inputs were

computed from the acceleration time-history responses at various nodes of

the containment shell.

To develop the horizontal floor response spectra, the translational spectra

were combined with the torsional spectra. The resulting spectra were then

combined on a square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares basis with the horizontal

component due to the vertical input to yield the design spectra. The
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horizontal floor response spectra are applicable in any horizontal direction

due to the symmetry of the structure.

The vertical floor response spectra were generated based on a dynamic

vertical analysis of the exterior structure. These raw floor spectra were

calculated for the. various damping values appropriate to different equipment

and were smoothed in accordance with the general methods discussed above.

These floor response spectra were then used in the reevaluation of components,

pipes and electrical conduits attached to and supported by the containment

shell.

Containment Interior Structures Anal sis

The containment interior structures consist of two concentric concrete

walls with outside radii of 53 feet and 17 feet, respectively. The inner

cylindrical wall varies in thickness from 3 feet to 8.5 feet; it supports

the reactor vessel. The outer cylindrical wall houses the steam generators,

the reactor coolant pumps, the pressurizer, and other equipment. Concrete

slabs provide horizontal diaphragm stiffening action at elevations 114 feet

and 140 feet. A polar gantry crane is mounted on top of the outer cylinder

wall. The interior and exterior structures are supported by a common

heavy concrete bas'e slab of 14.5 feet thick for most part of the slab

except the reactor cavity area where the slab is nine feet thick.
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An equivalent axisymmetric model of the interior structures was used in

the analysis. The model was assumed fixed at the base. Because some of

the shear walls are not symmetrical about the structural, axis, the

axisymmetric shell elements were established on the basis of the equivalent

cross-sectional properties of the structure. Small irregularities in the

'oundationslab were neglected. The equivalent mass density used for each

element reflects the mass of attached mechanical equipment and all other

associated masses, as well as the concrete mass density.

A time-history modal superposition analysis of the axisymmetric model was

used to compute the translational response of the structure due to the

horizontal component of the ground motion. Because the center of mass and
\

I

the center of rigidity of the model coincide, the translational analysis

does not yield any inherent torsional modes or responses in the structure.

For the torsional response due to horizontal inputs, a time-history, modal

superposition analysis of two lumped-mass models was performed. Again,

the lumped masses represented the accumulated mass of the concrete struc-

ture, the steel framing, the equipment, the reactor and the other masses.

The center of rigidity and the center of mass of the interior structures

are approximately coincident for the east-west ground motion, but are

separated by 1 foot,between elevations 114 feet and 140 feet, and by

2.5 feet between elevations 91 feet and 114 feet for the north-south
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ground motion. Because the eccentricities for the north-south ground

motions are the larger, the torsional response to Chat moCion was

~ calculated and used for both orthogonal horizontal directions.

Vertical responses were determined by a time-history, modal superposition.

analysis of the lumped-mass model. A coupled model incorporating both the

concrete interior structure and the steel annulus structure was used for

the analysis.

At our request, the applicant established the equivalency of the

axisymmetric model and the lumped-mass model by comparing the dynamic

characteristics of the two models. The difference was insignificant.

Raw horizontal and torsional response spectra for both the Blume and

Newmark inputs were generated from the acceleration time-histories at

various elevations along the center line of the interior structure. These

response spectra were used for both the north-south and the east"west

directions due to the assumed axisymmetry of the structure. Equivalent

horizontal response spectra at the location of interest were developed

using the method described previously.

The raw vertical floor response spectra were generated based on a dynamic

vertical analysis of the interior structure.
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The above raw floor response spectra were calculated for various values of

damping appropriate for systems and equipment and were smoothed according

to the procedures discussed above. The smoothed horizontal and vertical

floor response spectra were used for the reevaluation of systems and

components.

Auxiliar Buildin

The auxiliary building is a reinforced concrete, shear wall box-type

structure except for the fuel handling area, which is a steel structure.

The shear walls are generally 3 feet thick, with a minimum thickness of

2 feet. Slabs are generally 2 feet thick. The walls of the spent fuel

pools are a minimum of 6'feet thick except for local areas around the fuel

transfer tubes. The foundation slab under the spent fuel pits has a

minimum thickness of 5 feet. The sides and bottoms of the spent fuel

pools are lined with stainless steel plate, I/O-inch thick on the bottoms

and 1/8-inch thick on the sides.

The main floor levels in the auxiliary building are at e1evations 60, 73,

85, 100, 115 and 140 feet. Elevations 60 feet and 73 feet are below
)

ground level, which is at elevation 85 feet except for the east side of

the building, where ground level is at elevation 115 feet.

The only connections between the auxiliary building and other structures

are the fuel transfer tube and miscellaneous piping. The fuel transfer
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tube is fitted with expansion bellows which allow relative movement between
I

the auxiliary building, the containment shell, and the containment internal

structure. The design of the expansion bellows considers the maximum

axial and lateral relative deflection that could occur during the Hosgri

event.

The auxiliary building was analyzed for the three components of the Hosgri

event ground motion using a modal superposition time-history procedure.

Peak responses were calculated, and acceleration time histories were

determined for various nodes for use in determining raw floor response

spectra.

Three different mathematical models of the auxiliary building were used

for analyses: one in the north-south direction, one in the east-west

direction, and one in the vertical direction. The models were assumed

fixed at the elevation 85 feet (i.e., ground motion input was applied into

the structure at this elevation).

A11 degrees of freedom have been defined at the center of mass., Part'f
the structure between elevations 60 feet and 85 feet is below grade and

was not lumped as a separate mass but was assumed to be part of the

foundation soil mass.
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To account for the embedment effect of the upward-sloping grade above

elevation 85 feet, a set of equivalent spring stiffnesses was determined

based on the elastic half-space theory. These stiffnesses were then

increased to account for the effect of a sloping surface on the east side

of the building. At our request the applicant performed a parametric

study by varying the stiffness values. The applicant demonstrated that

the variation of the stiffness values has little effect on the structural

responses.

Locations of the centers of mass and rigidities were calculated for each

level to consider the torsional mode of vibration in the analysis. The

actual (geometric) eccentricities combined with five percent assumed

accidental eccentricities have been included in the model for the

north-south ground motion. For east-west analysis, the auxiliary building

was considered symmetrical and, therefore, only accidental eccentricities

were included in the model.

To establish whether the five percent or the seven percent assumed

accidental eccentricity gave the higher responses,',the results from the
I

two methods discussed previously were computed. The applicant indicated

that the absolute sum of the horizontal response and the torsional

response due to the five percent assumed eccentricity in every case gave

higher values than the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares combination
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of the horizontal response with the torsional response due to the seven

percent assumed eccentricity.

For vertical analysis the model was based on the assumption that the floor

slabs were rigid (i.e., have fundamental frequencies higher than 33 Hertz).

This assumption holds for all auxiliary building floor slabs except the

floor of the control room.

The control room floor was modeled by finite elements. The wall and

column supports of the slab were assumed to be rigid in the vertical

direction; rotational degrees of freedom were modeled by springs whose

rotational stiffness was equal to that of the walls.

The smoothed horizontal, torsional and vertical floor response spectra for

damping values appropriate to systems and equipment were developed from

raw spectra determined from the acceleration time histories at various

nodes. The spectra were defined at the actual (geometric) centers of mass

in the building. The horizonta1 and torsional spectra given are for the

controlling case of five percent accidental eccentricity.

No torsional spectra were given for the roof of the steel structure over

the fuel-handling area (elevation 188 feet). Torsional effects were

accounted for by increasing the north-south and east-west horizontal

response at this level by 10 percent, thus yielding significantly higher
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torsional response (double) than would be required',,under any building

code.

Intake Structure Anal sis

The intake structure is a reinforced concrete shear„ wall building

constructed with 3,000 pounds per square inch minimum specified strength

concrete;- Except for the auxiliary saltwater conduits, watertight doors

and ventilation, it was not originally classified as seismic Category I.
However, it was analyzed to assure protection of the auxiliary saltwater

system in the event of an earthquake and it has been evaluated for the

Hosgri event.

The structure is approximately 205 feet long and 100 feet wide. The long

dimension corresponds to the north-south direction, as assumed in the

analysis, and is parallel to the seaward face of the structure. The

intake structure is surrounded by rock backfilled on three sides, while

the fourth (western) side is exposed to the Pacific Ocean. The top deck

of the structure has a maximum elevation of +17.5 feet. A small concrete

ventilation tower extends to an elevation of +31.0 feet.

The structure is supported by a concrete mat foundation at an elevation of

-31.5 feet. The top level of the structure consists of a concrete slab

18 inches thick. At elevation -2. 1 feet, the pump deck floor supports the

four main circulating water pumps and the four seismic Category I auxiliary

e
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saltwater pumps. Water for these pumps is brought, in through the exposed

western (ocean) side of the structure. The structure is symmetric about a

vertical. plane in the east-west direction through its centerline. The

ocean side of the structure at the level of -2. I feet has no floor diaphragm

and is connected to the land side of the structure by a thick, vertical

north-south shear wall running from elevation -7.7 feet to the top-deck

level. At the top-deck level, this wall is connected, through an 18-inch

thick horizontal diaphragm with numerous openings, to the remaining 18-inch

and 24-inch thick slabs over the pump area.

The seismic analysis of the intake structure was carried out by initially
separating the structure into two basic parts: (I) the pump deck base,

consisting of the massive landside portion of the structure, from elevation

-31.5 feet to the -2. I-foot pump deck level; and (2) the remainder of the

structural system. The pump deck base was'considered to be the ground for

the analysis of the remainder of the structure.
I

Three three-dimensional mathematical models were developed to model the

structure: an east-west model, a north-south model, and a vertical model.

Each model is structured to represent the vibrational response character-

istics of the structural system due to seismic input in the corresponding

direction. All three models use typical finite element methods suitable

for the structural system. For all models, the floor slabs and most

vertical walls were modeled as flat-plate elements to include both
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membrane (in-plane) and bending (out-of-plane) behavior. Some thick shear

walls near the symmetry plane of the structure in the east-west direction

have been modeled as three-dimensional solid elements.

Provision for accidental torsion was taken into account by assuming a

torque equivalent to the total base shear multiplied by five percent of

the long dimension of the structure.

Only those modes with frequencies of oscillation less than or equal to
l

33 Hertz have been considered significant for response computations. The

fundamental frequencies of the system in the north-south, east-west and

vertical directions are 10.4 Hertz, 25.6 Hertz and 16.0 Hertz, respectively.

Shear stresses in the walls due to the east-west earthquake are within the

allowable 120 pounds per square inch of the concrete alone.

Based on the low magnitude of the stresses in the elements of the structure,

there is no danger of structural damage from east-west earthquake forces.

The applicant found the reinforced concrete seaward piers to be considerably

overstressed, leaving two principal options to short of modifying the

piers, namely, to take credit for structural ductility or to demonstrate

that an assumed failure of the piers would not disable the auxiliary

seawater system.
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The applicant performed the additional structural analyses using two

different techniques to determine the ductility required for these piers.

The energy reserve technique resulted in a ductility ratio of l. 13, within

the limit of 1.3 which is set forth in the structural specification. A

mor'e conservative technique based on moment curvature relationship of

structural members resulted in a ductility ratio of 1.52.

Since the calculated ductility results are reasonably close to the

conservatively established ductility limit criterion in the structural

specification, we conclude that these piers will remain structurally sound

during or after a Hosgri event. The maximum damage that is likely to

occur would be some spalling during or after a Hosgri event.

The spalling could cause pieces of concrete to fall into the pump bays of

the intake structure. In order for these pieces to reach the auxiliary

saltwater pumps, they would have to penetrate one bar rack and a set of

traveling screens and travel approximately 70 feet into the auxiliary

saltwater pump bays. We consider this adequate protection against concrete

pieces of sufficient size to damage the pumps travelling the above route

and reaching the pump intake bells (an additional upward motion of 10 feet
\

or more). In addition, there would be insufficient material resulting "

from spalling to block water flow through the intake structure traveling

screens.
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Turbine Buildin Anal sis
P

The turbine building was not originally designated' seismic Category I

structure. However, it contains some seismic Category I equipment,

principally the emergency diesel generators, associated vital switchgear,

and the component cooling water heat exchanger. Early in the operating

license review, in response to our request for assurance that this

equipment would be protected from earthquakes, the applicant adopted'the

approach of performing dynamic seismic analyses for the entire structure

as would be done for a Category I structure. The same approach has been

followed in the seismic reevaluation.

It is worth noting that, since this structure was not originally designated

seismic Category I, it initially met design earthquake criteria rather

than double design earthquake criteria. This explains, at least in part,

why the turbine building now appears to require more extensive modification

than the other major structures.

The turbine building is a combined steel frame and concrete structure in

which a combination of vertical X-bracing and reinforced concrete shear

walls provides lateral force resistance. Unit No. 1 is a long rectangular

building approximately 400 feet long in the north-south (longitudinal)

directio'n, and 140 feet wide in the east-west (transverse) direction.

Unit No. 2 is similar. The building consists=of four working floor

levels, approximately at elevations 140 feet, 119 feet, 104 feet and
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85 feet, with grade being located at elevation 85 feet. The massive

reinforced concrete turbine pedestal, which supports the turbine

generator, is located in the center of the building. This pedestal has

been structurally isolated from the floors at elevations 140 feet,

119 feet and 104 feet, but it does share a common foundation mat with the

building. Two 115-ton capacity overhead cranes will operate at elevation

180 feet.

The roof is supported by trusses spanning approximately 138 feet These

are connected by moment-resisting connections to 40-inch deep welded plate

columns to form rigid bents in the east-west direction. The various bents

are tied together at the roof level with the lower-chord bracing system,

and at elevation 140 feet by the floor framing and concrete diaphragm

slab. The welded plate columns of each bent extend from approximately

elevation 85 feet up to the roof trusses.

The north-south, east-west, and vertical analyses of the turbine building

were decoupled to facilitate the analysis of the structurally complex

building.

The models used for analyses were assumed fixed at elevation 85 feet. The

modal responses were combined-in each direction using the square-root-of-

the-sum-of-the-squares method. Seismic forces in the east-west direction

are resisted primarily by the diaphragm slab at elevation 140 feet, and by
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the shear walls along column lines 5 and 17. The concrete shear walls run

from grade to the diaphragm slab at elevation 140 feet and are 24 inches

and 20 inches thick, respectively. In addition to the shear walls,

east-west lateral force-resisting elements are in the form of a shear wall

from grade to elevation 104 feet, with vertical X-bracing running from

elevation 104 feet to the elevation of the truss lower-chord bracing

system.

The interior framing supporting the floors at elevations 104 feet, 119 feet

and 140 feet is supported on columns running from the foundation to the

structural steel floor framing at elevation 140 feet. These columns are

framed to the floor beams and girders with essentially simple connections

and are, consequently, assumed to offer no resistance to seismic forces.

Time-history analysis was used to generate floor response spectra. Response

spectra analyses were used to compute structural responses. The analysis

in the east-west direction was done using. the SAP IV computer program.
I

A three-dimensional model was necessary because the primary structural

resisting system and the mass of the building are unsymmetrical. The

turbine pedestal was not included in the east-west turbine building model

because it is not attached to the building at any other point other than

the foundation. A north-south model was generated and the modes and mode

shapes and frequencies determined using the TABS computer program. This
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information was used as input to .the HATRAN computer program to develop

the acceleration time history at various floor elevations.

The vertical time-history analysis was performed. The model consisting of

floor beams, girders, columns and equipment weights was analyzed using the

SAP IV computer program.

Mith regard to the computer codes mentioned above, we have required that

the applicant provide verification for those codes which either have been

modified by the applicant or which are not generally accepted and verified

codes in the public domain.

As a result 'of the seismic analyses and evaluations, several major

modifications to the existing structural system were found to be necessary.

Descriptions of each of the more significant modifications are listed

below:

(1) New exterior concrete buttresses with horizontal diaphragms and a new

interior concrete shear wall below elevation 119 feet will be

constructed.

(2) The existing north-south and east-west concrete shear walls below

elevation 104 feet were strengthened.
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(3) The existing floor gratings at elevations 104 feet and 119 feet have

been substantially replaced by steel checkered plate.

(4) Floor framing members at elevations 104 feet and 119 feet have been

strengthened.

(5) New concrete shear walls will be constructed along the east and west

sides of the building between elevations 104 feet and 140 feet.

(6) New vertical steel bracing has been added along the east and west

sides of the building between elevations 140 feet and the roof.

(7) New horizontal steel bracing has been added in the lower chord of the

roof trusses of the building.

(8) The connections of the vertical and horizontal bracing member joints

have been strengthened.

(9) The horizontal crane rail support has been strengthened.

('10) The exterior plate-girder columns have been strengthened.

Based on our review of the applicant's analyses and our assessment of the

existing turbine building structure, we conclude that these modifications,
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in conjunction with necessary crane load restrictions discussed below,

will enable all safety-related equipment in the turbine building to remain

functional during and after the Hosgri event.

At our request, the applicant has performed an analysis to assess whether

there is enough clearance between the turbine pedestal and the adjacent

structural elements for a Hosgri event to prevent pounding. The analysis

indicated that a larger clearance was necessary. The applicant has been

required to take necessary remedial actions (by removing concrete to

enlarge the gap and stabilizing the turbine pedestal with anchors).

The applicant found that the turbine building end bents (structural steel

members forming the end of the building) would be stressed beyond the

yie3d point if the cranes were located at the end of their travel coincident

with a Hosgri event. As an interim alternative, the applicant has chosen

to impose administrative controls to prevent the cranes from being in that

location until such time as a definitive analysis of crane safety had been

reviewed and approved by the staff. Me have reviewed the turbine building

with the cranes restricted under the, proposed administrative controls and

we conclude that this operational restriction will prevent any stressing

of the end bents beyond the yield point, thus assuring that safety-related

equipment in the turbine buildig would not be jeopardized by excessive

deformation of the turbine building structure.



Buried Pi e Anal sis
r

The buried diesel fuel oil pipes connect the fuel oil tanks to the diesel

generator systems inside the turbine building. The buried auxiliary

saltwater pipes are anchored to the circulating water intake conduits at

40-foot intervals. In order to assure the structural integrity of the
t

conduits during earthquake motions, they were reviewed for the same

criteria as the auxiliary saltwater piping and the diesel fuel oil piping.

The portion of a buried pipe far from the ends, and free of any external

support other than the surrounding soil, was assumed to move with the

ground under the propagation of seismic shear and compressional waves.

Mith this assumption the stresses in the pipe were computed as the products

of soil strains and the modulus of elasticity of the pipe material.

For the circulating water conduits, the concrete was assumed to crack and

the rebars were assumed to carry the entire tension load.

The axial and bending stresses due to propagation of a shear wave were

calculated in the following manner:

(1) The stresses of the pipe due to the horizontal motion were combined

with the stresses in the same direction due to the vertical seismic

component, which was assumed equal to two-thirds of the horizontal

component, by, the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares method.
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(2) The resulting stress was added to the stress due to the internal

pressure.

The maximum stresses induced in the auxiliary saltwater and diesel fuel

oil piping were calculated as 20,000 pounds and 36,000 pounds per square

inch, respectively. The maximum stress in the circulating water conduit

reinforcing steel was determined as 28,000 pounds per square inch. These

maximum stresses were in all cases less than or equal to the specified

minimum yield strengths for the material of construction of 36,000 pounds

per square inch.

Isolation sleeves or flexible couplings are used where the pipes enter the

buildings to accommodate relative displacement between the soil and the

buildings.

Outdoor Tanks Anal ses

The applicant has reevaluated two types of outdoor tanks, namely, the

outdoor water storage tanks which are resting on the ground, and the fuel

oil tanks which are buried in the ground.

The outdoor water storage tanks are cylindrical structures originally

fabricated of welded steel plates and anchored to a concrete foundation.

The tanks consist of a dome with a radius of 40 feet and a cylinder of

40-foot diameter and 52.5 feet in height.
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For the analysis of the water storage tanks, the free-field Blume and

Newmark horizontal response spectra at four percent critical damping were

used.

The criteria employed in the seismic evaluation of the outdoor'water

storage tanks for the Hosgri event were similar to those for the major

structures discussed earlier. A lumped mass-spring model fixed at the

base was initially used for analysis. Me did not accept that analysis

because the tanks had not been analyzed as a thin shell, which would

include ovaling effects in the tank walls. At our request the applicant

has performed another analysis using an axisymmetrical finite element

model for the stress analysis. The hydrodynamic pressure exerted in the

tank wall was determined following the procedures recommended in Veletsos

and Yang, 1976 (Reference 7 of Appendix D to Supplement No. 7). The paper

suggested the procedures for computing the hydrodynamic effects in rigid

tanks in terms of impulsive and convective pressures. The applicant also

compared the results from this approach with those obtained by the approach

described in Chapter 6 of the Atomic Energy Commission publication TID 7024

(Reference 8, Appendix D of Supplement No. 7).

The applicant has decided to add concrete shells, typically 8 inches

thick, surrounding the steel tanks; this will strengthen the tanks against

ovaling. In addition, the applicant is removing all fill beneath the

tanks down to rock and replacing that fillwith concrete and adding
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19 rock anchors around the tanks, thus assuring the stability of the tanks

under seismic loading.

There are two fuel oil tanks buried approximately 7 feet below the ground

surface. These tanks are 10 feet in diameter and 36 feet long. They are

resting on compacted soil.

For the analysis of fuel oil tanks, the applicant has used the free-field

Newmark horizontal response spectra at five percent of critical damping

and the corresponding time-history acceleration coupled with deconvolution

analysis to generate the inputs to a finite element model.

A finite element analysis was performed for the fuel oil tanks using
the'LUSH

program. This program is based on the vertical shear wave propagation
a

theory and has been used in many seismic analyses and is generally accepted

by the engineering profession for use as applied here.

Cranes

The applicant has found that some cranes can withstand the loads from a

Hosgri event only if restrictions on the loads to be carried by these

cranes are imposed:
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(1) The polar gantry crane in the containment structure.

The applicant's analysis indicated that the polar gantry crane could

safely withstand a Hosgri event in its parked position, but would be

subject to tipping in its unlocked position and under operation.

The polar gantry cranes inside containment will be parked and

seismically locked for all modes of plant operation except mode 5

(cold shutdown) and mode 6 (refueling). In this condition, the

analyses indicate no overstressing or instability for a Hosgri event.

For the unlocked condition, the analyses to date have not conclusively

demonstrated stability or lack of overstress. Further analyses are

underway. The applicant has provided an analysis of the consequences

of assumed damage to safety-related equipment due to overturning of

the crane in order to demonstrate acceptability. This analysis takes

credit for the plant being shut down and cooled down. Me would have

to .review such an analysis in detail before accepting it and there

has not been time to perform such a review. Accordingly, we will

require that the applicant modify the crane to remain intact and

stable, both loaded and unloaded, during a Hosgri event or, alter-

nately, demonstrate in detail to our satisfaction that assumed crane

failure would not result in unacceptable damage to essential equipment.
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Me will require that one. of the-above conditions be met prior to

plant operation.

(2) The cask handling crane in the fuel handling building.

The fuel handling building crane is rated for 125 tons on the main

hook (for handling spent fuel shipping casks) and for 15 tons on the

auxiliary hook. The analyses to date have indicated no overstressing

or instability for a Hosgri event with loads up to 15 tons on either

hook. Analyses for larger loads on the main hook are underway. The

applicant proposes to restrict the loads to 15 tons or less until the

crane can be shown safe for larger loads. Me will impose such

restrictions as a condition of the operating license until this has

been demonstrated to our satisfaction.

(3) The two turbine building cranes.

The turbine building cranes are rated for 115 tons. Analyses to date

have indicated that the cranes themselves are adequate for 100 tons

with a Hosgri event. However, the analyses to date have only demon-

strated the capabilities of the supporting building columns for a

crane load of 15 tons during a Hosgri event. Further analyses are

underway. The applicant proposed restrictions against lifting loads

greater than 15 tons over safety"related equipment until it has been
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demonstrated to our satisfaction that such action does not pose an

'undue risk to public health and safety. We will require as a condition

of the operating license a somewhat more severe restriction —that the

crane (rather than only the load) not be over safety-related equipment

when lifting loads in excess of 15 tons until it is demonstrated to

our satisfaction that the crane is capable of carrying greater loads

during a Hosgri event. We will also require the use of mechanical

stops (which can be removed when appropriate) to enforce the

restriction.

In addition to the above restrictions, we will also place restrictions

on the turbine building cranes in relation to turbine missile risks

(Section 3.2. 1 of Supplement No. 8 to the Safety Evaluation Report)

and in relation to the turbine building end bent analysis discussed

ear lier in this testimony.

Restriction on the maximum loads to be handled, and on travel of the

cranes when loaded, is therefore required for the cask handling crane and

the turbine building cranes. Similarly, a safety analysis considering

tipping of the containment gantry crane during refueling is also required.

Methods of Anal sis for Mechanical S stem and Com onents

The methods used in the Hosgri event reevaluation were common to presently

accepted seismic analyses with the exception of the items listed below.



o In some cases, where material test data were available, actual material

properties were used in lieu of code specified minimum properties to

establish allowable stress limits to justify structural integrity.

Allowable stress values were established using the bases prescribed by

Appendix III of Section III of the ASME Code so that the factors of safety

used in the code are preserved (for example, if normal practice called for

use of two-thirds of the code specified minimum yield stress to be used as

a limit, the OCNGS review was based on two-thirds of the actual material

yield stress). For this reason, we consider the use of actual material

properties acceptable for the reevaluation.

o The responses to Hosgri earthquake loads or the double design earth-

quake loads (whichever was more limiting) were combined with the

response due to normal operation and the response due to postulated

~ loss-of-coolant accident loads using the absolute summation method

for response combination.

This is a conservative procedure which results in the reactor coolant

system being designed for loads well in excess of those calculated for a

seismic event alone without a pipe break. Even though the assumed seismic

event is not expected to cause a pipe break in a seismically designed

piping system, these loads are combined for design purposes to produce

extra margin. A further conservative element is the requirement that the
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peak system responses.{which occur at random. times- and: last only

milliseconds) be combined on an absolute sum basis as if all responses

occurred at exactly the same moment.

o A one-quarter scale model structural test was performed on the reactor

vessel shoe and pad system to determine the load-carrying capacity of

the assembly rather than simply using code allowable stresses.

The allowable load was limited to 80 percent of the ultimate load obtained

from the test. This follows the practice permitted by Appendices II and F

of Section III of the ASME Code.

o In the reevaluation, low amplitude shock or vibration testing of

systems and components as they are actually installed (in situ testing)

has been performed to experimentally validate the natural frequencies,

mode shapes and damping values used in seismic analysis. This was

done for selected components and supports such as tanks, heat

exchangers, valves, piping systems and supports. Mhere significant

differences were found, the analyses were revised to correspond to

knowledge gained in the tests.

Evaluation of Methods for Mechanical S stems and Com onents

As noted in the earlier portions of this testimony, several conservatisms

are inherent in the usual procedures for the seismic design of nuclear
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power plant- mechanical systems and components. The general methods used

by the applicant in this reevaluation as described above contain few

variations from the usual procedures as defined by our usual criteria.

One is the higher damping value allowed for the reactor coolant loop

analysis. As discussed above, this is based on tests and is normally

acceptable for Mestinghouse reactor coolant systems provided that

similarity with the system that was tested is demonstrated. Another is

the use of actual material test strengths. As discussed above, the code

safety factors have been retained in using these material test data to

establish allowable stress levels. The in situ testing program represents

a further improvement, relative to the normal case, in our knowledge of

the plant's seismic capabilities.

In our review we have found that in the individual steps where there are

variations from the usual procedures, those individuaI steps have remained

conservative and have retained adequate safety margins. In the remainder

of the analysis, the usual conservative elements apply.

Floor Res onse S ectra

Floor response spectra characterize the seismic inputs to mechanical

systems and equipment at various points in the structures. They were

developed in the structural analysis as discussed earlier in this testimony.



We have reviewed the methods used by the. applicant'o obtain-from the

floor response spectra the appropriate response spectra to be used in the

analysis of particular piping systems and components. The floor response

spectra generated from the Blume and Newmark ground motion inputs were

enveloped to obtain the actual floor response spectra used in the analyses.

The spectral accelerations were obtained from the enveloped rotational

floor response spectra added to the accelerations from the enveloped

horizontal floor response spectra.

As required by the routing of a piping system, linear interpolation was

used to generate the spectra for supports or anchors located between

floors. The different response spectra at the corresponding support or

anchor elevations were then enveloped to obtain the appropriate response

spectra for the analysis. At the criteria implementation review meetings,

we reviewed these procedures as used in actual problems and found that

these methods constitute a conservative manner of utilizing the calculated
S

floor motions for the design of mechanical systems and components.

Res onse Combinations

The response spectrum modal superposition method used by the applicant to

combine the responses from horizontal and vertical earthquake components

was the method developed and in general use before the first issuance of

Regulatory Guide 1.92, "Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components

in Seismic Response Analysis," December 1974. The method used by the
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applicant provides for absolute"summation of the response due to one.

horizontal component of excitation and the response due to the vertical

component of excitation for each piping system frequency. All modal

responses at various frequencies were then combined by the square-root-

of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule to'btain the total response. This process

was then repeated for the other horizontal component and the vertical

earthquake component and the controlling value selected for design.

One of the procedures contained in Regulatory Guide 1.92 (Regulatory

Guide l. 92 method) consists generally of adding responses due to the two

horizontal components of excitation and the one vertical component of

excitation by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule for each mode

(frequency), calculating each of the three components independently.

Responses for the various modes are then combined by the square-root-of-

the-sum-of-the-squares rule to obtain the total response. Appropriate

adjustments are made for modes that are closely spaced in frequency.

The applicant's method and the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method contain

different types of conservative elements. The applicant's method consists

of using the absolute sum of the responses to a horizontal excitation and

a vertical excitation. The Regulatory Guide 1.92 method consists of

combining the responses to both horizontal components and the vertical

component at the same time. As a result of the different approaches the

Regulatory Guide 1.92 method gives more conservative results in some
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locations but the applicant'.s method"gives more'onservative results in

other locations. Thus, neither method is universally more conservative

than the other.

Reactor Coolant S stem Main Loo s

The applicant has performed detailed structural analyses for the reactor

coolant system for the loads induced by a loss-of-coolant accident resulting

from postulated pipe ruptures. Included in the analyses were postulated

pipe breaks that produced the most limiting loads on (1) the reactor

coolant piping systems including nozzles, (2) the reactor vessel, vessel

internals and vessel supports, (3) the steam generators and supports, (4)

the pressurizer and supports, and (5) the reactor coolant pumps and supports.

The analyses included the effect of modifications to the plant which

reduce the severity of the postulated reactor vessel nozzle break by the

addition of pipe displacement restraints in each primary shield wall pipe

annulus.

All loads acting on the system were included in the analyses. Among these

are reaction loads from the pipe 'rupture, asymmetric loads due to decompres-

sion waves acting on the reactor internals (for the reactor vessel nozzle

break)-and the external asymmetric subcompartment pressure loads. The

dynamic model for seismic analysis of the reactor coolant system included

the four reactor coolant loops, their respective steam generators and

reactor coolant pumps and their supports, the reactor vessel and supports,
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and the reactor vessel internals;- The influence- of the main steam lines

was included by applying the effective stiffness at each of the four steam

nozzles. The response spectrum model superposition method was used for

the analysis. Hosgri response spectra and a, damping value of 4 percent

were used in the evaluations.

The reactor coolant loops (unbroken portions) were analyzed for the combined

loads. The loads on the components such as the piping, the reactor pressure
~ I

vessel including its internals and the control rod drive mechanisms, the

reactor coolant pumps and the steam generators and their supports wer e

evaluated and the resulting stresses found to be acceptable.

In performing these analys'es, the applicant evaluated the adequacy of the

Diablo Canyon reactor coolant system considering several load combination

assumptions as listed below:

(1) The seismic event occurring alone (normal + seismic).

(2) The loss-of-coolant accident occurring alone (normal + LOCA).

(3) The seismic event and loss-of-coolant accident occurring

simultaneously with the peak loads combined by the square-root-

of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule (normal + I(seismic) + (LOCA) ] ).2 2 1/2
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(4) The seismic and loss=of-coolant. accident events occurring

simultaneously with the peak loads combined by absolute summation

(normal + seismic + LOCA).

At our request, as indicated by item (4) above, this included absolute

summation of normal loads, peak seismic loads (whichever was more limiting

between the double design earthquake loads and the Hosgri event loads),

and peak pipe break loads. This was the most conservative of the load

combinations considered. The applicant's evaluation of the effects of the

most conservative combination indicated that all components and supports

of the primary coolant system are capable of withstanding the effects of

the simultaneous occurrence of normal operating loads, peak seismic loads,

and peak loads from a postulated loss-of-coolant accident.

Reactor Coolant 5 stem Branch Pi in

This section discusses branch piping connected to the reactor coolant

system main loops. The piping under discussion runs from the reactor

coolant loops to the first piping anchor since the branch piping must be

analyzed to the first anchor. It often extends beyond the reactor coo'1ant

system boundary, which is defined by isolation valves rather than piping

anchors.

The reactor coolant 1oop branch piping wae examined for the fauited condition

loading combination using the Hosgri event and a postulated loss-of-coolant
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accident occurring-simultaneously .with the peak loads- combined by absolute

summation. Dynamic time history analyses were performed for five branch

lines including the pressurizer surge line. The systems chosen have

dynamic restraints close to the loop connection and therefore are likely

to be the most highly stressed branch lines.

The seismic analyses were performed using the analysis method the applicant

has been using for al,l the piping systems. The results of the combined

Hosgri plus loss-of-coolant accident analysis indicated that the piping

stresses were well within the allowables and the supports would be'adequate

for the combined loads.

Su ort Stiffness

The applicant had assumed rigid piping system supports rather than modeling

the actual stiffness of the supports. Modeling the actual stiffness

should provide more accurate results. Me requested a sensitivity study to

verify the acceptability of the rigid support assumption. This study

consisted of performing Hosgri event seismic analyses of several representa-

tive piping systems using actual support stiffnesses. The results indicated

that both the piping stresses and support loads increased at some locations

and decreased at other locations. There were no cases where the increased

piping stresses exceeded the allowable stresses. As discussed below, the

increased support loads were also found acceptable.
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Mith regard to piping supports, the-applicant has evaluated all the piping

and supports for spectra associated with the design earthquake, the double

design earthquake and the Hosgri event. Many systems were evaluated twice

for the Hosgri event, first using estimated spectra and then again using

the final calculated spectra. Ouring the Hosgri event evaluation supports

were added to control the piping for the greater earthquake input. The

addition of these supports resulted in a redistribution of loading during

the Hosgri event. The resulting effect was an overall reduction in seismic

loading for certain supports that had been previously qualified and

instal'Ied to withstand higher seismic loads. All the supports which had

increased loads in this study were qualified for these loads by either
a

qualification for the increased load from a previous analysis, support

member stress analysis or by a comparison with the ultimate load capacities

from the support manufacturer. The acceptability of the supports for all

the increased loads that were obtained in the sensitivity study has been

demonstrated.

n

Thus, this sensitivity study has demonstrated that the effect of modeling

actual support stiffness, in the typical systems studied, would not result

in piping stresses exceeding allowable values or support loads exceeding

support capacities.
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Sei smi c- Anchor Movements

The applicant did not initially account for the loads due to relative

motion between piping anchors resulting from differing seismic motions of

the structures at the different anchor locations (seismic anchor movements).

In the applicant's judgment sufficient margin to accommodate seismic

anchor motion stresses was available between the thermal expansion stresses

and the secondary stress allowables.

At our request the piping systems which would experience the largest

seismic anchor motions were analyzed. This consisted of eight piping

lines. The applicant used.Hosgri event seismic anchor displacements,

although current code ru'les require only an evaluation for anchor

displacements caused by an operating basis earthquake (for this plant the

design earthquake). The Hosgri event anchor movements are more limiting

than those which would be obtained by using the design earthquake. With

the inclusion of the stresses from the Hosgri seismic anchor movements,

the total piping stresses in these eight lines were still conservatively

within the allowable stresses specified in the appropriate piping codes. .

With regard to pipe support stresses due to seismic anchor movements, we

requested that, where the support loads would clearly produce primary

stresses in the supports, such as supports consisting of a member in pure

tension, the Hosgri event seismic anchor movement loads be included in the

faulted plant condition load combination. This is a more conservative
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approach than is required by. current code rules. Using faulted condition

allowable stresses such supports were found to be acceptable with seismic

anchor movement loads included. The evaluations required by the current

code rules were also performed and the resulting stresses were determined

to be acceptable.

Seismic uglification of E ui ment

~ The majority of the safety-related electrical instrumentation and control

equipment was qualified by testing. The balance was qualified by analysis

or a combination of test and analysis. The equipment was previously

qualified to the level-of the double design earthquake or higher. Mhere

the original qualification did not envelope the required seismic inputs to

equipment for the Hosgri event, the applicant has requalified the equipment

for the Hosgri required response spectra.

In. the requalification process the applicant has, at our request, committed

to employ seismic qualification methods that conform to the vibratory

input methods of current criteria (Regulatory Guide 1. 100, Revision 1,

"Seismic gualification of Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants,"

August 1977, and IEEE Standard 344-1975, "IEEE Recommended Practice for

Seismic gualification of Class lE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating

Stations" ).
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Earlier seismic qualification programs generally used single frequency,

single axis testing. As used here, the term single frequency means testing

at a number of different frequencies, one frequency at a time. Similarly,

single axis testing means excitation in one direction at a time. The

current staff position is that multi-frequency, multi-axis testing should

generally be performed except in cases where the characteristics of the

required input motion indicate that the motion is dominated by one frequency

and the anticipated response of the equipment is adequately represented by

one mode, or that the single frequency input has sufficient intensity and

duration to excite all modes to the required amplitudes such that the test

response spectra envelopes the corresponding required response spectra of

all the modes.

Me have established a seismic qualification review team. The team has

been auditing qualification programs for operating license applications

since 1975 in order to assess the adequacy of the vibratory input employed

in seismic qualification testing particularly for equipment qualified to

earlier standards.

The team visited the Diablo Canyon plant in 1977, inspected selected vital

mechanical and electrical equipment as installed, and identified concerns

about the adequacy of original seismic qualification methods for some of

the items inspected. For those items where the team expressed concern,

the applicant has included the appropriate equipment among the items to be
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requalified by testing in accordance with IEEE Standard 344-1975. This

eliminated the team's concern.

The seismic qualification review team also visited Westinghouse Electric

Corporation in 1976 to audit qualification methods for equipment supplied

as part of the nuclear steam supply system at Diablo Canyon and other

plants. Although no final evaluation has yet been issued, all the equipment

supplied as part of the nuclear steam supply system at Diablo Canyon has

been reviewed and found acceptable.

Conclusion

The staff review of the seismic design of the DCNGS has been the most

extensive we have ever undertaken. This review has extended from the

basic input criteria employed through the details of myriad analyses to

the implementation in final design. Our goal throughout the review has

been to assure that demonstrably conservative practices were followed at

each level of design. We believe that this goal has been fulfilled in all

aspects of the DCNGS reevaluation, including confirmatory analyses and

tests, design of modifications, and the establishment of operating
/

restrictions where necessary. It is our conclusion, therefore, that the

structures, systems and components necessary at the DCNGS to assure the

health and safety of the public will remain functional under the loading

that would result from any seismic event of severity up to and including

that specified for the Hosgri event.
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES P. KNIGHT

Correction

Change "interaction" "inelastic"

Change "formally" to "formerly"

Change "tripping" to "tipping"

At the end of line add: "or 60 day"

Change "above" to "below"

Delete ".thus yielding significantly higher"
and change to "percent. The applicant
demonstrated that"

Delete "torsional response (double) than
would be required under any building" and

~ change to "10K increase in response is more
conservative than using"

Delete "code" and change to "5X eccentricity
as required."

Delete the word "to"

Delete "since"

Delete "it initially met design earthquake
criteria rather"

Delete "than double design earthquake criteria"

Change "will be" to "have been"

Change "19" to "46"

Change "applicant's analysis" to "applicant's
initial analysis"
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Line Correction

Change "would" to "could"

Oelete "and found acceptable"

Before "Conclusion" insert new paragraph
to read: "Thus all the safety related elect ical
instrumentation and control equipment supplied
both within and outside the scope of the
nuclear supply system has been reviewed and
found acceptable subject to satisfactory
completion of the staff requirements described
in Supplement 8 to the Safety Evaluation for
the DCNGS."
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and structural Gsponse g inc1ud~» "lg damage and lacb~ ox damage e
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as a result of the economic desirability to simplify Me
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load from the OBB analysis ma higher thm n".e support load

for Ws sp'Ae support for Vile Hosgri analysis ~

1%a» Goes %3Qt F'~c~~ in 'hex.~is of z'clatic"lsl ip
he~~~een the OBZ stresses and &~e stresses v~hic~h ~~could be

iamosed by the Hosgri figmes vis-a-vis the co "e allovables":

fK. PiXXSCH~R: Obgection. The basis for the

objec4.ion is that this is nenes direct t sfcimoay, m~.d if L~~.

Peur«eliot~ e vents Co do 3.'i on rebuttal g '&Qt 8 Okay Oz if
he thinks he can bring 't out as a reoult of rquesi:iona Chat

are asked on cross G 'QwLQQ'Sion g Liat s okay g Ceo e

But this is a highly unusual procedu-e, md X am

going ha object to 2Q".. Toartellotte Ca0rm~g this opportunity

to put, nor direct, testimony into the record.

SOYA'" X 'Marl 51QC GvPN 72?Ough 4 UcMQ |

here.

(Laughter.)

HR NORTON: Rice try DavM

Th9.8 18 9'?acidly Qle Ques'@ion ve blare cal cing cd)out

yesterday, Gay before yesterday —X forget exactly when,

vhere ve vere talking about. rebuttal, and X >Jou.'.8 jus+
/

reiterate ~~hat. X said. that day.

The time you put, your zM~ uttM on, if you do not

have She burden oz proof as the Rpplioant has in "his case,

is when you put on your main case. That's exactly shah it
isg is rebua «63.a
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address ic, is that if Mat's Qm case, Vixen i" defeats &e

purpose of pzefiling direct testimony.

if the procedure goes fo~~zmd as bh. Ho-hen

sUggests p it vil3. resale in defeating KQQ purpose of

prefab

ling !

d9.rect tee harmony.

MR. HORYOXi'. ZPsolutely not, Ph.'s. Servers. The

!c I
object of:9.ling p=ef" led testimony is so chat everyone can

prepare theiz'ase e The intervenor or the Stat f haQ the

advantage. Ne go ~irst, hefoz'e ~»ybody eLse, and they have

W~o advantage, ante . we have gone< o- pitting on xsi>masses

to rebut what ve said, and thoy can do that. That's,what

've argued about befoxe.

The reason fox pxefiling testimony is ic makes it

l
I
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gl'j
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a who3.e lot easier fox eve~~hody: to prepare their case, and

it makes it a <whole lot easier to prepare yoaz rebuttal

&sttmosy o
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before iZ, indeed, 3: he3.ieve it's not clear.

The purpose of ere"9.Led has ~ny is to 1st

everybody icnoxu what everybody's case is, so that <m Ron"'t
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misterm in the transcript Curing &e course of .8.e hearing
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in order to put on your direct case, anQ in order to confront

issues Which vere not previolxs3< apparent to youp oz haG Got
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I theat there a"e some things .Mat azo in +Me

testimony which ve trzouM 3.ice to Caress, and i,t may even

save a great ER853. 08 czosQ~~M~~ Mczl 9.2 ve 60 G6QX888 Xt at

this time.
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.-Staf'f and Counsel for the Applicant si on their du- 'n the

State of California, you Know, a>ray from where they live and

where their ~rork is «or an extra 24 hours for I~ir. Pleischa!<er's
'

convenience o

MR~ P".4 XGCEQZZR Xet's get it straight,, 2ks. Bove"s.
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Last cree? v~e tal?'ed about'-.@hen -:~e 'ough'' this
hearing would end. Ne thought it would end on T':e-day.

Xndeed, that was my be t =stimate. X'm one day o!;2. Hot bad.'.

Pestered-v wn n Nr. Norton and X had 3.unch:ve

1 ~

"~

talked about taLing the deposition and x~e agreed at that time>

X -thought, that we would take depositions on Thursday and

Priday. That was consistent -« th..t, was still consistent

with what X thought ~rould he a good pzojocted - ime ox ending

this p acceding. And X am availM~ le on Thursday and ;riday.
X am not available on Fednesday, period.

NR. NORTON: %Tell, Mrs. Bo"'ars—

l~R. PXZXSQBVFZR: and X'd .";3.i;o to a'so note that
it's Nro Norton also at this point coho" s co.iong up cIi-~h new

suggestionso

4'e had an understanding and X've'rranged my

schedule so that X can he here on Thursday or P"-3.day. Z

. will noh he available on Nedne "day Zwd X w ll he at &at
-deposition.

X cannot turn that deposition over to
Nx'zistovich.

MR, HORTOM: X wil3. t~ to lceep my patience.

The understanding OZ the ~nursday oz Priday

was based on the zo3.lowing facts:
Xf we Mnishsd this hearing ~~ esday oven"ng, we

wou3d take the deposition on, Thursday. Zr" we did not Cinish





the hearing until Wednesday ev ning, c~e should talce the

deposition on Friday.

Fiov xt turns out ~".ai. v"-'re going ho 2xnzsh '>e

hearing QN Monday. Zm Nr. Pleisohaker, Mhen he:;aye c:e

> ~

agreed to take the deposition on Thursday o Friday, fails
to inform the Board that i:hat was based on '>e premise thaG

ve finish on Tuesday or Hednesday, not thab ~>e ~]auld all
sit round for an e.."t:ra 24 or 4S hours.

X )9 goxIlg +0 aG/4 iQLQ Board right QGN to issue a

subpoena for Dr. Hal3. for his deposition Wednesday

pC his place of QRlplo~~nt QC UCLZko

MR, uiZXSCBb~>R." rie3.1~ if you Qo tha" X

aaOZQZ.Dg

can'

'! -. i be 4?QZ'eo
~ J

t)

g {

i~%. HORTGM: Mo2.1, X twould -aves" wive get a

ruling 2 om the Board Kizst thing Monday morning. X'm

getting very up - et a Hr P3.eisa~ e3 er and LE'o "l'" sch J er s

witnesses'chedules. ZVG.'.Jbody has to be B>Jc ilable dhen

he is, and he just makes statements X'm no" going"to be
~ ~

there" .

MS BONHBS: Let, m check nots.

XgC FTog X cUQQ'4 say "X'tQ" Qot, going
C

Co be. 'chere." X said "X cannot be there". And Wa6 +as on
>'he.basis of the besh estimate Gs to T'lhen Sais hearing ifould

Qpdo ~

X had no idea vh n Dr. He~rimz~c's testimony and

j>

I ~
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(

((

~ ~

cross GZRHLLDat3.on Efould ends ''3n 'C R"(Qb ~w le'i~+~~'M

Ez'istovich Uou3.0 he &le to ga'c Back d'or cross GHKxLLnc ~ ion

of this panel. Because he couMn4t get hack io" cross-

e."sa~(iation oZ this panel, (ve araiv d cross-ezomination ox

this panel.

rhLd Qn the basis 0): U'.0 uncertainty rri'Ul respect

to Dzo Ke('RtG k ~ Gs to the 3 ength 0-'YO 'Nevis(Rrk 8 cross
( examination and my hest es'vi.ate as to ho:r long it ~~rould

take to cross e..amide the panels on elec:"z'cal and ni chai al

I

~ 4

I(

equipment, X est"mted that this hea=.ing ~rould he over on

Tuesday. X d'scussed vari"4 Mr. No-ton t~>ing depositions on

"thursday and -x'iday, and have a corn~(t~nt )?e~~.esday >t:ozning

that X cannot brea'.

i~o BOTHY: Am X cow-ect the''" you are tied up

Tu sday and Rednesday9

ER. MORTON: Hov about Hednesday aCtszncon'P

He gust said he had a commits. nt %?ednesday

morning. X'll taice &o deposition:?ednesday afternoon.

lK. PLHXBCHAWR: X th'a.'c wednesday afternoon "~

provided Dr. Hall is available, X can do i" 5'ednesday after"
24

/
.I ~

$
\

( f

'('

II

(j

( ~

noono

Xt4s Mednesday mowing - hat ti e reason X said

dayo XZ it4s t~ednesday—

MR. NORZCH: X can go un"il si:c, seven o4c3.ock

Nednesday, Hr. iVorton, is because X though'r. you'vontad. a u"l





mph 7 c

t
tL
I

t
in the eveningo X'm sure Dr Hall can too.

NQ tOQ.C Cne Oc. yOur QGPQsitionQ at 3.3."~ 30 =C:.

night, if you'l recall, for you convenience.

lK. PL"XSCHAKL'R."Por vour convenience. X haQ

to xly up for that fmm San Diego at seven in ale afternoon.

Xf it's in the afternoon, " can be there.

ÃH. NORTON: Then ~7e r7oulcl request .chat .~s
BoarcL issue a subpoena for ~De taking of Dr. Hall-8 cLeposi-

&

>6

~
c

t

c3

'

~ t
tran

.I> ~

tion Neclnesclay at 1:30 p.m., on heanesday -™m?.~t vill ir„ba2

January

MR. FXEXSCHZQVR".3efo "e this BoarcL issues a
'I

subpoena, X voulcL appreciate the opportwaity to check my

schecLule for certain to see >Mat the meeting X scheGulecL

for Wednesday is not going "o slop over into the af"eznoono

X cion t anticipate that it 't'rilie
X'cL like to chec!c D=. Hall'8 scheclule.

ORTQg iQ 1 rigr1

'Re'll appreciate, hccvever: hearing hack Pionctaty

3!)

CO

morning firs't thingy so that %78 can contact the people 4'7Q

have to contact ta prepare xor ~die cLeposition

HR PXZXSCHWWR." Ne 11 get back MorcLayo X

can"~ guarantee you first thing, hu"''ll get haec on Non8ay ~

2\ t

t

1<ii
c

I)

with you.

I%So BottERSc 9~> X rig%st in assum<ag .mac, nothing

can happen tomozrcw in 'che ~ay of raitnesses'P
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N--. Tonhellotte: 's -uah car=eat, Na-c. Pere

would he ao = ason +o have a ceo-io='..bozo=-=avsP

PM TCURZEM:OT L: L7o. Z have no:-z'.tneases. Lcy
I

Mi'4.nesses Z was Cold K>ou3.Q proaablv noi.. ~ c>e'. Uz;-'-i3. Monday

ox'ue@day. And so they'=e among Sunday nigh"...

There's no ~way to get t3xem here ~ 'i ice foz

tomoxmm's session.

.GS. BOESBSc Hell,;re'l3. adjoin"z nov un'=il

Monday mom~~g ah 8".30o

LD QM Eec4lt~i~ i LB Decessa~J 3.DZQ TitcTcxcn v7"ll
he gactJQZ'ed so wJB ci~ 2~ ~ t.p plans i

(Mmz'eupon, at 4x50 p.m., +We hearing i+a .&e

above enCi led na't:er its adjourned., Co reconvene '"
8>3G a mo~ K)nday~ january 35~ 1979 )'
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